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The assembly of the brain during embryonic development was thought to be largely 
independent of its electrical activity. It was believed that activity, broadly defined as 
spontaneous or evoked changes in membrane potential, is important only in later 
stages of development, after a basic template of the nervous system has already 
been established.  Recent data, however, suggests that activity plays a crucial role 
in all stages of neural development, from cell proliferation and migration to 
establishment and maturation of synaptic connections.  
In this thesis, I explore the role of activity on early development of axons, dendrites 
and the axon initial segments of hippocampal neurons in vitro. Activity was 
modulated by either elevated levels of KCl or optogenetic stimulation of ChR2-
expressing neurons. Elevated activity had only a modest effect on the morphology 
of dendritic and axonal compartments, however it strongly affected the structure of 
the axon initial segment (AIS).  
Chronic depolarisation of developing hippocampal neurons led to reversible, cell-
death independent, AIS disassembly in a subset of susceptible neurons. This effect 
required Ca2+ influx though L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and was observed 
mostly in young (4-7 DIV) neurons, suggesting the existence of a developmental 
window for this type of activity-induced change. Electrophysiological recordings and 
Ca2+ imaging experiments showed that cells without an AIS have markedly 
decreased Na+ currents and are unable to initiate repetitive firing.  
 
The AISs that were not disassembled in response to elevated activity had 
significantly altered structural properties, in terms of their length and position along 
the axon. The exact nature of these changes depended on the specific 
developmental stage at which the neurons were depolarised. The susceptibility of 
the AIS to alterations in neuronal activity may suggest the existence of a novel form 
of plasticity in immature neurons, which may be important for stabilisation of 
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One of the most fundamental properties of the brain is its ability to generate electric 
activity. Neural activity forms the basis for signal transduction in mature neural 
circuits; however it also plays a vital role in shaping the development of the nervous 
system. Conventionally, activity is divided into spontaneous and evoked. Evoked 
activity requires an external trigger, which in situ is delivered through extensive 
network of synaptic contacts converging onto each neuron. This type of activity is 
mediated by all-or-nothing action potentials and is predominant in late development, 
when the majority of neurons have already formed synaptic connections. 
Spontaneous activity, on the other hand, occurs in the absence of explicit external 
stimuli and is typically associated with early development, before the formation of 
synapses.  
Traditionally it was believed that the early phase of brain development is 
independent of neuronal activity but it is exclusively controlled by genetic 
programmes, which establish a coarse framework of neuronal connections in an 
activity-independent manner. Activity was thought to be important only later, when 
the coarse neuronal networks are fine-tuned to give rise to adult patterns of 
connectivity (Goodman and Shatz, 1993, Katz and Shatz, 1996, Sengpiel and Kind, 
2002). This traditional model is being updated to accommodate growing evidence 
that activity is also important in earlier stages of development. An accumulating 
number of studies show that neural activity and genetic programmes interact to 
instruct the composition and organisation of neural networks at all stages of 
development (Spitzer, 2006, Yamamoto and Lopez-Bendito, 2012). 
 
Both spontaneous and evoked forms of neural activity are implicated in a wide 
range of developmental processes, from neuronal proliferation and migration to 
formation and stabilisation of synaptic connections (Spitzer, 2006). In the next 
section, I briefly review the role of activity in development of axonal and dendritic 
arborisations, especially its influence on neurite elongation and branching, together 
with its modulatory role on the behaviour of axonal growth cones.   
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1.1 Activity-dependent development of dendritic and axonal 
arborisations 
1.1.1 The role of activity on axonal outgrowth, branching and pathfinding 
It has long been established that electrical activity is involved in refinement of 
coarse axonal projections into mature patterns of connectivity (Hubel and Wiesel, 
1970, Hubel et al., 1977). Yet only recently it has been fully recognized that 
neuronal activity can also regulate the initial targeting of axons during the formation 
of neural circuits. Modulatory effects of neural activity have been observed in a 
variety of model systems, both in vivo and in vitro. For example, spontaneous bursts 
of neuronal activity are vital for the proper development of thalamocortical 
connectivity.  In mice, thalamocortical axons (TCAs) reach the cortex around 
embryonic day (E) 15 and establish functional transient connections with subplate 
neurons before they reach their final target in the cortical plate (Lopez-Bendito and 
Molnar, 2003). Silencing spontaneous activity by in utero electroporation of Kcnj2 (a 
gene encoding a human inwardly rectifying potassium channel Kir2.1) into a mouse 
embryo at the peak of TCA extension (between E12.5 and E15.5), slows down the 
elongation of the axons in vivo (Mire et al., 2012). Conversely, increasing activity 
with high levels of extracellular KCl accelerates axonal outgrowth in the thalamic 
explants. Interestingly, membrane depolarisation increases axon outgrowth only in 
young neurons; old neurons are not affected by elevation of membrane voltage, 
suggesting a developmental regulation of activity-dependent axon outgrowth. 
Activity also modulates axon outgrowth in motor neurons of developing spine cord 
and colossal neurons of visual and somatosensory cortex. In developing chick 
spinal cord, modest alterations to the normal frequency of neural activity perturbs 
pathfinding decisions of elongating motor neurons (Hanson and Landmesser, 2004; 
Kastanenka and Landmesser, 2010), whereas blocking activity in mouse visual and 
somatosensory cortex leads to a disrupted growth of axons and their arbours in 
colossal projection neurons (Mizuno et al., 2007, Wang et al., 2007).   
 
How does neuronal activity affect the axonal growth? Several studies in vitro 
showed that electrical activity and associated membrane depolarisation regulates 
the expression of axon guidance receptors in the elongating growth cones. For 
example, membrane depolarisation with high extracellular KCl recruited DCC to the 
growth cones of embryonic rat cortical neurons, which considerably potentiated 
axon outgrowth in netrin-1 gradients (Bouchard et al., 2008). Similarly, intermittent 
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stimulation with KCl enhanced responsiveness of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to 
BDNF and other trophic factors (Goldberg et al., 2002). Interestingly, the stimulation 
pattern that elicited the largest growth displayed the characteristics of spontaneous 
activity normally present in developing retina in vivo (Wong et al., 1998), further 
emphasising the role of early activity on axonal outgrowth. In either cortical or retinal 
cultures, membrane depolarisation on its own had no effect on the rate of axon 
outgrowth. Guidance cues, on the other hand, could stimulate axon growth on their 
own, but did so inefficiently. Therefore a combined effect of activity and various 
trophic factors seems to be necessary for efficient axon elongation in the 
development of neural circuits.   
 
Membrane depolarisation can not only potentiate axonal growth in response to 
molecular guidance cues but also actively inhibit the growth of neighbouring 
unstimulated axon collaterals. Studies performed in compartmented cultures of rat 
sympathetic cultures showed that neuronal activity and neurotrophins can interact to 
select one axon over the other. For example, Singh and Miller (2005) demonstrated 
that the axons of KCl-depolarised neurons had a competitive growth advantage over 
unstimulated axon collaterals when both were grown in the presence of NGF. The 
axons that were locally depolarised exhibited NGF-mediated axonal growth and 
branching, at the cost of the unstimulated axons, which were actively inhibited from 
growing. Thus neuronal activity can regulate both positive and negative neurotropin-
mediated signals to selectively enhance the growth of one axon over another, 
providing an additional, activity-dependent mechanism for axonal outgrowth and 
branching.  
 
Not all neuronal types display activity-induced axon growth. In dorsal root ganglion 
(DRG) cells of mice (Fields et al., 1990) and chick (Diefenbach et al., 2000), as well 
in molluscan sensory neurons (Mattson and Kater, 1987), electrical activity and 
subsequent Ca2+ influx were shown to suppress axonal growth. Similarly, in 
hippocampal neurons in culture, transient global activation of ionotropic 
AMPA/kainate receptors with glutamate or kainate resulted in axon retraction and 
growth cone stalling (Chang and De Camilli, 2001; Tashiro et al., 2003; Ibarretxe et 
al., 2007). This neurotransmitter-induced effect was dependent on membrane 
depolarisation and could be mimicked by transient discharges of action potentials by 
intracellular current injections with patch clamp electrodes (Ibarretxe, et al., 2007). 
Interestingly, local application of glutamate to axons of 4 days in vitro (DIV) dentate 
granule cell had no effect on axon behaviour, but it effectively collapsed axonal 
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growth cones leading to axon retraction when applied to somatodendritic areas 
(Yamada et al., 2008).  Thus activity-mediated axon retraction does not necessarily 
require local depolarisations at the axonal growth cone, but can be modulated 
through long-range intracellular signals arising in the somatodendritic compartment.  
These signals consist of a long-range Ca2+ wave (termed ‘axonal Ca2+ sweep’) that 
propagates from the soma to the axon terminal following the perisomatic application 
of glutamate. The molecular mechanism that leads from Ca2+ signal to axon 
retraction is not known, however it is postulated that the initial Ca2+ transient might 
induce phosphorylation of microtubule associated protein 1b and tau through 
Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase. This, in turn, destabilises microtubules, 
which are then completely depolymerised by the second Ca2+ wave (Yamada et al., 
2008). 
 
Apart from the action of neurotransmitters, a change in membrane potential can 
also be induced by molecular guidance cues. Electrophysiological recordings from 
growth cones showed that attractive cues, such as BDNF and Netrin-1 (mediated 
via the DCC homomeric receptor complex) cause membrane depolarisation of 
approximately 15mV in cultured spinal neurons of Xenopus embryo. On the 
contrary, repellents such as Slit2, Sema3A and Netrin-1 (mediated by the 
DCC/UNC5 receptor complex) lead to hyperpolarisation of a similar magnitude 
(Henley et al., 2004; Nishiyama et al., 2008; Wang and Poo, 2005). Interestingly, 
manipulating membrane potential with electrophysiology or various concentrations 
of KCl can change the direction of growth cone turning, regardless of the presence 
of specific guidance cues (Ming et al., 2001; Nishiyama et al., 2008). For example, 
inducing depolarisation while exposing the growth cones to Sema3A or myelin-
associated glycoprotein (MAG) leads to attraction rather than repulsion, whereas 
clamping the voltage at the resting level induces no preferential turning. Therefore, 
polarity of the change in membrane potential appears to have an important role in 
growth cone turning, at least in response to Sema3A or MAG, whereby 
depolarisation leads to attraction and hyperpolarisation to repulsion of axonal 
growth cones. 
 
The molecular mechanism that leads to a change in membrane potential involves a 
network of second messenges, such as Ca2+ and cyclic nucleotides (Tojima et al., 
2011). For example, growth cone turning triggered by Sema3A in Xenopus spinal 
neurons involves an interplay between the intracellular levels of cGMPs (cyclic 
guanosine monophosphates), Cl- and Ca2+ ions (Nishiyama et al. 2008). cGMPs are 
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produced by soluble guanylate cyclase (SGC) in response to Sema3A binding to its 
receptor, neutropilin-1. The intracellular levels of cGMP determine whether the 
growth cones will be repelled or attracted towards the Sema3A gradient. Low levels 
of cGMP have been found to induce growth cone repulsion, whereas high levels 
lead to growth cone attraction (Song et al., 1998).  Increase in cGMP activates Cl- 
channels, triggering Cl- influx and subsequent membrane hyperpolarisation. 
Membrane hyperpolarisation leads, through an unknown mechanism, to opening of 
Ca2+ channels, reorganisation of cytoskeleton and repulsive growth cone turning. In 
attractive Sema3A signalling, increased levels of SGC-generated cGMPs result in 
activation of cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG), leading to opening of Na+ 
channels, Na+ influx and membrane depolarisation. Memebrane depolarisation, in 
turn, opens voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (VGCCs) and triggers attractive growth 
cone turning (Nishiyama et al., 2008).  
 
The exact pathway leading from the change of membrane potential to Ca2+ influx is 
not known, however, it has been postulated that non-VGCCs are more likely to 
mediate hyperpolarisation-triggered membrane repulsion, whereas VGCCs, due to 
their higher Ca2+ influx, mediate depolarisation-triggered growth cone attraction. 
Differential spatial patterns of Ca2+ at the growth cone can trigger different sets of 
downstream effectors leading to bidirectional turning responses (Nishiyama et al., 
2003, 2008; Tokima et al., 2011). The direction of growth cone turning is thus 
determined by the polarity of the growth cone potential shift and the resulting 
magnitude of growth cone Ca2+.  
 
1.1.2 The role of activity on dendritic outgrowth and branching 
Neural activity also plays a key role in dendritic growth and branching (Wong and 
Ghosh, 2002). Dendritic development occurs concurrently with synapse formation, 
suggesting that afferent terminals might stimulate dendritic growth.  Indeed, it has 
long been recognised that afferent activity can shape dendritic arbours, whereby 
decreasing or blocking activity often leads to a stunted development of dendritic 
trees. For example, monocular deprivation causes atrophy and stunted growth of 
dendritic trees in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of kittens (Wiesel and Hubel, 
1963), whereas visual deprivation induced by dark rearing results in decreased 
length and number of dendrites in mice stellate neurons (Coleman and Riesen, 
1968).  Conversely, enhanced levels of afferent activity can promote dendritic 
growth and branching. For example, in Xenopus laevis tadpoles, visual activity 
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driven by a light stimulus increases the growth of developing dendritic arbours and 
stabilises existing ones in tectal neurons (Sin et al., 2002). Similarly, hippocampal 
neurons from mice housed in enriched environments had larger dendritic trees 
compared to littermates raised in standard cages (Faherty et al., 2003). 
 
Increased levels of activity do not always lead to larger dendritic trees, just like 
activity blockage does not necessarily cause stunted dendritic growth. In some 
cases decreased levels of activity can lead to paradoxical increase in dendritic size, 
whereas high levels of activity have the opposite, growth-stunting, effect.  For 
instance, inhibiting neural activity by blocking glutamate receptors or L-type Ca2+ 
channels increased dendritic growth in cultured visual cortex of a ferret (McAllister 
et al., 1996). Conversely, enhanced levels of activity mediated by increased Ca2+ 
flux in mutant mice expressing defective alleles of AMPA receptor GLUR-B subunit, 
resulted in stunted dendritic growth in pyramidal neurons in hippocampal CA3 area 
(Feldmeyer et al., 1999). Neural activity can also cause both increases and 
decreases in the size of dendritic arbours, in a cell-specific manner. In the nucleus 
laminaris of a chick, for example, monoaural auditory deprivation caused systematic 
changes in dendritic size depending on which frequency the neurons are responsive 
to. In high frequency areas, the dendrites receiving the inputs from the deprived ear 
were shorter than the dendrites from the normal ear. In low frequency areas, on the 
other hand, auditory deprivation had the opposite effect, where the dendrites 
receiving the inputs from the deprived ear were longer compared to those from the 
nondeprived ear (Smith et al., 1983).  
  
In vitro, neuronal activity has been shown to predominantly enhance the growth of 
dendritic arbours. For example, membrane depolarisation induced with high levels 
of extracellular KCl enhances the growth of dendritic arbours in rat cortical 
(Redmond et al., 2002), sympathetic (Vaillant et al., 2002), cerebellar  (Gaudilliere 
et al., 2004) and hippocampal cultures (Yu and Malenka, 2003; Wayman et al., 
2006; Tan et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2011). Mattson et al., (1988), however, showed an 
opposite effect, whereby chronic membrane depolarisation with elevated levels of 
KCl or global application of glutamate, led to dose-dependent reduction in the length 
of dendritic trees in pyramidal-like neurons in low-density hippocampal cultures 
(Mattson et al., 1988). The reasons for this apparent discrepancy are not clear. An 
obvious explanation, apart from cell- and culture-type-related differences, is that KCl 
may have distinct effects depending on the developmental stage at which the 
treatment is applied. Thus very young neurons (<4 DIV) may respond differently 
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than the older, more mature cells (>7 DIV) In agreement with this, activity-
dependent dendrite growth was observed mostly in older neurons (7-8 DIV cells 
harvested at P0; Yu and Malenka, 2003; Tan et al., 2010) but not in 1-4 DIV 
neurons (harvested from E18 rat embryos and P0 pups; Mattson et al., 1988; Tan et 
al., 2010). This, however is not consistent with the finding from Ma et al., (2011) 
where KCl-treatment induced dendritic outgrowth in 3 DIV neurons (harvested from 
E18 rat embryos). The reasons for this disparity are not immediately clear and may 
be due to combinatorial effect of culture density, culturing protocol and growth 
conditions, as well as the duration of the treatment and the concentration of KCl 
used in each study. 
 These often contrasting effects of activity on axonal and dendritic development 
demonstrate the complexity of cellular and molecular mechanisms that underlie 
activity-dependent neurite growth and maturation. As the majority of activity-induced 
changes are mediated by cytosolic Ca2+ rises, diverse features of Ca2+ signalling 
has been proposed to account for distinct effects of neural activity on axonal and 
dendritic growth and guidance. Different spatiotemporal characteristics of the Ca2+ 
signal have been shown to evoke distinct behavioural effects in the stimulated cells. 
For example, the direction of growth cone turning seems to have a U-shaped 
dependence on the magnitude of the Ca2+ increase, where moderate increase in 
Ca2+ favours attraction, whereas low or very high Ca2+ increase favours repulsion 
(Zheng, 2000; Gomez and Zheng, 2006), suggesting there is an optimal range for 
intracellular [Ca2+] that supports maximal growth. Ca2+ signals of distinct 
spatiotemporal characteristics can in turn activate distinct intracellular pathways, 
which can differentially regulate dendritic and axonal growth through either 
cytoplasmic or nuclear targets. By recruiting local and global calcium signalling to 
regulate dendritic development, neuronal activity plays an important role in shaping 
the architecture of the developing brain.  
 
Because electrical activity regulates the development of dendritic and axonal 
compartments, this leads to the question of what is the source of that activity during 
development. In the next section, I describe different forms of activity found in 
embryonic mouse hippocampus.  
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1.2 Early forms of electrical activity in developing hippocampus 
Even before synapse formation, neurons exhibit spontaneous electrical and 
chemical activity (Blankenship and Feller, 2010). In the developing hippocampus 
this activity is mediated by Ca2+ ions and can be correlated across a large number 
of neurons. Crepel et al., (2007) used multibeam two-photon Ca2+ microscopy 
combined with targeted electrophysiological recordings to characterise different 
activity patterns in embryonic and early postnatal hippocampus.  On the basis of 
these recordings, the authors distinguished three distinct forms of spontaneous 
activity: uncorrelated Ca2+ spikes, synchronous plateau assemblies and giant 
depolarising potentials (Figure 1.1).   
 
Uncorrelated Ca2+ spikes were detected in E16-19 embryos, where they most likely 
constitute the first form of electrical activity in immature hippocampus. These 
sporadic events were present in around 20% of neurons and consisted of brief 
(~3s), poorly correlated, spontaneous Ca2+ discharges occurring on average every 
30 seconds. Treating the slices with blockers of voltage-gated L-type Ca2+ channels 
and voltage-gated Na+ channels reduced the incidence of these events, suggesting 
that they require Na+ and Ca2+ voltage-gated conductances for their generation. In 
contrast, they were not abolished by treatment with NMDA/AMPA/GABAA receptor 
antagonists, indicating that neurotransmitter-gated channels are not involved in 
generating these events.  
 
Around birth, between postnatal P0-P2, a larger proportion of cells generated Ca2+ 
spikes but also another activity pattern was present in around 20% of cells, termed 
synchronous plateau assemblies (SPAs) due to its spatiotemporal dynamics. SPAs 
consist of long-lasting (~9s) Ca2+ plateaus, which recur with an interval of around 8 
seconds and are considered to be the earliest coherent pattern of electrical activity 
in the developing hippocampus. In contrast to Ca2+ spikes, SPAs are correlated 
between 3-7 neurons, which are electrically coupled through gap junctions. SPAs 
are strongly voltage-dependent and they occur only within a specific membrane 
voltage window (between -40mV and -80mV), suggesting they are mediated by 
voltage-gated conductances. Indeed, pharmacological assays revealed that SPAs 
are generated by high threshold Ca2+ channels with a contribution of an immature 
form of a Na+ conductance. In contrast to Ca2+ spikes, SPAs require the activation 
of hyperpolarisation-activated ionic current (Ih), however, similarly to Ca
2+ spikes, 
they are not blocked by antagonists of NMDA/AMPA/GABAA receptors, ruling out 
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any fast synaptic signalling. SPAs are progressively inhibited by synapse-driven 
events that begin to predominate in the postnatal period. 
 
Between P6 and P10, neurons start to exhibit correlated synapse-driven spikes that 
are commonly known as giant depolarising potentials (GDPs). The existence of 
GDPs has been well-documented in both in vitro and in vivo systems. They have 
been first described in rat hippocapampal slices between P0-P10 (Ben-Ari et al., 
1989) but have also been detected in intact hippocampus in vitro (Leinekugel et al., 
1998; Khalilov et al., 1997) and in vivo (Leinekugel et al., 2002). GDPs 
progressively replace SPAs, but the two forms of spontaneous activity coexist 
during the first postnatal week in a spatially-exclusive manner. GDPs constitute 
synapse-driven slow depolarisations occurring every 3-10 seconds and correlate 
across large populations of cells. GDPs require activation of GABAA and glutamate 
receptors (Khasipov et al, 1997) and Ih currents conducted by HCN channels 
(Bender et al., 2005). GDPs are preferentially generated in CA3 and propagate to 
CA1 but around 20% of GDPs originate in CA1 and propagate backwards to CA3, 
which appears to have the highest pacemaker activity. GDPs are also observed in 
granule cells, but with less frequent incidence (Memendez de la Prida, et al., 1998). 
Both SPAs and GDPs disappear by the second week after birth.  
1.3 A hub of neuronal activity: the axon initial segment 
As development progresses, the levels of spontaneous activity diminish and the cell 
progressively gains the ability to initiate mature forms of electrical signals. This 
transition from immature to mature form of excitability coincides with the formation 
of a specialised structure at the beginning of the axon, known as the axon initial 
segment (AIS). The AIS is responsible for the generation of mature types of neural 
activity, taking the form of self-propagating action potentials (Foust et al., 2010, 
Meeks and Mannerick, 2007, Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2008). At the AIS, graded 
electrical potentials arriving from the soma and dendrites are integrated into all-or-
nothing neuronal spikes, which propagate along the axon and trigger the release of 
neurotransmitters at presynaptic terminals. In addition to its role in initiation of action 
potentials, the AIS also acts as a boundary between somatodendritic and axonal 
compartments, restricting the free diffusion of dendritic proteins into axon. As a 
result of this, the AIS preserves axonal identity and is a key player in the 
maintenance of neuronal polarity (Sobotzik et al., 2009, Rasband, 2010). The two  
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Figure 1.1 Early forms of activity recorded from a CA1 region of a mouse 
hippocampus. (a-b) Temporal characteristics of Ca2+ transients (a)  and example 
Ca2+ fluorescence traces (b) of uncorrelated  Ca2+ spikes (black), SPAs (red) and 
GDPs (blue) (c) Proportion of cells exhibiting Ca2+ spikes (black line), SPAs (red 
line) and GDPs (blue line) for different age groups. The graph also shows the 
frequencies of GDP. Uncorrelated Ca2+ spikes dominate at embryonic stages (E16-
E19), after which they are progressively replaced by SPAs and GDPs. Both SPAs 
and GDPs disappear by the second postnatal week.  Error bars, SEM. (adapted 
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key roles of the AIS arise from its strategic localisation in the neuron and from its 
unique, highly specialised, molecular organisation. In this section I describe the 
structural components of the AIS, their unique functions and their assembly in 
development. In addition, I will briefly review recently-discovered plastic properties 
of the AIS, which allow the cell to fine-tune its excitability to ongoing levels of 
neuronal activity.  
1.3.1 Molecular composition of the AIS determines its functional properties 
Historically, the axon initial segment was defined as the initial unmyelinated portion 
of the axon, between the axon hillock and the beginning of myelination (Palay et al., 
1968). At the electron microscopic level the AIS is characterised by an electron- 
dense granular material that coats the inner surface of the plasma membrane not 
found at the soma and is thought to represent high density clusters of AIS proteins 
(Figure 1.2a; Peters et al., 1968).  Indeed, later anatomical and physiological 
studies revealed that the AIS consists of a large number of transmembrane and 
cytoplasmic proteins, including ion channels, cell adhesion molecules and 
cytoskeletal and membrane scaffold proteins.   
 
Ion channels  
A unique feature of the AIS is its enrichment in voltage gated Na+, K+ and Ca2+ 
channels. The biophysical characteristics of these channels dictate the threshold, 
shape and amplitude of the spike as well as the pattern of repetitive firing (Lorincz 
and Nusser, 2008). The diversity of ion channels expressed at the AIS thus 
determines how different cell types transform synaptic inputs into an output (Kole et 
al., 2012). Different classes of neurons express unique complements of these 
channels which allows them to fine-tune AIS excitability to their specific needs. 
 
Na+ channels 
Voltage-gated Na+ channels are responsible for the main transient current in the 
rapid depolarising phase of the action potential and thus are of key importance of 
the initiation of neuronal spikes (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952).  A large number of 
immunocytochemical, anatomical and electrophysiological studies showed that the 
AIS contains a significantly higher density of Nav channels than the soma. The first 
evidence for this was obtained by immunocytochemistry (Wollner and Catterall, 
1986) and later confirmed with electrophysiological recordings (Kole et al., 2008; Hu 
et al., 2009) and Na+ imaging  (Fleidervish et al., 2010, Palmer and Stuart, 2006; 
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Bender and Trussell, 2009). While the general consensus is that the density of Na+ 
channels at the AIS is high, the relative number of channels to the soma is still an 
area of intense debate. Estimates range widely, suggesting anywhere from 3-fold 
higher at the AIS versus the soma (Fleidervish et al., 2010) to ~40-fold (Lorincz and 
Nusser, 2010). The density of the channels, however, is likely to vary between 
different types of neurons, depending on their electrophysiological requirements. 
Large cortical neurons may require ~50-fold difference (Kole et al., 2008), whereas 
electrically compact dentate granule cells may need only ~5-fold enrichment 
(Schmidt-Hieber and Bischofberger, 2010).  
  
Out of the four Na+ channel alpha subunits (Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.3 and Nav1.6), 
three are expressed in the AIS (Nav1.1, Nav1.2 and Nav1.6). The distribution of 
these channels varies with cell type, age and the presence of myelination. Nav1.1 is 
dominant at the AIS of GABAergic neurons (Ogiwara et al., 2007) but is also found 
in retinal ganglion cells (Van Wart et al., 2007) and spinal cord motorneurons 
(Duflocq et al., 2008). Nav1.2 is primarily expressed in the AIS in early development 
and in adult unmyelinated axons (Boiko et al., 2003). Nav1.6 is found in the majority 
of axons, and it is the only Nav isotype present in cerebellar Purkinje neurons and 
the auditory neurons of chick (Kuba et al., 2010), but is coexpressed with 1.1 or 1.2 
subtypes in most other cell types.  Interestingly, there is a switch in Nav subtype 
expression during development. In RGCs, Nav1.2 is first expressed early in 
development, for it to be  gradually replaced by Nav1.6 as the axons become 
myelinated, which also marks the onset of repetitive firing in these cells (Boiko et al., 
2001, 2003).  
  
In dentate granule cells and hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Royeck et al., 2008; 
Kress et al., 2010), Nav1.6 is coexpressed with Nav1.2 in a specific spatiotemporal 
manner. Nav1.2 is predominant in the proximal region of the AIS, whereas Nav1.6 is 
more prevalent in the distal part of the AIS. It is thought that the subcellular 
specification (Hu et al., 2009; Lorincz and Nusser, 2008, 2010; Zhou and Goldin, 
2004; Schmidt-Hieber and Bischofberger, 2010) and voltage-dependence of these 
channels can explain some of the unique properties of the AIS in these cells (Rush 
et al., 2005). Distally located Nav1.6, has a lower voltage threshold (hyperpolarised 
by ~10mV compared to Nav channels in the soma; Colbert and Pan, 2002; Kole et 
al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009), creating favourable conditions for action potential 
initiation. Proximally located Nav1.2, on the other hand, has a higher activation 
voltage and is thought to mediate the backpropagation of the action potential to the 
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soma (Hu et al., 2009; Dulla and Huguenard, 2009). The high concentration of 
Nav1.6 at the AIS, coupled to its hyperpolarized activation voltage and its distal 
location all contribute to the low threshold for action potential firing measured at the 
AIS. In fact, simultaneous patch-clamp studies of the soma and the AIS have shown 
that current threshold at the AIS is indeed lower (Kole et al., 2008).  
   
K+ channels 
K+ channels mediate the repolarisation phase of the action potential and modulate 
action potential amplitude, duration and frequency of firing. In addition, they can 
also regulate neuronal excitability through setting the resting membrane potential of 
the cell. In most neuronal types, the predominant Kv channels are the low-threshold 
Kv1 subtype together with auxiliary β-subunits (Kv1.1 and Kv1.2; Inda et al., 2006, 
Lorincz and Nusser, 2008, Ogawa et al., 2008, Van Wart et al., 2007). Both types 
are frequently found at the AIS of excitatory and inhibitory hippocampal neurons and 
tend to be located at the very distal end of the AIS, showing some overlap with 
Nav1.6.  Distal parts of pyramidal neurons also contain a high density of Kv7 
channels (7.2 and 7.3, also called KCNQ channels; Devaux et al., 2004; Pan et al, 
2006). These channels carry a slowly activating and inactivating M-type current 
(Brown and Passmore, 2009) and are essential for the regulating action potential 
firing in hippocampal cells, by controlling the resting membrane potential of the cell 
and the threshold for generating an action potential (Shah et al., 2002,  2008). By 
regulating the waveform of the action potential, Kv1 channels can also modify the 
levels of depolarization sensed by presynaptic terminals and thus indirectly affect 
neurotransmitter release (Kole et al., 2007).  
  
Ca2+ channels  
The presence and function of Cav channels at the AIS is the least explored, 
compared to the well-characterised Nav and Kv channels. Nonetheless, several 
types of Cav channels have been identified at the AIS. These include voltage-gated 
Cav channels of T- and R-type expressed at the AIS of brain stem cartwheel cells 
(Bender and Trussell, 2009; Yu et al, 2010; Bender et al., 2012),  P/Q type in the 
AIS of cerebellar Purkinje cells (Callewaert et al, 1996) and P/Q and N-type in 
neocortical pyramidal cells (Yu et al., 2010). Cav channels, just like Nav and Kv 
channels, can regulate the firing properties of the neuron, such as spike timing, 
burst firing and action potential threshold. For example, blocking P/Q and N-type 
channels in neocortical pyramidal cells increases neuronal excitability and results in 
slower action potential repolarisation phase (Yu et al., 2010). These changes are   
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thought to be mediated, at least in part, through a reduction in Ca2+-dependent K+ 
currents, which normally contribute to the repolarisation of action potentials and 
mediate the fast phase of afterhyperpolarisation following an action potential 
(Berkefeld et al., 2010). Blocking T- and R- type channels in brain stem cartwheel 
cells, on the other hand, decreases neuronal excitability by elevating spike threshold 
and inhibiting generation of spike bursts (Bender and Trussel, 2008). Therefore, 
these channels may act by enhancing depolarising sub-threshold events to reach 
spike threshold. These contrasting roles of the AIS Cav channels reflect the 
complexity of neuronal processing at the AIS and underscore their importance in 
shaping the properties of neuronal spikes.  
 
Apart from high density of voltage-gated ion channels, the AIS is the preferred site 
of action potential initiation for a couple of other reasons. First, it is strategically 
located at the beginning of the axon, positioning itself close enough to the soma to 
‘sense’ the activity inputs arriving from the somatodendritic compartment. Secondly, 
through its small diameter and electrical isolation (especially the more distal 
segments) the AIS has a smaller local capacitance and therefore requires less 
current (and lower density of Nav channels) to generate an action potential 
compared to larger somatodendritic compartment. The smaller capacitance of the 
axon also facilitates rapid changes in membrane potential during the rising phase of 
the action potential. Therefore, the local milieu of the AIS is energetically more 
favourable for spike initiation than other neuronal compartments, making the AIS an 
ideal location for the generation of neuronal spikes.   
  
Neurotrasmitter receptors  
Ionotropic GABA receptors 
As mentioned above, the strategic location of the AIS renders it an optimal site for 
the generation of neuronal activity, which also makes it an ideal target for rapid and 
efficient modulation of neuronal firing. Indeed, it has been long recognised that the 
AIS of neocortical and hippocampal pyramidal neurons receives inhibitory synaptic 
inputs from a specific set of axo-axonic GABAergic interneurons called chandelier 
cells (Somogyi et al., 1998). The presynaptic terminals of these cells align with the 
α2 variant of the GABAA receptor enriched at the AIS (Brunig et al., 2002). Given 
the proximity to the spike initiation site, these synapses can greatly influence 
neuronal output, providing direct control of neuronal firing properties. 
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In the mature nervous system, GABA is predominantly inhibitory, however, some 
evidence exists that suggests that the GABAergic inputs onto the AIS may in fact be 
depolarising (Szabadics et al., 2006).  This is thought to be due to a high axonal 
concentration of Cl-, brought about by the local expression of a Na-K-Cl 
cotransporter, NKCC1, that serves to keep intracellular Cl- concentration high and 
the low expression of a K-Cl symporter, KCC2, that is responsible for pumping the 
Cl- out of the cell. High intracellular Cl- establishes a relatively depolarised GABAA 
reversal potential, leading to Cl- extrusion from the cell upon opening of GABAA 
channels and subsequent depolarisation of the cell. This depolarising action of 
GABA has been observed in a number of cell types, including cortical pyramidal 
cells (Szabadics et al., 2006), basolateral amygdala (Woodruff et al., 2006) and in 
hippocampal granule cells (Khirug et al., 2008). Other reports, however, point 
towards a hyperpolarising effect of axo-axonic synapses (Glickfeld et al., 2009; 
Canepari et al., 2010). Overall, this is an area of intense debate, with many 
opposing views that require further investigation to resolve the many currently 
outstanding discrepancies. 
 
Metabotropic dopamine receptors 
In addition to GABAA receptors, the AIS also contains G-protein-coupled type 3 
dopamine receptors (D3R). These receptors are expressed in the AIS of cartwheel 
interneurons where they regulate the function of T-type Cav channels (Bender et al., 
2012). Interestingly, dopaminergic cells do not synapse onto the AIS of cartwheel 
cells, instead, dopamine regulates the Cav channel function in a paracrine manner. 
Even though a release of dopamine from a single axon terminal could potentially 
impact several cells, dopamine has been found to affect T-type Ca2+ channels 
exclusively at the AIS, without affecting dendritic T-type Ca2+ channels and AIS Na+ 
channels (Bender et al., 2010). Dopaminergic modulation of Ca2+ channels has a 
profound effect on neuronal excitability. Blocking D3R reduces spike-evoked Ca2+ 
influx through these channels, which results in the 50% loss of evoked spikes in 
these cells (Bender et al., 2010). Moreover, it greatly affects spontaneous activity, 
changing their spontaneous firing pattern from bursting to tonic (Bender et al., 
2012). 
  
Protein matrix  
 Apart from ion channels and neurotransmitter receptors, the AIS is also highly 
enriched in a variety of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), extracellular matrix 
molecules and cytoskeletal and scaffolding proteins, which collectively form a 
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membrane diffusion barrier between somatodendritic and axonal compartments 
(Winckler et al., 1999; Nakada et al., 2003) and result in preferential segregation of 
proteins (Song et al., 2009) that plays a fundamental role in the maintenance of 
neuronal polarity.  
  
Cell adhesion molecules 
Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) that are enriched at the AIS include two members 
of the L1 family of CAMs, neurofascin (NF-186) and NrCAM (neuronal cell adhesion 
molecule), and a heterodimer composed of TAG-1 and Caspr2 (contactin-
associated protein 2) protein. Mutations in Caspr2 were linked to epilepsy and 
susceptibility to autism spectrum disorders (Alarcon et al., 2008; Friedman et al., 
2008; Wimmer et al., 2010). NF-186, on the other hand, is required for targeting 
NrCAM to the AIS (Zonta et al., 2011) and for the assembly of a specialised, 
brevican-based ECM around the AIS (Hedstrom et al., 2007). NF-186 has also been 
suggested to play a key role in regulating the assembly of GABAergic synapses. For 
example, pinceau synapse formation at the cerebellar Purkinje neurons requires a 
NF-186 gradient along the AIS (Ango et al., 2004). Similarly, loss of NF-186 
gradient in hippocampal pyramidal cells disrupts the localisation of gephyrin, a 
scaffolding protein found at inhibitory synapses, which prevents GABA receptor 
clustering in the postsynaptic membrane in the axon hillock (Burkarth et al., 2007). 
In cerebellar Purkinje cells, NF-186 is not essential for AIS assembly during 
development but is critical for AIS stabilisation in adult neurons, as its absence 
causes AIS disintegration and loss of key structural components of the AIS, 
including Nav channels, βIV-spectrin and AnkG (Zonta et al., 2011). Studies in 
hippocampal neurons in vitro, however, demonstrated that NF-186 is dispensable 
for formation and stabilisation of the AIS (Hedstrom et al., 2007, 2008). 
  
Extracellular matrix molecules  
Neurons are sheathed by perineural nets composed of extracellular matrix (ECM) 
proteins. The ECM surrounding the AIS has a unique composition and it is enriched 
in brevican, aggrecan and tenascin-R (Bruckner et al., 2006, John et al., 2006). The 
function of the ECM proteins at the AIS are currently unknown, however they have 
been suggested to play a role in recruitment and clustering of other AIS proteins, 
ionic buffering and synaptic stabilisation (Ogawa et al., 2008). The knockouts of 
brevican, aggrecan and tenascin-R display very subtle phenotypes on the 
composition and formation of perineuronal nets, indicating a possible redundancy in 
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the function of these proteins (Bruckner et al., 2000; Brakebusch et al., 2002; 
Giamanco et al., 2010).  
 
Scaffolding proteins 
The structure of the AIS is held together by scaffolding proteins, including ankyrin G, 
β-spectrin, and PSD-93, of which ankyrin G is the most important. Ankyrin G (AnkG, 
ANK3) is a member of adaptor proteins that link the spectrin-based membrane 
cytoskeleton to other membrane proteins (Kordeli et al., 1995). AnkG plays a critical 
role at the AIS, as it anchors other components of the AIS and for this reason it is 
known as ‘the master organiser of the AIS’ (Garrido et al. 2003, Pan et al. 2006; 
Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007; Hedstrom et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 
1998; Jenkings and Van Bennett, 2001). AnkG recruits and stabilised proteins 
containing an AnkG-targeting motif, which include βIV-spectrin, Nav channels, Kv7 
channels, NF-186 and NrCAM (Garrido et al., 2003; Hedstrom et al., 2007; Pan et 
al., 2006).  
 
Consistent with its role as the master organiser, loss of AnkG disrupts the AIS 
structure and molecular function (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and Van Bennett, 2001; 
Hedstrom 2007, 2008). Mice lacking cerebellar AnkG fail to cluster key components 
of the AIS, including Nav channels and L1 CAMs (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and 
Van Bennett, 2001). This lack of AnkG severely affects neuronal function resulting 
in an impaired ability to fire action potentials (Zhou et al., 1998). Purkinje cells from 
knock-out mice display a higher threshold for action potential initiation, a lower 
probability of firing and an impaired ability to fire multiple action potentials in 
response to long current injections (Figure 1.3a). In addition, the absence of AnkG 
results in the loss of neuronal polarity. AnkG-depleted axons appear to lose their 
axonal identity and develop features characteristic of dendrites. Specifically, they 
develop protrusions closely resembling dendritic spines, which are enriched with 
postsynaptic proteins and ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate receptors, and are 
contacted by presynaptic glutamatergic boutons (Figure 1.3b). The accumulation of 
axonal marker tau was also reduced in the spine-rich portions of the axon(Sobotzik 
et al., 2009). Interestigly, in these AnkG-deficient Purkinje neurons the putative 
axon-turned-dendrite was still identifiable as a single process opposite the large 
dendritic tree, suggesting that AnkG is not required to for axon specification.  
 
Similar observations were made in hippocampal neurons in vitro. When the 
expression of AnkG was reduced with a short hairpin RNA (shRNA), it resulted in 
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the dismantling of the AIS and loss of the major components of the AIS, such as 
NF-186, NrCAM, Nav channels and βIV spectrin. The former axons acquired the 
molecular characteristics of dendrites, including the formation of spines with 
postsynaptic densities, and were invaded by proteins that are typically restricted to 
the somatodendritic domains, such as MAP2 and the K+/Cl- cotransporter KCC2 
(Figure 13c).  Therefore, even though the AIS is not required for axon specification, 
it appears to be essential for the maintenance of axonal identity and polarity 
(Hedstrom et al., 2008; Sobotzik et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009). 
 
Cytoskeletal proteins 
The underlying AIS cytoskeleton is composed of actin filaments and a 
specialised microtubule network. Both of these cytoskeletal proteins have 
been implicated in the formation of a diffusion barrier between 
somatodendritic and axonal compartments which is crucial for the function of 
many polarised cells. This AIS barrier restricts the diffusion of membrane 
proteins and lipids and hinders the passage of dendritic cargoes into the 
axon (Kobayashi et al., 1992; Winckler et al., 1999; Nakada et al., 2003; 
Song et al., 2009). It is not clear how axonal cargos are able to pass through 
the AIS barrier. According to Song et al. (2009), this is dependent on the 
higher transport efficacy of motor complexes carrying axonal proteins rather 
than dendritic proteins.  For example, kinesins carrying axonal proteins 
(KIF5-VAMP2 complex) were shown to be more efficient in crossing the AIS 
barrier than the kinesins carrying vesicles with dendritic proteins (KIF17-
NR2B complex; Song et al., 2009). The entry of axonal proteins may also be 
facilited by distinct posttranslational modification of axonal microtubules, 
which are mostly acetylated, in contrast to tyrosinated dendritic microtubules 
(Gomis-Ruth et al., 2008). Microtubule acetylation has been shown to 
increase the binding efficiency of kinesins, such as kif5, complexed with 
axonal proteins (Konishi and Setou, 2009). Therefore the binding of motor 
proteins to microtubules will vary dramatically depending on the biochemical 
properties of axonal or dendritic microtubules.  Specific cargos may also 
influence the affinity of the kinesin-cargo complexes by changing the 
conformation of the microtubule-binding tail domain and affecting transport 
efficiency.  




Despite clear demonstrations of the existence of the diffusion barrier at the AIS, little 
is known about how it contributes to selective filtering. One possibility is that the 
distinct molecular organisation of actin at the AIS may be responsible for the 
formation of the barrier. Recent electron microscope studies of cultured 
hippocampal neurons show that actin filaments along an axon are arranged in 
periodically-distributed rings wrapped around the circumference of axons, a feature 
not observed in dendrites (Xu et al., 2013). This cytoskeletal arrangement forms at 
around 7DIV and coincides with the beginning of formation of the AIS barrier is in 
cultured hippocampal neurons (Winkler et al., 1999; Nakada et al., 2003; Song et 
al., 2009). Furthermore, using rat cortical cultures as a model, Watanabe et al. 
(2013) demonstrated a very different kind of actin arrangement at the AIS. They 
described the presence of specialised actin ‘patches’ within the AIS that were 
proposed to act as a semipermeable vesicle filters. Actin patches were shown to 
coincide with areas of very low mobility, and even stalling, of vesicles carrying 
dendritic proteins, indicating that these actin networks may act as a barrier that 
prevents dendritic proteins from reaching the distal axon. 
 
In addition to actin filaments, the AIS is enriched with a specialised microtubule 
network (Palay et al., 1968). Within the AIS, microtubules are highly polarised with 
their fast growing ‘plus end’ oriented away from the cell body. This orientation is 
important for polarised trafficking that depend on a number of motor proteins 
(kinesins and dyneins), their distinct cargo and the posttranslational modifications of 
microtubules along which they travel (Rasband, 2010). Microtubules in the proximal 
axon are tyrosinated and less stable than the microtubules in the distal axon, which 
are preferentially acetylated. In mature hippocampal neurons, pharmacological 
stabilisation of microtubules induces the transformation of a dendrite into an axon 
(Gomis-Ruth et al., 2008).  Therefore this distinct modification of tubulin may be 
essential for the establishment of neural polarity through polarised trafficking of 
cargo-bound motor proteins.  
1.3.2 The assembly of the AIS 
As shown in the previous section, the molecular organisation of the AIS is incredibly 
complex. How is this protein complex assembled? The general consensus is that 
AIS development is dependent on AnkG (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and Van 
Bennett, 2001; Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007; Hedstrom et al., 2007; Rassmussen et 
al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007; Gasser et al., 2012). Transgenic mice lacking AnkG 
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also lack the AIS (Zhou et al., 1998) and in cultures where AnkG has been knocked 
down, the AIS never forms (Hedstrom et al., 2007). AnkG is one of the first proteins 
concentrated at the proximal axon, where it recruits other AIS components through 
its multiple akyrin repeats (Figure 1.4a). The proteins containing AnkG-targeting 
motifs include Nav and Kv channels, βIV-spectrin and L1 CAMs (Davies and 
Bennett, 1994; Garrido et al., 2003; Boiko et al., 2007; Rasmussen et al., 2007; 
Gasser et al., 2012). Interestingly, the AnkG-binding motif of Nav channels is not 
specific for AnkG as it can also bind to ankyrin-B, another scaffolding protein which 
is expressed throughout the length of the axon (Bennett and Lambert, 1999). 
Specific targeting of Nav channels is achieved by phosphorylation of the AnkG-
binding motif by casein kinase II (CK2), an enzyme enriched at the AIS, which 
facilitates the interaction between Nav channels and AnkG (Brechet et al., 2008). 
Similarly, the protein kinase Cdk5 (cyclin-dependent kinase 5) promotes targeting of 
Kv channels to the axonal membrane (Vacher et al., 2011), suggesting that 
clustering and stabilisation of other AIS proteins may also require posttranslational 
modification.  
 
Relatively late in development, the AIS begins to be enveloped in a dense net of 
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, preferentially enriched in the chondroitin 
sulphate proteoglycan brevican (John et al., 2006). The formation of this brevican-
rich ECM is directed by NF-186, which is necessary for its targeting to the AIS 
(Hedstrom et al., 2007). Interestingly, in the nodes of Ranvier, which have a similar 
structural and molecular organisation to the AIS, NF-186 also recruits AnkG, which 
then clusters nodal ion channels. The NF-186 itself is localised to the nodes by 
signals from neighbouring glial cells during myelination (Dhashiashvili et al., 2007; 
Feinberg et al., 2010). AnkG clustering at the AIS, however, is an intrinsic property 
of neurons and does not require glial signals or NF-186 (Hedstrom et al., 2007; 
Zonta et al., 2011). How is AnkG recruited to the AIS?  




Figure 1.2 The structure of the axon initial segment (a) Schematic diagram of a 
neuron showing the location of the axon initial segment (AIS; red) and electron 
micrograph of the AIS of a cortical pyramidal neuron (adapted from Peters et al., 
1968). Soma, axon hillock and the AIS (red) are indicated. Yellow shading indicates 
presynaptic terminals onto the AIS. (b) A cultured hippocampal neuron at 14 DIV 
stained for Ankyrin G (AnkG) and MAP2. (c) Major molecular components of the 
AIS. AIS is composed of extracellular matrix molecules, (only brevican and 
aggrecan are shown), ion channels (Nav1.1/1.2/1.6, Kv1.1/1.2/7.2/7.3 and Cav), cell 
adhesion molecules (neuronal cell adhesion molecule (NrCAM), neurofascin 186 
(NF186) and a heterodimer consisting of transient axonal glycoprotein 1 (TAG1) and 
CASPR2), cytoskeletal scaffolds (AnkG, βIV-spectrin and postsynaptic density 
protein93 (PSD93) and casein kinase II (CK2). Actin filaments are linked to 
membrane proteins via the interaction with βIV-spectrin. Microtubule fascicles with 
unique cross bridges allow axonal but not dendritic cargos enter the AIS.  GK, 
guanylate kinase; PDZ, PSD95/discs large/zonula occludens; SH3, SRC homology 

































Figure 1.3 AIS is essential for action potential firing and the maintenance of 
neuronal polarity (a)  Whole-cell current clamp recordings of Purkinje cells in 
cerebellar slices from a normal mouse (AnkG+/+ ; top) and a mutant mouse with 
cerebellar knockout of AnkG (AnkG-/-; bottom). AnkG-deficient neurons have 
impaired ability fire single and multiple action potentials, in response to short (1ms) 
and long (50ms) current injections (Adapted from Zhou et al., 1998; the drawings of 
Purkinje neurons were taken from http://www.gutenberg.org/files/31382/31382-
h/31382-h.htm). (b) Purkinje neurons from AnkG-deficient mice develop an axon 
with spine–like protrusions (indicated by arrows), which are contacted by axonal 
terminals expressing vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1; red; adapted from 
Sobotzik et al., 2009). (c) A micrograph showing cultured hippocampal neurons 
infected with an adenoviral vector expressing GFP and a short hairpin RNA 
(shRNA) sequence for ankyrinG. GFP immunofluorescence shows the axon 
(arrows) and the presence of dendritic spines along the axon near the cell body 
(inset). MAP2 immunoreactivity illustrates high levels of this protein along the former 
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Galiano et al., (2012) examined early events in axogenesis that could contribute to 
AnkG clustering. Interestingly, AnkG accumulation at the proximal axon of cortical 
pyramidal neurons was found to be a consequence of an extrusion mechanism 
rather than an active recruitment. This extrusion mechanism is achieved though 
assembly of a distal axonal cytoskeleton composed of ankyrin B, αII-spectrin and 
βII-spectrin. These proteins are originally enriched at the growth cones and then 
progressively fill in the distal region of developing axon, establishing an intra-axonal 
boundary (Figure 1.4b). This boundary serves as a nucleating point for the AnkG 
accumulation and limits its distribution to the proximal axon. Because AnkG is also 
found at nodes of Ranvier, the boundary cannot be a strict barrier that excludes all 
AnkG trafficking but rather it prevents its incorporation into distal sites. 
Experimentally moving this boundary by overexpressing AnkB, αII-spectrin or βII-
spectrin, early on in development shortens the length of the AnkG-based AIS, 
whereas overexpression of AnkG causes a distal shift in the AIS boundary. 
Disruption of the boundary through the knock-down of the distal-cytoskeletal 
proteins disrupts AnkG clustering and redistributes it to the distal axon. Consistent 
with this, αII-spectrin and βII-spectrin deficient mice have disrupted AIS (Galiano et 
al., 2012).  
1.3.3 Activity-dependent AIS plasticity 
Highly complex organization of the AIS and its extensive cross-linking with the 
cytoskeletal and ECM proteins may suggest that it is a rather static structure. A 
number of recent observations, however, challenge this view and demonstrate that 
the structure of the AIS is, in fact, surprisingly plastic and can undergo activity-
dependent changes in its length and position (Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et 
al., 2010; Grubb et al., 2011).  The existence of these plastic changes has been 
demonstrated in the avian auditory system in vivo and in rat hippocampal neurons in 
vitro. 
AIS plasticity in the avian auditory system 
In the avian auditory system the length and position of the AIS along the axon varies 
with the tuning frequency of neurons and depends on the specific excitability 
requirements of the cell. These requirements differ according to the location of the 
neurons within the auditory nuclei and the configuration of their synaptic inputs. In 
chick auditory nuclei, neurons are arranged in a tonotopic manner according to their  
 





Figure 1.4 AIS development (a) Simplified stages of AIS development. AnkG is 
one of the first proteins localised to the proximal axon. AnkG recruits other AIS 
proteins, including βIV-spectrin, Nav and Kv channels and cell adhesion molecules 
NF-186 and NrCAM. Later in development NF-186 directs the formation of brevican-
rich extracellular matrix and regulates the development of GABAergic synapses at 
the AIS. (b) A model of AnkG clustering at the proximal axons in developing cortical 
pyramidal neurons. AnkB, αII-spectrin, βII-spectrin (blue) are enriched in the growth 
cones and gradually fill in the distal part of the axon forming an intra-axonal 
boundary. This boundary serves as a nucleating point for accumulation of AnkG 
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characteristic frequency: from high-frequency inputs in the rostro-medial region 
(~4Hz) to low-frequency inputs (~0.2Hz) in the caudo-lateral region (Kuba et al., 
2012).   
In nucleus magnocellularis (NM), which is a second order auditory nucleus, low-
frequency neurons receive a larger number of synaptic inputs than high frequency 
cells, which helps to prevent timing fluctuations in the activity of the auditory nerve. 
The convergence of many small synaptic inputs, however, results in decreased 
firing probability of the cells due to inactivation of its voltage-gated Na+ channels 
during the slow rise of summating EPSPs. To compensate for lower excitability 
differences, the low-frequency neurons contain longer AISs than the high-frequency 
cells. The location of the AIS from the soma, however, is similar in both types of 
neurons (Figure 1.5a). Longer AIS clusters more Nav channels, which allow for 
effective compensation of Na+ current inactivation during slow depolarisation of 
summed synaptic inputs and efficient firing of action potentials (Kuba and Ohmori, 
2009). 
The outputs from nucleus magnocellularis are conveyed to nucleus laminaris (NL), a 
third order nucleus in chick auditory system. The neurons in NL are also 
tonotopically arranged, the precise location of which determines the properties of 
the AIS. This time however, the structural properties of the AIS depend on the 
frequency, rather than a number of synaptic inputs along the tonotopic axis. The 
higher the frequency of inputs, the shorter the AIS and the further it is from the 
soma. Thus the neurons receiving low frequency inputs have long AISs (25µm) that 
are located close to the soma (10µm), whereas the cells receiving high frequency 
inputs have short (10µm), distally-located (up to 80µm) AISs (Figure 1.5a). Similarly 
to what is observed in the NM, this arrangement is optimal for effective firing in the 
NL (Kuba et al., 2006). The distal location of the AIS enhances the sensitivity of the 
neuron to synaptic inputs because of the electrical isolation of the initiation site from 
the somatodendritic compartment, whereby less depolarisation is required to trigger 
an action potential. In addition, this arrangement minimises Na+ channel inactivation 
in response to sustained depolarisation resulting from high frequency activity. The 
observations in these two nuclei show that AIS position and length in the auditory 
nuclei of chick appear to be fine-tuned to the frequency and magnitude of synaptic 
inputs to the cell.  
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Would the properties of the AIS change if the synaptic input to these nuclei was 
altered? Kuba et al., (2010) answered this question by silencing the activity in one of 
the auditory nuclei, the nucleus magnocellularis (NM). Silencing auditory inputs to 
the NM through removal of the cochlea resulted in marked changes occurring within 
7 days of deprivation. Lack of activity abolished the tonotopic variation in the length 
of the AIS normally observed in the NM (Figure 1.5b, left panel), suggesting that 
synaptic activity is crucial for structural tuning of the AIS. On average, the AIS of 
activity-deprived cells were 50% longer than control cells but displayed no change in 
location. Structural changes of the AIS were accompanied by an increase in the 
amplitude of Na+ currents, however their electrophysiological properties were 
unchanged, suggesting that the elongation of the AIS involves insertion of Na+ 
channels of the same type. In addition to higher Na+ currents, activity deprivation 
resulted in reduced spike threshold and enhanced spontaneous firing of the activity-
deprived neurons. Thus, the neurons of chick NM respond to lower levels of activity 
by lengthening their AISs, which in turn leads to compensatory increase in neuronal 
excitability.  
 
Hippocampal neurons  
Activity-dependent changes in the structure of the AIS were also observed in 
hippocampal neurons in vitro. Grubb and Burrone, (2010) showed that chronic 
(48hr) increases in activity led to a distal shift in AIS position without a change in 
length. The activity was increased by either global cell depolarisation with high 
levels of KCl or by evoking action potentials in a spatiotemporally controlled manner 
with optogenetic photostimulation. The shift was observed in multiple components of 
the AIS, i.e. AnkG, βIV-spectrin and Na+ channels, suggesting that the whole 
structure was moved to a more distal location.  The distribution of Nav channels also 
remained the same, as Nav1.6, Kv1.1 and Kv1.2 were still preferentially located in 
the distal AIS (Evans and Grubb, 2011). More importantly, the distal shift in AIS 
position was coupled to profound changes in neuronal excitability. The neurons with 
distally-located AIS had a higher threshold for action potential initiation than cells 
with an AIS located close to the soma. Interestingly, this type of plasticity is 
bidirectional, as the AIS returns to its proximal position upon removal of the source 
of activity. In addition, it is cell-type specific, as it seems to be present only in 
excitatory cell types (pyramidal cells of CA1 and CA3 regions and dentate granule 
cells) but not in GABAergic interneurons (Evans et al., 2013).  
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What is the mechanism of this shift? Surprisingly, it is independent of action-
potential-mediated activity, as blocking voltage-gated Na+ channels with tetrodotoxin 
(TTX) did not prevent the AIS shift (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). Neither did the 
treatment with antagonists of AMPA and NMDA receptors, suggesting this form of 
plasticity is not dependent on enhanced synaptic transmission (Evans et al., 2013). 
Blocking L-type Ca2+ channels, on the other hand, abolished the effect, suggesting 
that Ca2+ signalling may play a key role in the activity-dependent AIS shift. Evans et 
al. (2013) investigated signalling pathways downstream of Ca2+ entry and showed 
that subsequent signalling requires calcium-calmodulin-activated phosphatase 
calcineurin (CaN), inhibition of which was sufficient to block both KCl and 
optogenetically-induced AIS relocation. Intriguingly, neither CaN nor L-type Ca2+ 
channels are detected at the AIS (Bender and Trussel, 2009; Yu et al., 2010). CaN 
is localised mainly in the nucleus (with diffuse concentration in the neurites), 
whereas L-type Ca2+ channels are known to preferentially distribute in the soma and 
proximal dendrites of hippocampal neurons (Obermair et al., 2004), thus suggesting 
the signals for AIS relocation may arise in the somatodendritic compartment. CaN is 
known to phosphorylate and activate a transcription factor called NFAT (nuclear 
factor of activated T cell), which translocates to the nucleus and triggers 
transcription of relevant genes, which may be required for AIS relocation. However, 
the precise cascade of intracellular events that is activated in response to  CaN  
activation have yet to be fully determined. 
 
Apart from controlling gene expression, calcineurin signalling can also directly affect 
the cytoskelon. CaN has been shown to dephosphorylate various cytoskeletal 
organising proteins, including Tau, MAP2, coffilin, WAVE-1 and synaptopodin (Goto 
et al. 1985, Ferreira ea al., 1993, Gong et al., 1994, Wen et al., 2003, Faul et al. 
2008, Ceglia et al., 2010). Mice lacking neuronal CaN α subunit have an abnormal 
phosphorylation of microtubules, decreased density of neurofilaments and abnormal 
organisation of the cytoskeleton (Kayyali et al. 1997). Because the AIS is highly 
enriched in distinct cytoskeleton, including fasciculated microtubules (Palay et al., 
1968) and F-actin (Nakada et al., 2003), it is possible that AIS relocation may 
require cytoskeletal remodelling. In such case , CaN/NFAT signalling may provide 
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AIS as the new site for homeostatic regulation 
The studies in chick auditory system and cultured hippocampal neurons show that 
the AIS can be dynamically regulated by ongoing levels of activity. The changes in 
the length or location of the AIS have profound consequences on neuronal 
excitability. The longer AISs resulting from auditory deprivation lead to higher 
excitability of the NM neurons, while the more distal AISs in chronically depolarised 
hippocampal neurons are coupled with lower neuronal excitability. The activity-
dependent changes in the structure of the AIS described to date may thus act as a 
homeostatic mechanism, where excessive or insufficient excitation is 
counterbalanced to maintain the excitatory input within its physiological boundaries 
(Nelson and Turrigiano, 2004). Such homeostatic fine-tuning of neuronal activity 
may be particularly important for optimising the function of neuronal networks in the 
developing brain (Grubb et al., 2011).  
  




Figure 1.5 Activity-dependent structural plasticity (a) Structural tuning of the AIS 
to synaptic inputs in nucleus magnocellularis (NM; left) and nucleus laminaris (NL; 
right).  In the NM, neurons differ in terms of the length of their AIS, depending on the 
number and size of synaptic inputs they receive. Neurons receiving a single large 
synaptic inputs (top) have short  AISs, in contrast to neurons receiving multiple 
small inputs, (bottom) which contain an almost two-fold longer AIS . In the NL, the 
cells differ in terms of both the length and the position of the AIS, depending on the 
frequency of their synaptic inputs. Neurons receiving high frequency inputs (top) 
have short distally-located AIS, whereas neurons receiving low frequency inputs 
(bottom) have long AIS located close to the cell body  (Adapted from Kuba et al., 
2006 and Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). (b) Activity-dependent plasticity of NM neurons 
(left) and cultured hippocampal neurons (right). Silencing afferent activity in the NM 
elongates the AIS of deafferentiated neurons, which results in enhanced excitability 
of these cells. Increasing the activity in dissociated hippocampal neurons, with 
either high levels of extracellular KCl or optogenetic stimulation of ChR2-transfected 
neurons, causes a distal shift in the AIS position, leading to lower excitability of 
chronically active cells (Adapted from Kuba et al., 2010 and Grubb and Burrone, 
2010) 
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1.4 Aims of the thesis 
The aim of this thesis was to explore the role of neural activity on the development 
of hippocampal neurons in vitro. In chapter 3, I investigate how modulating the 
membrane potential of young, 4 DIV, cells affects neuronal morphology. 
Specifically, I measure the length, shape and complexity of axonal and dendritic 
arborisations following chronic (16hr) membrane depolarisation. In chapter 4, I shift 
my focus to the axon initial segment (AIS), the site of action potential initiation in 
neurons. First, I characterise the emergence of the AIS in our culture system in 
order to establish when the AIS first appears in excitatory neurons of the 
hippocampus in vitro and to describe the basic structural properties of the AIS, such 
as its length and position, during development. Subsequently, I investigate how 
chronic (16hr) membrane depolarisation affects the proportion of cells containing 
the AIS at different time points in development, and characterise any changes in the 
structural properties of the AIS. I briefly investigate the immediate downstream 
sensors of this membrane depolarisation phenotype, such as L-type voltage-gated 
Ca2+ channels, and examine possible roles of the Ca2+-dependent protease calpain. 
Finally, I describe the temporal characteristics of this activity-dependent form of AIS 
plasticity and examine its reversibility. In chapter 5, I investigate the relationship 
between the presence of an AIS and neuronal excitability. Specifically, I explore 
how the emergence of the AIS affects the physiology of neurons and enables them 
to fire action potentials. Finally, I examine the functional consequences of losing the 
AIS in response to membrane depolarisation and propose possible mechanism that 




Chapter 2  
Materials and methods 
2.1 Dissociated hippocampal cultures 
Hippocampal neurons were grown on glass coverslips (18mm and 13mm diameter, 
Menzel Glaser, Germany). The coverslips were prepared by 30-minute wash in 70% 
ethanol, followed by another 30-minute wash in 96% ethanol. Ethanol-washed 
coverslips were rinsed in distilled H2O and air-dried. Dry coverslips were sterilised at 
220°C for 2 hrs and kept in a sterile glass Petri dish until required. Prior to culturing, 
the coverslips were coated with poly-L-lysine (50 µg/ml in PBS) and laminin (20 
µg/ml PBS). 
  
Cultures were prepared from E18 Sprague-Dawley rat embryos of either sex 
(Charles River Laboratory). Hippocampi were dissected out in HBSS, digested in 
trypsin (0.5 mg/ml in HBSS; Worthington) for 15 min at 37°C, washed three times in 
HBSS and triturated through fire-polished Pasteur pipettes of increasingly narrower 
diameter. The cell suspension was added to culture media and the cells were plated 
at 50,000 cells per 18mm coveslip (12-well plate; 1ml medium) and at 40,000 per 
13mm coverslip (4 well-plate; 0.5 ml medium).  Culture media were based on 
Neurobasal, supplemented with 1% fetal calf serum, 1% glutamax, 1% B27 and 
0.5% Pen/Strep (Sigma). The cultures were kept at 37°C in 6% CO2. At 3 DIV the 
media were replaced with fresh (serum-free for limited glial growth) neurobasal 
media supplemented with 2% B27 and 1% glutaMAX.   All culture reagents, unless 
specified otherwise, were purchased from Invitrogen.  
2.2 Plasmids and transfections 
ChR2–YFP construct was pLenti-Synapsin-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE, a gift 
from K. Deisseroth. Vector sequence and map can be viewed at: 
http://www.everyvector.com/sequences/show_public/2506 
The cells were transfected using Effectene (Qiagen) at 1 DIV using a modified 
protocol available at http://www.qiagen.com/Products/Catalog/Assay-
Technologies/Transfection-Reagents/Effectene-Transfection-Reagent. For 
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transfection of a single coverslip, 0.1 µg (13mm coverslip) or 0.2 µg (18mm 
coverslip) of plasmid was mixed with 30 µl of buffer and 0.8 µl (4-well plates) or 1.6 
µl (12-well plates) enhancer. The mixture was briefly vortexed and incubated for 2-5 
minutes at room temperature. The DNA-enhancer mixture was supplemented with 5 
µl of Effectene, briefly vortexed and incubated for 5-10 minutes. The prepared 
effectene solution was added drop-wise to the coverslips, followed by the incubation 
at 37°C for 30-45 minutes. After this time, the Effectene was removed and replaced 
with fresh pre-warmed culture media.  
  
2.3 Optogenetics 
2.3.1  LED stimulation system 
Optogenetic experiments based on ChR2 protein required a steady source of blue 
light to control cell behaviour. For this purpose an LED stimulation system was built 
according to a design by Dr Andrew Lowe (King’s College London). The system 
consisted of 12 LED stimulation units, an LED driver box, a PC running stimulation 
paradigms and a power supply (Figure 2.1a). Each LED unit was made of 4 
individual LEDs attached to a heat sink and the spacing between the LEDs was 
adjusted to the dimension of a 4-well plate. LED lights require constant current at a 
given voltage to produce luminosity. The required voltage was delivered from the 
power supply and the level of delivered current was controlled by the LED drivers. 
LED drivers also allowed turning the LEDs on and off, as well as to change the 
degree of luminance. Light power required to activate ChR2 is approximately 5-
12mW/mm2 (Boyden et al. 2005; Ishizuka et al. 2006). Although light intensity of our 
LED stimulation system has not been measured, it was sufficiently bright to open 
the ChR2 channel (see Figure 3.2).The frequency and duration of light signals was 
controlled by TTL pulses supplied by a computer program written by Dr Andrew 
Lowe. This system allowed manipulation of light signal on the millisecond scale 
similar to that underlying neural excitability in vivo.  
The assembly of LED stimulation was completed in several steps. First, blue (447.5 
nm) LEDs (Luxeon Star ®LEDs; Part No. LXML-PR01-0425) were attached to 75 
mm aluminium heat sinks (Fisher Electronik; SK 100/75 SA) with thermal adhesive 
tape (Luxeon Star ®LED; Part No. LXT-S-12). The LEDs were then connected to 
each other in a series circuit. Plastic 20 mm hexagonal collimator holders (Luxeon 
Star ®LED; Part No. 10434) were glued on top of the LED bases and 35 deg 
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circular collimators (RS components; Part No. 10196) were fitted in. The 
constructed LED units were connected to DC/DC LED drivers (RS components; 
Part No. 706-3238), arranged in three 12-way rectangular junction boxes (RS 
components; Part No. 262-7893), and the power supply (Mascot; Part No. 8921 
24V). The cables and cable plugs were ordered from RS components (Part No. 129-




Figure 2.1 The LED stimulation system (a) The system consisted of a PC with 
custom-written controlling software, LED driver box, power supply and 12 LED units. 
(b) Each LED unit was made of four individual LEDs attached to a heat sink. The 
arrangement of the LEDs on the heat sink was adjusted to fit under the 4-well plate 
containing neurons plated on 13 mm glass coverslips.  
 
2.3.2 ChR2 photostimulation 
Two hours prior to photostimulation, cultures transfected with ChR2-YFP had their 
growth media supplemented with a number of additional antioxidants (110 μM 
vitamin C, 100 μM Trolox, 77 nM superoxide dismutase, 3.2 μM glutathione and 2.3 
µM vitamin E; all from Sigma apart from glutathione ordered from Fisher Scientific). 
For long-term photostimulation, 12-well culture plates were placed directly onto a 
bed of collimator-topped blue LEDs and kept at 37°C, 5% CO2 conditions. All 
coverslips in a given plate received the same pattern of photostimulation. 
2.4 Immunocytochemistry  
Coverslips were fixed with pre-warmed to 37°C 4% or 1% formaldehyde (TAAB 
Laboratories; in 3% sucrose, 60mM PIPES, 25mM HEPES, 5mM EGTA, 1mM 
MgCl2; pH7.4) for 20 minutes at room temperature. Cells were permeabilised for 5 
minutes with 0.25% Triton X-100 (Sigma), rinsed in PBS (Phosphate Buffered 
b a 
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Saline; 0.1M phosphate buffer, 0.15M NaCl) three times and blocked in 3% BSA 
solution (in PBS) for 45-60 minutes. The blocking step was followed by addition of 
the primary antibody diluted in the blocking solution. The antibodies used, together 
with their working dilutions, host and the company from which they were purchased 
are shown in table 2.1. Cells were incubated with primary antibody for 12-48 hours 
at 4°C, which was followed by a wash (3x) in PBS and subsequent incubation in the 
secondary antibody (1:500) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Antibody-stained 
coverslips were incubated with Hoechst solution (1:2000 in H2O) to label for cell 
nuclei (3 minutes at room temperature, light-protected) and mounted in moviol 
(Moviol 4-88, Calbiochem; 5g moviol + 20 ml PBS + 10 ml glycerine  + DABCO 
(Sigma, antifade). 
 
Table 2.1 Antibodies used in the thesis 
Antibody  Supplier Dilution Host and isotype 
anti-ankyrin G NeuronMab 1:500 Mouse IgG2a, IgG1 
anti-αCaMKII Millipore 1:1500 Mouse IgG1 
anti-CTIP2 Abcam 1:1000 Rat  
anti-prox1 Sigma 1:500 Rabbit  
Anti-tau Daco 1:2000 Rabbit 
anti-Pan-
neurofascin-186 
NeuroMab 1:500 (fixed) or 
1:100 (live) 
Mouse IgG2a 
Anti-PanNav Alomone 1:250 Rabbit 
Anti-mouse IgG1 Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 488 
Anti-mouse Ig2a Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 568 
Anti-mouse Ig2b Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 568 
Anti-rabbit Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 488 
Anti-rabbit Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 568 
Anti-rabbit Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 633 
Anti-rat Molecular Probes 1:500 Alexa Fluor 488 
    
2.5 Image acquisition and analysis 
2.5.1 Neuronal morphology 
Images of immunostained ChR2YFP-transfected neurons (chapter 3) were acquired 
using an Olympus FluoView 1000 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped 
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with a 40x/0.8 NA water immersion objective (Olympus). YFP and Alexa Fluor 568 
fluorophores were imaged sequentially using 488 nm and 543 nm lasers, 
respectively, along with appropriate excitation and emission filters. To avoid bias, all 
transfected cells of a given coverslip were imaged, unless: (1) neurites were cut 
off/damaged or overlapping with other transfected cells or (2) the whole dendritic 
tree did not fit into a single imaging frame.  Image sequences were exported as 16-
bit TIFF files and then converted into single maximum intensity z-axis projections 
with ImageJ. To measure neuronal morphology, the z-projections were converted to 
8-bit and imported into an imageJ plug-in, the NeuronJ (ImageScience.org, 
Meijering et al., 2004). Using NeuronJ, fluorescently labelled neurons were 
manually traced, with separate traces for axons and dendrites. Such traced images 
were saved as NDF files and imported into Matlab (Mathworks) for analysis using 
custom-written routines.  
 
Table 2.2 Definitions of morphometric parameters 
Total dendritic length (µm) Total extension of the dendritic arborisation 
 
Total axonal length (µm) Total extension of the axonal arborisation 
 
Total length (µm) Total extension of the dendritic and axonal 
arborisation 
 
Number of soma branches Number of dendritic branches around the soma 
 
Number of tips Number of tree terminals per neuron 
 
Straightness A ratio of a straightline distance of the dendritic tip 
from the soma over the tip path distance 
 
Tip path distance (µm) Distance along the dendrite between the soma and 
the furthest terminal tip 
 
Max Scholl distance Euclidean distance of a compartment from the soma 
Bifurcations per mm Number of bifurcations per mm per cell 
 
Branch order Maximal number of bifurcations between soma and  
terminal tips 
 
Tree asymmetry index Average partition over all bifurcations. Partition 
is computed at every bifurcation, and it is 
defined as (r - l)/(r + l -2), where r and l are the 
number of terminations of the two daughter 
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2.5.2 AIS  
Images of axon initial segments (chapter 4 and 5) were taken on Olympus IX71 
inverted microscope with a 40x oil immersion objective and a CCD camera 
(Coolsnap HQ, Photometrics) coupled to Slidebooke software (Intelligent Imaging 
Innovations). The excitation light source was a Xenon-arc lamp (Lambda-LS, Sutter 
Instruments) with appropriate excitation and emission filters (Chroma Tech. Corp.) 
regulated by a fast shutter (SmartShutter; Sutter Instruments). The cells were 
imaged blind with respect to experimental condition and the type of neuron imaged. 
To avoid biased capture of certain cell types, neurons were located using the 
Hoechst stain rather than a specific cell type marker. Approximately 60 random 
frames were captured per coverslip. 
 
 Image stacks were exported as raw 16-bit TIFF files, and imported into Matlab for 
analysis of AIS properties (length and distance from the soma) using custom-written 
codes. To measure AIS properties, a line profile was drawn along the AIS, starting 
at the beginning of the axon (chosen by eye; defined as the intersection between 
the axon and the outer edge of the soma) and extended down through (and past) 
the AIS (Figure 2.2a-b). For each pixel (1 pixel = 0.129 µm) along this line, the 
values of fluorescence intensity (Figure 2.2c) were averaged over a 3 x 3 pixel 
square centred on the pixel through which the line was drawn (Figure 2.2d). The 
average profiles were then smoothed using a 40-point (~5 µm) sliding mean, and 
normalised between 1 (maximum smoothed fluorescence) and 0 (minimum 
smoothed fluorescence; (Figure 2.2e). AIS start and end positions were defined as 
the positions where the normalised and smoothed profile declined to 33% of the 
maximum fluorescence. Previous work have shown that these positions strongly 
correlate (Spearman r>0.8) with AIS start and end points measured by eye. Varying 
the threshold value between 0.1 and 0.9 did not affect the reported pattern of results 
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010). Peak fluorescence was taken as the maximum value of 
each profile, whereas integrated AIS fluorescence was calculated as the area 
underneath the profile, inbetween the AIS start and end positions. 
2.6 Cell viability assay 
Cell viability was estimated blind to the experimental condition, by staining the cells 
with propidium iodide. PI is a highly stable, polar fluorescent dye that only 
penetrates the membranes of damaged, and/or potentially dying cells, thereby  




Figure 2.2. Measurement of the AIS properties. (a) An example 7 DIV 
hippocamapal cell stained for Prox1 (a marker for granule neurons), AnkG (a 
marker for the AIS) and CamKII (a marker for excitatory cells). (b) The cell from (a) 
traced along the axon using a custom-written MATLAB program.  The beginning of 
the axon (red arrow) was chosen by eye. Red circles correspond to individual 
mouse clicks, whereas the yellow line represents an interpolated trace joining the 
individual points (created by MATLAB). (c) A raw (unbinned) fluorescence profile of 
the region traced in (b). (d) An average fluorescence profile where the values of 
fluorescence intensity from (c)  were averaged over a 3 x 3 pixel square centred on 
the pixel through which the tracing was drawn (e) A smoothed fluorescence profile, 
normalised between 1 (maximum smoothed fluorescence) and 0 (minimum 
smoothed fluorescence).Dotted red lines indicate the cutoff points where the 
fluorescence intensity declines to 0.33 (blue dotted line). AIS start and end positions 
were taken as the positions where the normalised and smoothed profile declined to 
33% of the maximum fluorescence (solid red lines). Peak fluorescence was defined 
as the maximum value of each profile (dotted red line), whereas integrated AIS 
fluorescence was calculated as the area underneath the profile, inbetween the AIS 
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binding nucleic acids and emitting a bright red fluorescence upon excitation.  To 
label dead/dying cells, the cultures were incubated with PI-containing culture media 
(0.6 µg/ml) for 3 minutes at 37°C, followed by a quick rinse in HBS and immediate 
imaging of PI-stained cultures. Ten consecutive but not overlapping frames were 
taken along the central axis of the coverslip using 20x air objective on inverted 
fluorescence microscope (Olympus  IX71; 1392 x 1040pixels; 4x4 binning; 
1.288µm/pixel). Fluorescence intensity of PI was detected at an excitation of 535 
nm and emission of 617 nm.  The cells displaying PI fluorescence were counted and 
compared across the conditions (3 coverslips per condition).  
2.7 Calcium imaging of live-labelled neurons 
To perform live-labelling of the AIS in hippocampal neurons, 7 DIV coverslips were 
incubated with neurofascin-186 (NF-186) antibody diluted in cell culture medium 
(1:100). Following 15-60-minute incubation period, the cells were rinsed in fresh 
culture media (pre-warmed to 37°C) and briefly (30-60s) incubated in the secondary 
antibody (Alexa Fluor 568) diluted in culture medium (1:500). Such immunostained 
neurons were loaded with the Oregon Green BAPTA-1 488 dye (OGB, Invitrogen).  
To make a working solution of the dye, 2mM of OGB stock (prepared by dissolving 
50 µg vial of the dye in 20 µl DMSO) was dissolved in HBS (1:200) together with 
pluronic F-127 acid (1:200; 20% solution in DMSO, Invitrogen). To stain the cells, 
coverslips were incubated in the OGB solution for 15-20 minutes at room 
temperature, light-protected, and rinsed in HBS prior to mounting. Immunostained 
and OGB-loaded coverslips were mounted in a custom-made chamber equipped 
with a pair of parallel platinum electrodes placed approximately 5mm apart (Figure 
2.2). The cells were maintained in HBS containing 25 µM DL-2-amino-5-
phosphonovaleric acid (APV, Sigma), 10 µM 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX, Sigma) and 10 µM SR-95531 
(gabazine, Sigma), which block NMDA, AMPA/kainate and GABAA receptors, 
respectively (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). All experiments were performed at room 
temperature (~23°C).  
 
To evoke action potentials, neurons were stimulated with 1 ms, 25-mA current 
pulses using an SD9 stimulator (Grass Instruments), whose timing was controlled 
by a TTL signal from the imaging software (Slidebook). Image sequences were 
captured using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) with a CCD camera 
controlled by Slidebook software. The light source was a xenon-arc lamp (Lambda 
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LS, Sutter), in which light exposure was regulated by a rapid shutter (Sutter 
SmartShutter) controlled by a Sutter Instruments lambda 10-3 controller, fitted with 
a 470 ± 20-nm bandpass excitation filter (Chroma Tech) and suitable neutral density 
filters. Images were exported as TIFF files and analysed using custom-written 
MATLAB program. Fluorescence intensity was calculated from square regions of 
interest (ROIs) drawn across cell bodies.  
2.8 Electrophysiology  
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained from 7 DIV cultures. Cells were 
maintained in HBS extracellular solution (pH7.4, ~280mOsm, ~23°C) that contained 
136mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 10mM HEPES, 10mM D-glucose, 2mM CaCl2, 1.3mM 
MgCl2, supplemented with  10µM gabazine (Sigma), 10µM NBQX 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic drawing of the stimulating chamber used for calcium 
imaging (adapted from Burrone and Murthy, 2006). 
 
(Sigma) and 25µM APV (Sigma). Pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (outer 
diameter 1.5mm, inner diameter 1.17mm, Harvard Apparatus) with a tip resistance 
of 3–7MΩ, and were filled with an internal solution containing: 130mM K-gluconate, 
10mM NaCl, 1mM EGTA, 0.133mM CaCl2, 2mM MgCl2, 10mM HEPES, 3.5mM 
NaATP and 1mM NaGTP. Recordings were made using HEKA EPC10 amplifier 
coupled to Pulse acquisition software, MPC-200 multi-manipulator controller and 
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ROE-200 manipulator (Sutter Instrument Company). Fast capacitance was 
compensated in the on-cell configuration. 
 
Electrophysiological parameters were measured using MATLAB custom-written 
codes. The resting membrane potential (Vrest) was estimated in current clamp mode 
with zero holding current (I = 0) without adjusting for an estimated liquid junction 
potential of ~+15 mV. Membrane resistance (Rm) and membrane capacitance (Cm) 
was estimated from 10 mV hyperpolarisation step.  Voltage changes in response to 
10 and 500 ms somatic current injections were recorded in current-clamp mode with 
a holding voltage of around −60 mV, using the basic HBS external and K-gluconate-
based internal solutions described above. Action potentials were defined as 
transient depolarisations crossing the 0 mV line.  Current threshold (Ithresh) was 
measured from the lowest current input that reliably evoked at least one spike, and 
voltage threshold (Vthresh) was measured as the voltage at which the first derivative 
of the recording (dV/dt) exceeded 10x the standard deviation of its baseline. 
2.9 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was carried out in SPSS (SPSS Inc.) Prior to analysis, data 
distributions were assessed for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (small sample 
sizes, n < 50) or Shapiro-Wilk test (larger sample sizes, n > 50). If the samples had 
a Gaussian distribution, parametric tests (one-way ANOVA, t test, Pearson’s r test) 
were used. If the data set did not follow a normal distribution and had a significant 
heterogeneity of variance, non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and Mann-
Whitney U-test) were used. All tests were two-tailed. Levels of significance were set 
at 0.05. Bonferroni correction was used when multiple comparisons were made. The 
variability (SD and SEM) in % of AIS-positive cells in different conditions (chapter 4) 
was assessed using bootstrapping procedure in MATLAB. Descriptive statistics are 
reported as mean ± SEM unless specified otherwise. 
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Chapter 3  
The role of activity on dendritic and axonal 
morphology 
3.1 Introduction 
Electrical activity plays a key role in regulation of neural development (Spitzer, 
2006).  One of the many developmental processes influenced by electrical activity is 
the formation of dendritic and axonal domains, the unique arrangement of which 
ultimately determines the morphological features of the cell.  Numerous studies 
have been published that illustrate the effects of neuronal activity on axonal and 
dendritic size and shape. The overall effect of activity on neuronal morphology is far 
from straightforward as it is neurite-specific and strongly dependent on the model 
system, developmental time point, brain region and the type of activity manipulation.  
For example, electrical stimulation restricts the axon growth in sensory neurons 
(Cohan and Kater, 1987; Fields et al., 1990; Diefenbach et al., 2000; Enes et al., 
2010) but it has no effect on the outgrowth of spinal neurons (Ming et al., 2001). In 
hippocampal neurons, increased levels activity have been shown to induce growth 
cone stalling and reduction in axonal length (Mattson et al., 1988, Chang and 
DeCamilli, 2001; Tashiro et al., 2003; Ibarretxe et al. 2007), but also promote 
dendritic outgrowth and branching (Yu and Malenka, 2003; Wayman et al., 2006; 
Tan et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2011). 
 
Morphological characteristics of axons and dendrites determine not only the 
connectivity of cells within the neural circuit, but also profoundly influence their 
electrophysiological properties. The geometry of dendritic trees have been shown to 
affect neuronal firing patterns, such that altering dendritic size or topology in model 
neurons leads to change in firing patterns from tonic to bursting  (Krichmar et al, 
2002; Van Ooyen et al., 2002). Therefore, understanding how activity affects 
neuronal morphology may ultimately help to elucidate how complex neuronal 
connectivity is established in development and how it shapes neuronal function in 
the mature brain.  
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In this chapter I investigate the role of chronic (16-hour) activity on dendritic and 
axonal morphology of 4 DIV cultured hippocampal neurons. Activity was induced 
with either high levels of extracellular KCl, to globally depolarise the neurons, or with 
optogenetic photostimulation that allowed for delivery of neuron-specific, temporally 
regulated depolarising stimuli. To assess depolarisation-induced effect, I measured 
a number of metric and topological variables characterising neuronal morphology.  I 
begin by briefly describing neuronal types in our culture system, followed by an 
assessment of  effectiveness of the KCl treatment and optogenetic stimulation with 
regards to inducing neuronal depolarisation.  Subsequently, I examine the 
morphological properties of the neurons in response to chronic depolarisation 
induced by the two methods mentioned above.  
3.2 Cultured hippocampal neurons 
The role of activity on morphology of a neuron was investigated using dissociated 
hippocampal cultures. Hippocampal cultures have been extensively used to study 
axonal and dendritic outgrowth and morphology (Smith-Swintosky et al., 2006; 
Wayman et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2012). Due to the two-
dimensional arrangement of the cells and relative ease of transfection with 
fluorescent markers, cultured hippocampal cells are easy to visualise and 
manipulate, providing a suitable model system to explore the intricate branching 
patterns of dendritic and axonal arbours. In hippocampal cultures dendritic and 
axonal domains are largely established by the end of first week in vitro (Goslin et al., 
1988). To examine activity-dependent changes in neural morphology, I chose a 
developmental time point when (1) the majority of cells have already broken the 
symmetry and established separate dendritic and axonal domains, but (2) before an 
extensive dendritic outgrowth took place, as it would make the analysis too 
complex. In our culture system, this occurs around 3-4 DIV.  
Our hippocampal cultures consist of a heterogeneous population of neurons, 
including many classes of excitatory and inhibitory cells. The largest proportion of 
neurons is excitatory (70-90%) and consists mostly of two cell types: granule cells of 
the dentate gyrus and pyramidal cells of the CA1 and CA3 areas. Inhibitory 
neurons, of which basket cells are the most common, are much less widespread 
and constitute no more than 30% of all the cells.  To reduce the variability within the 
hippocampal population, I have focused on a single cell type, the granule cells. 
Granule cells can be specifically labelled with an antibody against prox1, a 
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transcription factor expressed in all granule neurons (Williams et al., 2011). To 
obtain a more complete picture of the role of activity on cell morphology in 
hippocampal cultures, I have also analysed neurons immunonegative for prox1. 
Hence, the analysed population of cells consisted of two pools of neurons: prox1-
positive (granule cells) and prox1-negative (mostly pyramidal cells and some 
GABAergic interneurons).  
 
To visualise neuronal morphology, I transfected the cells with channelrhodopsin-2 
fused to YFP protein (ChR2-YFP) driven by a pan-neuronal synapsin promoter 
(Fletcher et al., 1991). ChR2 is a light-sensitive cation channel and it is one of the 
most-commonly used tools in optogenetics (Nagel et al., 2003). In this chapter, 
ChR2-YFP has been used both to control neuronal excitability and as a marker of 
neuronal morphology. Neuron-specific expression of the ChR2-YFP construct 
reliably labelled neuronal membranes resulting in a clear outline of dendritic and 
axonal trees. Axons and dendrites were distinguished primarily by morphological 
criteria. Axons were the longest processes that were relatively thin and of uniform 
diameter, whereas dendrites were shorter, thicker and highly tapered. In some 
cases the distinction was aided by immunostaining for axonal protein tau, however 
this method was not used routinely as high density of axonal arborisation in the 
culture did not permit reliable identification of  individual axons.  
 
Figure 3.1 illustrates ChR2-YFP-transfected neurons from rat hippocampal cultures 
at 4 days in vitro (DIV). Cells immunopositive for prox1 (a, c) correspond to dentate 
granule cells, whereas cells lacking prox1 immunofluorescence (b, d) most likely 
represent pyramidal cells and interneurons. Granule neurons tend to be relatively 
small with a round or oval soma and long, often conical-shaped, apical dendrites 
(Amaral et al., 2007). Some immature granule neurons may also transiently display 
basal dendrites, which disappear as the cell matures (Jones et al., 2003). Pyramidal 
cells have characteristic triangular somata, a large apical dendrite and multiple 
highly-branched basal dendrites (Amaral et al., 1978; Figure 3.1b). GABAergic cells, 
on the other hand, are relatively unbranched and have long thin dendrites radially 
arranged around the cell body (Benson et al. 1994, Figure 3.1c).  




Figure 3.1  Dendritic morphology of prox1-positive and prox1-negative 
neurons in dissociated hippocampal cultures at 4 DIV  (a, b, c, d) Fluorescence 
images of cells transfected with ChR2-YFP (green) and immunostained for prox1 
(red). (ai, bi,  ci,  di) Inverted images of a, b, c and d. Cells a and c are prox1-positive 
granule neurons, whereas cells b and d are prox1-negative neurons, displaying the 
morphological characteristic of pyramidal and GABAergic neurons, respectively. 
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3.3 Effectiveness of KCl treatment and optogenetic stimulation  
Activity-dependent changes in neuronal morphology were investigated by 
depolarising the cultures with either (1) high levels of KCl or (2) optogenetic 
photostimulation of ChR2-transfected cells. To validate that these two techniques 
were capable of sufficiently depolarising the neurons, I examined the acute effects 
of these treatments on cellular physiology.  Specifically, I monitored Ca2+ transients 
in response to increasing extracellular levels of KCl (20mM and 50mM) with organic 
Ca2+-sensitive dye and recorded membrane voltage depolarisations in response to 
photostimulation using electrophysiology. Concentrations of KCl ranging from 10 to 
50mM KCl have been previously used to induce activity-dependent dendrite growth 
in both cortical (Redmont et al. 2002) and hippocampal (Tan et al. 2010; Yu and 
Malenka, 2003, Ma et al., 2011) neurons in vitro. 
3.3.1 KCl treatment triggers Ca2+ transients 
The maturation of neuronal excitability is associated with differential expression of 
voltage- and ligand-gated ion channels in development. Young immature neurons 
express a different configuration of these channels than adult mature cells, which 
correlates with their distinct electrophysiological properties (Moody and Bosma, 
2005). This transition between mature and immature electrical states characteristic 
of in vivo systems is also reproduced in hippocampal cells in vitro (Liu et al., 1996). 
At 4 DIV dissociated hippocampal cells do not yet express a full complement of 
voltage-gated Na+ and K+ channels, hence they are unable to fire action potentials. 
Despite the lack of significant Na+ and K+ conductance, immature hippocampal cells 
contain a large number of voltage gated Ca2+ channels, especially of the L-type, 
which are thought to play a vital role in early development of the hippocampus (Bray 
and Mynlieff, 2009; Kramer et al., 2012). In immature hippocampal cells, voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels are the principal channels that open in response to 
depolarisation (Wayman et al., 2006). Therefore, to investigate the effectiveness of 
KCl treatment, I monitored intracellular levels of Ca2+ while adding increasing 
concentrations of KCl to 4 DIV cultured hippocampal neurons. 
 
Previous work from our lab showed that the application of high levels of extracellular 
KCl to neuronal cultures depolarised the resting membrane potential by about 1mV 
for every 1mM of KCl added (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). To further verify that our 
KCl solution can produce a detectable change in membrane potential and open 
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, I loaded the cells with a Ca2+-sensitive dye (Oregon 
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Green BAPTA-1) and monitored Ca2+ influx following the addition of 15 mM KCl to 
the culture media. Our culture media already contained 5mM KCl and application of 
an additional 15mM to the bath markedly raised the resting levels of Ca2+ in the cells 
(Fig. 3.2a). Adding a further 30 mM KCl to take it to a final concentration of 50 mM, 
increased Ca2+ levels even further, although to a lesser extent than 20mM KCl, 
indicating a non-linearity of the effect. Following the initial rise, the fluorescence 
values of the OGB slowly but progressively decreased, suggesting Ca2+ 
sequestration by intracellular proteins and organelles, in addition to active Ca2+ 
extrusion by plasma membrane Ca2+ pumps. Despite this slight buffering, Ca2+ 
levels remained elevated throughout the duration of the imaging experiment. 
Overall, substantial Ca2+ flux in response to high levels of KCl shows that KCl 
treatment was an effective means to elevate neuronal activity.  
3.3.2 Optogenetic photostimulation induces transient membrane  
depolarisation 
Optogenetics controls neuronal activity by expressing light-gated channels in 
neurons and then using light to control the behaviour of the cell (Hausser and Smith, 
2007; Deisseroth, 2011). ChR2 is one such light-gated ion channels, which opens in 
response to blue light, allowing mono-and bivalent cations (mostly Na+ and Ca2+)  to 
enter the cell down their electrochemical gradients and consequently depolarise the 
neuron.  
 
ChR2-YFP-transfected neurons were patched under the whole-cell configuration. In 
current-clamp recordings, the membrane potential was measured as the cells were 
stimulated with brief, 20ms, pulses of blue light (Figure 3.2b). The light stimulus 
triggered a depolarisation of the membrane potential (Vm), which was mirrored by a 
simultaneous increase in cell conductance (I) when in voltage clamp configuration. 
Overall, this indicates that the optogenetic technique applied here was effective and 
resulted in the depolarisation of neuronal membranes in young neurons, which are 
yet incapable of firing action potentials As expected, no action potential firing was 
observed  with this photo-stimulation approach. 





Figure 3.2 Cellular effects of KCl treatment and optogenetic stimulation in 
dissociated hippocampal neurons at 4 DIV (a) Hippocampal cells loaded with 
Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB). (b) A trace of fluorescence change (ΔF/F0) of OGB-
loaded cells in response to addition of 20 and 50 mM KCl (arrows). Black trace 
denotes a mean change, whereas grey traces show responses of individual cells 
uncorrected for bleaching. Baseline, 5mM KCl. Depolarisation following bath 
application of KCl rapidly triggered a large increase in the concentration of 
intracellular [Ca2+] (c) image of a hippocampal neuron expressing ChR2-YFP. (d) 
Voltage (Vm) and current (I) traces from a ChR2-transfected neuron photo-
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3.4 Neuronal morphology after KCl treatment 
Having established that KCl treatment and optogenetic stimulation were suitable for 
modulating activity in our culture system, I proceeded to investigate the role of 
activity on gross morphology of young hippocampal neurons. First, I examined the 
role of KCl-induced depolarisation by treating neurons with two concentrations of 
KCl, 20mM and 50mM, for 16 hours between 3 and 4 DIV (Figure 3.3a). Similar 
concentrations of KCl have been previously used to induce activity-dependent 
changes in neuronal morphology in cultured cortical and hippocampal cells 
(Redmond et al., 2002; Wayman et al., 2006).  Following 16 hours of depolarisation, 
the cells were fixed, immunostained with the antibody against prox1 and imaged. 
Neurons expressing ChR2-YFP were used to image neuronal morphology, as the 
channel is localised to all neuronal membranes and labels both dendrites and axons 
(Figure 3.1 and 3.2b). The imaged cells were traced along their dendritic and axonal 
compartments and processed to obtain a number of metric and topological 
measures of neuronal morphology (Figure 3.3b).  
3.5.1 Metric measures of dendritic and axonal arborisations 
First, I examined whether chronic KCl treatment affected the total size of dendritic 
and axonal arbours (Figure 3.3). KCl treatment significantly altered the morphology 
of the neurons, however the effect was process and cell-type specific. In prox1-
positive cells KCl treatment significantly decreased total dendritic length (P = 0.01, 
one-way ANOVA with LSD posthoc test, nControl = 76, n20mM KCl = 53, n50mM KCl = 75; 3 
independent experiments) but, interestingly, not axonal length nor the total length of 
all processes (axons plus dendrites). The absolute length of the dendritic arbor was 
on average ~ 17% shorter in KCl-treated cultures (342.15 ± 18.57 µm and 341.38 ± 
19.84 µm in 20mM KCl-treated and 50mM KCl-treated cultures), than in control cells 
(414.62 ± 20.64 µm). In prox1-negative neurons, on the other hand, KCl had no 
effect on dendritic length, however it did significantly reduce axonal length (P = 
0.008) and the total length of all neurites (P = 0.019, one-way ANOVA with the LSD 
posthoc test, nControl = 41 control cells, n20mM KCl = 48, n50mM KCl = 50). The axons of 
high-KCl-treated neurons were on average 36% shorter (466.84 ± 44.48 µm and 
511.96 ± 55.13 µm in 20mM KCl and 50mM KCl-treated cells, respectively) than 
untreated control cells (735.88 ± 88.96 µm).  
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3.5.2 Topological measures of dendritic arborisations 
Next, I measured topological characteristics of dendritic arbours. Topological 
variables are concerned with the connectivity pattern of dendritic segments and thus 
help estimate the shape and complexity of the dendritic tree. First, I quantified the 
number of soma branches, number of terminal tips, tip path distance and the 
straightness of dendritic branches (Figure 3.4a). Tip path distance denotes path 
length from dendritic tips to the soma along the dendrite, whereas straightness was 
defined as the tip path length divided by radial (‘straight-line’) distance of the 
dendritic tip from the soma. None of the measures were significantly altered by a 
KCl treatment in prox1-negative neurons. In prox1-positive cells, on the other hand, 
16-hour depolarisation induced significant changes in tip path distance (P = 0.025, 
one-way ANOVA, nControl = 96, n20mM KCl = 68, n50mM KCl = 76) and in straightness of 
the dendrites (P = 0.012, one-way ANOVA, nControl = 96, n20mM KCl = 68, n50mM KCl = 
76). Tip path distance was reduced from 51.10 ± 1.66 µm in controls to 43.99 ± 1.55 
µm and 45.18 ± 2.71 µm in 20mM and 50mM-KCl-treated cells, respectively. This 
indicates that dendritic tips were on average closer to the cell body in high-KCl-
treated cultures, which is consistent with a reduction in the overall dendritic length of 
these neurons. Apart from decreased tip path length, dendrites of chronically 
depolarised cells were significantly straighter but only when depolarised with 20mM 
KCl. The number of terminal tips or number of soma branches appeared to be 
similar in control and high-KCl-treated cells.  
To further analyse the shape of the dendritic arbour, I measured maximal Sholl 
distance, number of bifurcations per mm, branch order and tree asymmetry index. 
Sholl distance is a modified version of a Sholl analysis, a commonly used measure 
of the extent and complexity of a dendritic tree. In Sholl analysis a set of concentric 
circles is overlayed over the centre of the cell and the number of dendritic 
intersections is counted at each circle. The number of dendritic intersections is then 
plotted as a function of a distance from the soma. In this chapter, instead of a full 
Sholl analysis I specifically measured maximal Sholl distance, which is better suited 
for statistical analysis due to its scalar properties (Scorcioni et al., 2004). To quantify 
orientation differences and the complexity of dendritic branching, I measured the 
asymmetry index (Van Pelt et al., 1992), which is a topological measure of a 
dendritic tree based on the number or connectivity patterns of the tree segments. 
According to this measure, 0 indicates a perfectly symmetrical tree and 1 is a 
perfectly asymmetrical tree.  




Figure 3.3 Dendritic and axonal lengths after chronic depolarisation with KCl  
(a) Schematic of the experiment. KCl (20mM or 50mM) was added to ChR2-YFP-
transfected neurons on day 3 and left in the culture media for 16 hrs, following 
which the cells were fixed and immunostained for prox1. (b) Example images 
showing dendritic and axonal traces. (c, d) Graphs showing total dendritic length 
(left), total axonal length (middle) and total length of prox1-positive cells (c, red bars) 
and prox1-negative cells (d, green bars). Numbers within bars indicate number of 
cells within each condition. Significance asterisks above the error bars indicate a 
significant difference relative to control condition: * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, one-way 
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Despite trends indicating diminished complexity and greater symmetry of dendritic 
arbours in KCl-treated cultures, there were no statistically significant differences in 
tree asymmetry index, bifurcations per mm or max sholl distance. However, mean 
branch order of prox1-negative cells treated with 50mM KCl was significantly lower 
than in control cultures (P = 0.019, one-way ANOVA followed by LSD test, nControl = 
96, n20mM KCl = 68, n50mM KCl = 76), suggesting lower complexity of the dendritic 
arbours of chronically depolarised cells. Overall, exposure to KCl for 16-hours, apart 
from moderately decreasing dendritic length, did not appear to dramatically alter the 
shape or size of the dendritic tree.  
3.6 Neuronal morphology after optogenetic stimulation 
KCl treatment is a consistent and straightforward method of depolarising a neuron, 
however it does not provide a temporal control of the depolarising input.  Previous 
studies have shown that the pattern of membrane depolarisation is important for 
induction of activity-dependent effects (Sur et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2001, Kastanenka 
and Landmesser, 2010; Crisp et at., 2011). In addition, KCl treatment does not 
permit spatial control of the depolarising stimulus and thus it is not clear whether the 
depolarisation-induced effect is cell-autonomous or relies on signals from the 
neighbouring cells. To overcome these limitations I used optogenetic stimulation to 
depolarise the cells. Optogenetics provides a precise temporal control of the 
stimulus in a targeted population of neurons (Deisseroth, 2011). To use this method, 
I sparsely transfected 1 DIV hippocampal cultures with a ChR2-YFP plasmid driven 
by a pan-neuronal synapsin promoter. The transfected cultures were optogenetically 
stimulated for 16 hrs between 3 and 4 DIV, analogously to the KCl experiment.  
I have tested several stimulation paradigms, varying the duration of the light 
stimulus and the intervals between the stimuli. Stimulation paradigms were created 
by taking into account activity patterns recorded from in vivo and in vitro systems 
(Crépel et al. 2007; Leinekugel et al., 2002). Initially, I tested 50ms and 250ms light 
pulses delivered every 0.5, 1, 5 and 10 seconds for 12 hours. These light 
stimulation patterns appeared to be too harsh for the cells at this stage and 
negatively affected cell viability.  Therefore I decided to shorten the duration of the 
pulse to 2 and 20 ms, keeping the same intervals between the pulses (every 10, 30 
and 60s). After 16 hours of depolarisation, the cells were fixed, immunostained with  
 




Figure 3.4 Morphometric analysis of dendritic trees of neurons chronically 
depolarised with KCl (a) A schematic illustrating the measures used in the 
analysis.  (b) Graphs showing number of soma branches,  number of tips, 
straightness and distance to soma in 20mM and 50mM KCl-treated prox1-positive 
(red) and prox1-negative neurons (green). Error bars, SEM.  Prox-positive cells: nC 
= 71, n20mM KCl = 53, n50mM KCl = 75; Prox1-negative cells: nC = 41, n20mM KCl = 48, 

















































































































































Figure 3.5 Morphometric analysis of dendritic trees of neurons chronically 
depolarised with KCl, cont. (a) Scholl distance denotes the maximal distance 
between the soma and the furthest compartment as delineated by a series of 
concentric circles around the soma (b). Branch order denotes maximal number of 
bifurcations between the soma and terminal tips. Branches stemming directly from 
the soma are labelled 0. (c) Tree asymmetry index, based on branching patterns 
from each bifurcation. 0 is perfectly symmetric, 1 is perfectly asymmetric. (d) Graphs 
showing max sholl distance, bifurcations per mm, mean branch order and tree 
asymmetry index of prox1-positive (red) and prox1-negative (green) neurons  after 
they were treated with 20 or 50mM KCl. Error bars, SEM. *, P = 0.019, one-way 
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anti-prox1 antibody and imaged. The imaged cells were traced along their dendritic 
and axonal trees and processed with tracing software (Figure 3.3b). To characterise 
neuronal morphology I measured the same metric and topological variables as in 
the KCl experiments.   
3.6.1 Total length of dendritic and axonal arborisations 
First, I examined whether optogenetic photostimulation alters the total length of 
dendritic and axonal trees of prox1-positive and prox1-negative neurons.  In prox1-
positive cells, in agreement with KCl experiments, a 20ms light pulse delivered 
every 10, 30 or 60 seconds, led to a significant decrease in dendritic length 
compared to unstimulated neurons (P = 0.019, two-way ANOVA, n10s= 17, n30s = 69, 
n60s = 48). Interestingly, 2ms pulses were not sufficient to induce a change in 
dendritic length, suggesting they did not provide sufficient amount of depolarisation.  
There was no significant difference in the total axonal length or the summed length 
of all processes between control and photostimulated cultures. This result is 
consistent with the changes seen after KCl treatment and suggests that activity-
dependent decrease in dendritic outgrowth in prox1-positve cell is a cell-
autonomous process. In prox1-negative neurons, the results were less consistent. 
In contrast to KCl-treated experiments, the most pronounced effect was seen on 
dendritic length, where three stimulated conditions (2ms 60s; 20ms 10s; 20ms 30s) 
had significantly reduced dendritic lengths (P = 0.01, two-way ANOVA, n2ms60s= 41, 
n20ms10s = 24, n20ms30s = 61). Axonal length were significantly reduced only in one 
condition (the highest stimulation condition, 20ms 10s), where axons shortened by 
about 42% relative to the control condition, from 735.88 ± 88.96 µm to 424.86 ± 
64.32 µm. The change in axonal length also significantly affected the total length of 
all neurites (P = 0.024, two-way ANOVA).  
Overall, chronic patterned stimulation delivered with optogenetics differentially 
affected prox1-positive and prox1-negative neurons in a stimulation-pattern-
dependent manner. Stimulation patterns employing longer, 20ms, light stimulus led 
to a significant decrease in overall dendritic length in prox1-positive cells, without 
affecting axonal length. These results are in agreement with the observations made 
using KCl, suggesting that membrane depolarization is an important parameter in 
controlling dendritic arbour size in granule cells. The results for prox1-negative cells 
are less consistent and do not always logically follow from KCl treatment to 
photostimulation. Although there are a number of reasons for this (see discussion), 
it is likely that the heterogeneity in this neuronal population adds noise to the 
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measurements and therefore complicates the analysis. Next, I examined whether 
the optogenetic stimulation significantly altered the shape of the dendritic tree.  
3.6.2 Topography of dendritic arbours 
Measurements of the topology of photostimulated neurons were carried as above 
(Figure 3.4 and 3.5). For both prox1-positive and prox1-negative cells, I detected no 
significant difference in the number of tips, number of soma branches, straightness, 
max sholl distance, bifurcations per mm, branch order or tree asymmetry (P >  0.05, 
one-way ANOVA). The only significant difference between the conditions was 
observed for the tip path distance (Figure 3.7, bottom right), which was significantly 
shorter in depolarised neurons when stimulated with 20ms pulses delivered every 
10s (P = 0.003, one-way ANOVA, nControl = 49; nStim = 19). Other stimulation 
paradigms, however, did not produce a significant change in this variable.  
In summary, depolarisation induced with optogenetic methods did not lead to any 
major alterations in dendritic shape, however it significantly altered the size of 
dendritic and axonal arbours. Interestingly, the reduction in size of dendritic trees of 
prox1-positive neurons (granule cells) was observed both after KCl treatment and 
optogenetic stimulation, whereas in prox1-negative neurons, this reduction was 
observed only after optogenetic stimulation, suggesting different mechanisms of 
activity-dependent dendrite growth in these two groups of cells.   
3.7 Discussion 
In this chapter I investigated the effects of chronic depolarisation on morphology of 
cultured hippocampal neurons. Depolarisation was induced by either addition of 
high extracellular concentration of KCl or optogenetic stimulation of ChR2-
transfected cells. Chronic depolarisation by either of these techniques led to a 
significant, cell-autonomous, alteration of the total length of axonal and dendritic 
trees, however the shape of the dendritic arborisations was largely unaffected. The 
specific effect of the depolarisation was method-, neuronal-process- and cell-type-
specific. In prox1-positive neurons (dentate granule cells), chronic depolarisation 
with either KCl or optogenetics, led to a reduced size of dendritic but not axonal 
arbours.  In prox1-neurons, on the other hand, the specific effect was dependent on 
the method used. KCl treatment considerably shortened the  
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Figure 3.6 Dendritic and axonal lengths of ChR2-transfected neurons 
stimulated with optogenetics (a) Schematic of the optogenetics experiment. 
ChR2-transected neurons were photostimulated with blue light (blue rectangles) for 
16 hours, from DIV3 (red arrow) to DIV4 (black arrow). (b) Photostimulation 
paradigms. 2 or 20ms light pulses were delivered every 10, 30 or 60 seconds. 
Significance: * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, one-way ANOVA followed by the LSD test. Error 
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Figure 3.7 Morphometric analysis of dendritic morphology of optogenetically 
stimulated neurons. Graphs showing number of soma branches,  number of tips, 
straightness and distance to soma in 15mM and 50mM KCl-treated prox1-positive 
(red) and prox1-negative neurons (green) optogenetically stimulated with different 
patterns of light pulse. Significance: * < 0.05, one-way ANOVA followed by the LSD 
test. Prox1-positive neurons: nControl = 97, n2ms10s = 41, n2ms30s = 77; n2ms60s = 65, 
n20ms10s = 17, n20ms30s = 64, n20ms60s = 39. Prox1-negative neurons: nControl = 49, n2ms10s 
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Figure 3.8 Morphometric analysis of dendritic morphology of optogenetically 
stimulated neurons, cont. Graphs showing max sholl distance, bifurcations per 
mm, mean branch order and tree asymmetry index of prox1-positive (red) and 
prox1-negative (green) neurons after 16 hr stimulation with different patterns of light 
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axons without affecting dendritic length, whereas optogenetic stimulation reduced 
the length of both axons and the dendrites, which emphasises the importance of 
patterned stimulation for induction of dendrite-specific effect in prox1-negative 
neurons.  
The findings presented in this chapter are not consistent with the majority of current 
studies on activity-dependent dendrite outgrowth. Work performed on cortical and 
hippocampal cultured neurons showed that elevating neuronal activity with high 
levels of extracellular KCl leads to accelerated dendritic growth and branching 
(Redmond et al., 2002; Yu and Malenka, 2003; Wayman et al., 2006; Tan et al., 
2010; Ma et al., 2011). Even though I used the same conditions as reported 
previously (Redmond et al., 2002; Weyman et al., 2006), I failed to observe any 
increase in dendritic outgrowth and branching in high-KCl-treated neurons. Not all 
existing studies, however, report an increase in dendritic growth in response to 
enhanced activity. Mattson et al., (1988) showed an effect consistent with what was 
observed in this study, namely high-KCl-induced reduction in dendritic arborisations 
in dissociated hippocampal neurons. The discrepancy between the results seen in 
different laboratories may be due to a variety of factors, including differences in cell 
culture preparations, culture density, media formulations or growth conditions. The 
direction of the activity effect may also depend on the developmental stage of a 
stimulated neuron.  In addition there may have been some methodological 
differences in the analysis of dendritic arbours. For example, the border between 
soma and the origin of the dendrite can be ambiguous in some neurons, requiring 
an arbitrary decision regarding the origin of the dendrite, which in turn may affect 
the quantification of dendritic lengths.  
 
The effect of activity on axonal development of prox1-negative was consistent with 
previous studies in hippocampal neurons (Mattson et al., 1988, Chang and 
DeCamilli, 2001; Tashiro et al., 2003; Ibarretxe et al. 2007).  The majority of the 
literature on axon outgrowth in dissociated hippocampal cultures show a reduction 
in axon growth in response to electrical stimulation. This effect is also observed in 
sensory neurons, in which activity strongly inhibits axonal outgrowth (Fields et al., 
1990; Mire et al., 2012). The axons of other neuronal types, however, were shown 
to behave in a different way in response to elevated levels of activity. For example, 
in murine thalamocortical axons, membrane depolarisation enhances axonal growth 
(Mire et al., 2012), whereas in spinal motor neurons it has no effect on neuronal 
elongation (Ming et al., 2001; Bouchard et al., 2008). In cultured retinal ganglion 
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cells and cortical neurons activity has no effect on its own but it greatly enhances 
the rate of trophic factor-stimulated axon growth (Goldberg et al., 2002; Bouchard et 
al., 2008).  
The diverse, neurite-specific, responses of different cell types to membrane 
depolarisation may be attributed to distinct cellular and molecular mechanisms of 
neurite outgrowth in different brain regions. Depolarisation-induced neurite 
outgrowth is typically mediated by intracellular Ca2+ signals which then activate 
specific signalling pathways (Redmond et al., 2002; Yu and Malenka,  2003; 
Wayman et al., 2006). Principal signalling molecules activated by Ca2+ influx in 
neurons are the calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases (CaM kinase II and 
CaM kinase IV), mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) and protein kinase 
(PKA) (Redmont et al., 2003). The exact pathway activated by the Ca2+ signal 
depends on the spatiotemporal characteristics of the Ca2+ signal itself, such as its 
amplitude, frequency, pathway of entry and location (Moody and Bosma, 2005). For 
example, Wu et al., (2001) showed that large rises in intracellular Ca2+ in cultured 
hippocampal neurons lead to activation of a fast calmodulin kinase (CaMK) pathway 
followed by a slower, but longer lasting, activation of mitogen-activated protein 
kinase (MAPK). This, in turn, resulted in long-lasting phosphorylation of the 
transcription factor CREB. Small increases in Ca2+, on the other hand, triggered only 
the CaMK pathway, which led to a more transient CREB phosphorylation. 
Therefore, different spatiotemporal features of Ca2+ signal could trigger distinct 
intracellular signalling cascades that are either conductive or prohibitive of dendritic 
or axonal growth.  
The amplitude of Ca2+ rises can also account for cell-type differences in the 
responsiveness to electrical stimulation. Bouchard et al., (2008) showed that spinal 
neurons have distinctly lower Ca2+ transients than cortical neurons, and as a result 
they have a reduced capacity to respond to membrane depolarisation. 
Consequently they are not sensitive to depolarisation-induced enhancement of axon 
outgrowth observed in cortical neurons. The amplitude and other spatiotemporal 
characteristic of Ca2+ signals is determined by different complements of voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels and other cell-surface proteins involved in ‘sensing’ the 
depolarising stimulus.  Differential distribution of these proteins along axon and 
dendrites in different neuronal subtypes may thus account for different, often 
opposing, neurite- and cell-type specific responses to neural activity.  
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Rises in intracellular Ca2+ can also be shaped by specific patterns of neuronal 
activity. In this chapter I showed that a reduction in the dendritic length of prox1-
negative cells was observed only after patterned stimulation with optogenetics but 
not after a sustained KCl treatment, suggesting that the frequency of the Ca2+ rise is 
important in inducing the dendritic phenotype.   Previous work on different systems 
showed that the frequency of neuronal stimulation can differentially regulate 
dendritic and axon outgrowth. For example, in the visual system, the pattern of 
afferent activity to ocular dominance columns influence dendritic growth of neurons 
in the visual cortex (Kossel et al., 1995). Alterations in normal frequency of 
spontaneous activity can also perturb axon pathfinding in chick spinal motorneurons 
(Hanson and Landmesser, 2004; Kastanenka and Landmesser, 2010). Different 
patterns of neuronal activity may trigger different signalling pathways which activate 
a specific subset of genes (Itoh et al., 1995; Chang and Berg, 2001). Wu et al. 
(2008) showed that to persistently activate the MAP kinase pathway in hippocampal 
neurons, a series of strong spaced depolarisaitons are were required, as a single 
but sustained depolarisation is ineffective (Wu et al., 1001). These observations 
suggest that neurons have evolved mechanisms to distinguish differences in 
patterns of neuronal activity and may use this information to trigger specific cellular 
responses to physiological stimuli. 
The ability of neurons to respond to electrical activity before the formation of 
synapses suggests that developing neurons may receive synaptic inputs at their 
dendrites and become electrically active while their axons and dendrites are still 
extending. Alternatively, activity-evoked signals, such as neurotransmitters, can act 
in a paracrine way, regulating the growth of dendritic and axonal arbours ‘at a 
distance’. For example, dendritic growth of hippocampal neurons has been shown 
to be directly and locally regulated by glutamate, whereby local application of 
glutamate stops growth (Mattson et al., 1988). Paracrine release of 
neurotransmitters can signal to the elongating axons and dendrites that they have 
reached their target and may begin formation of synaptic contacts. Thus activity-
induced inhibition in axonal and dendritic growth may have physiological 







The role of activity on the structure of the axon 
initial segment  
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter I investigated the effect of global membrane depolarisation 
on the gross morphology of the two specialised compartments of a neuron: axons 
and dendrites. Both axonal and dendritic compartments, however, can be further 
subdivided into specialised domains that include such structures as proximal and 
distal dendrites, synapses, nodes of Ranvier and axon initial segments. Each of 
these domains contains specific sets of proteins and plays a distinct role in neuronal 
physiology. In this chapter, I focus specifically on one of the axonal domains, the 
axon initial segment. 
 
The axon initial segment (AIS) is a specialised region at the beginning of the axon 
that is enriched in cell adhesion molecules, cytoskeletal scaffolding proteins, 
extracellular matrix molecules and voltage-gated ion channels (Ogawa and 
Rasband, 2008). This protein-dense structure assembles shortly after the axon has 
been specified, but before the formation of the majority of synaptic connections.  
Once fully-formed, the AIS plays two immensely important roles in a cell:  (1) it 
creates a molecular barrier between the somatodendritic and axonal compartments, 
preventing free diffusion of dendritic proteins into the axon and (2), due to the high 
density of voltage gated Na+ and K+ channels, it is the site where subthreshold 
somatic inputs summate and the action potential is initiated (Rasband, 2010; 
Bender and Trussel, 2012). Therefore, not only does it maintain a mature polarised 
structure of the cell, it also acts as a generator and a gatekeeper of neuronal 
excitability. These two highly crucial functions of the AIS already make it an exciting 
structure to investigate. However, what makes the AIS especially relevant for this 
study is that it has recently been found to be modulated by neuronal activity (Grubb 
and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al., 2010).  
 
Two studies have been done that revealed activity-dependence of the AIS structure 
and function. The first one was carried out in cultured hippocampal neurons, where 
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a 48-hour depolarisation, either with high levels of KCl or optogenetic 
photostimulation, resulted in a significant distal shift in the AIS position. The distal 
relocation of the AIS was reversible upon the removal of the depolarising stimulus 
and was found to be mediated through L-type Ca2+ channels, as blocking them with 
nifedipine abolished the activity-dependent distal AIS shift. Unsurprisingly, the 
change in the AIS position had also profound effects on neuronal excitability. 
Neurons with a proximal AIS were found to be more excitable, whereas neurons 
with a distal AIS required higher current injections to generate an action potential 
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010).  The second study was performed in the auditory 
system of the chick, where removing cochlear afferent innervation led to elongation 
of the AIS in neurons of the nucleus magnocellularis. Electrophysiological 
recordings revealed a compensatory increase in the intrinsic excitability of the 
deafferented neurons (Kuba et al., 2010). Taken together, these studies show that 
the AIS is highly plastic and can alter its length or position to homeostatically 
compensate for the ongoing activity levels of the cell.  
The above studies demonstrate the existence of activity-dependent AIS plasticity in 
relatively mature hippocampal neurons. Is there any form of AIS plasticity in young 
hippocampal neurons? The aim of this chapter was to investigate the role of activity 
on the AIS of very young hippocampal neurons, just after they have already 
specified their axons but before they are fully integrated into the hippocampal 
network. I begin by characterising AIS development in our culture system, followed 
by an in-depth investigation of activity-dependent AIS plasticity in developing 
hippocampal neurons.  
4.2 AIS development in hippocampal excitatory neurones 
To understand the role of activity on AIS in early development, I first characterised 
the emergence of the AIS in our culture system. The aim was to establish when the 
AIS first appears in excitatory neurons of the hippocampus in vitro and to describe 
the basic structural properties of the AIS, such as its length and position, during 
development. 
4.2.1 Emergence of the AIS in hippocampal excitatory cells 
Most studies in dissociated hippocampal neurons do not distinguish between 
neuronal cell types, treating them mostly as equal. This can be problematic for a 
number of obvious reasons, but I was specifically concerned about the degree of 
variability inherent in studying all neurons as one population, irrespective of their 
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identity. To minimize variability I decided to focus exclusively on hippocampal 
excitatory cells. This group of neurons was chosen for a number of reasons: (1) I 
could exploit well-established markers for different excitatory neurons (granule cells 
versus pyramidal neurons); (2) excitatory neurons comprise the large majority of 
neurons in our mixed cultures (70-90%; data not shown) and (3) previous findings in 
the lab suggest that AIS plasticity in mature neurons occurs exclusively in excitatory 
neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010).  
 
Excitatory cells in the hippocampus were identified as the subgroup expressing 
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII). CaMKII is a 
multifunctional serine/threone kinase (~600 KDa) that is one of the most abundant 
proteins in the brain (Bennet et al., 1983).  In the hippocampus it is selectively 
expressed by excitatory neurons (Sik et al., 1998), which comprise the pyramidal 
neurons of the CA1 and CA3 subregions of the hippocampus and the granule cells 
of the dentate gyrus. To distinguish dentate granule cells from pyramidal neurons, 
the cultures were co-labelled with prox1, a transcription factor expressed specifically 
in the nuclei of all dentate granule cells but not in pyramidal neurons (Iwano et al., 
2012). In this way it was possible to clearly distinguish between pyramidal neurons 
and granule cells in our culture system and assess the properties of the AIS in each 
group of cells independently (Figure 4.1). The AIS itself was labelled using the 
antibody against Ankyrin G (AnkG). AnkG is one of the first proteins detected at the 
AIS during development and it functions as a scaffold to which all other AIS proteins 
are tethered (Boiko et al., 2007; Jenkins and Bennett, 2001).  This protein is 
absolutely essential for the formation and maintenance of the AIS. The absence of 
AnkG in developing neurons prevents AIS formation (Hedstrom et al., 2007; Zhou et 
al., 1998), whereas silencing AnkG expression in neurons that already formed an 
AIS leads to a complete disruption of the AIS structure (Hedstrom et al., 2008).  
 
To characterise AIS development in excitatory neurons, the neuronal cultures were 
fixed at different time points of development, immunostained as described above 
and imaged with a fluorescent microscope. The imaging system in our lab permitted 
successful separation of three channels (green, red and blue). The blue channel 
was reserved for Hoechst stain, thus leaving an insufficient number of channels for 
separate labelling of AnkG, prox1 and CamKII. However, because of separate 
localisation of the prox1 (nucleus) and the AnkG (proximal axon) within a cell, it was 
possible to use the same fluorophore to stain for both markers on the same neuron. 
When stained separately, I did not detect any colocalisation of the expression of 
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prox1 and AnkG. Prox1 was localised exclusively to the nucleus and gave no signal 
that extended into the axon (data not shown). The CaMKII antibody stained the 
whole cell and thus it was imaged in a separate channel. Example images of 
neurons triple-stained with prox1, CamKII and AnkG are shown in figure 4.1. As the 
CamKII label was equally distributed throughout the cell, it also served as a reliable 
marker of neuronal morphology. A clearly-distinguishable outline of the neuron was 
crucial to localise the beginning of the axon, which was essential for the 
measurement of the AIS position relative to the soma.  
 
In our culture system AISs were first detected at 2 DIV, when 2% of granule cells 
and 13% of pyramidal neurons showed a clear AnkG labelling along their proximal 
axons (2 out of 78 granule and 8 out of 60 pyramidal cells were AnkG-positive).  
Granule cells formed an AIS later than pyramidal cells, with a lag of 3-5 days. By the 
beginning of the second week in vitro, only 50% of the granule cells had an AIS, 
compared to over 80% of neighbouring pyramidal cells at the same stage.  
Following the initial lag period, AIS formation in granule cells increased dramatically 
after 5 DIV and eventually plateaued at 13 DIV, at which stage around 85% of all 
cells were AIS-positive. On the other hand, AIS formation in pyramidal cells began 
to plateau much earlier, at around 7 DIV (82% AnkG-positive cells), reaching its 
peak at 13DIV (85%, see figure 4.2). Despite the clear temporal difference in the 
emergence of the AIS in granule and pyramidal cells, all neurons in the culture 
system formed an AIS within the first two weeks in vitro, in agreement with previous 
findings (Yang et al., 2007). 
4.2.2 AIS properties change during development 
Having characterised the emergence of the AIS in our culture system, I proceeded 
to examine the structural properties of the AIS throughout development.   
Specifically, I measured AIS position and its length. AIS position was expressed as 
the distance of the proximal end of the AIS from the soma, measured along the 
axon. Hippocampal neurons tend to differ in the location from which an axon 
emerges. The majority of cells (~95%) in our culture system had axons growing 
directly out of cell bodies, however a small fraction of cells (2-5%) started their 
axons from a dendritic shaft that can be a considerable distance away from the cell 
body. To reduce the heterogeneity of the sample, only soma-derived AISs were 
included in the analysis as they constituted the majority of cases.  
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In vivo studies in mouse cortical neurons have shown that the position and the 
length of the AIS changes throughout early development. Galliano et al. (2012) 
demonstrated that the AIS initially forms distally from the cell body and then 
progressively ‘fills in’ the proximal part of the axon, thus increasing in length whilst 
simultaneously decreasing its distance to the soma. Interestingly, the distal end of 
the AIS was proposed to form a border which determines the location of the AIS 
along the axon. In this section I wanted to determine whether similar changes 
occurred in excitatory hippocampal neurons in vitro.  
In agreement with the in vivo data, I have observed a significant change in AIS 
position throughout development in both granule and pyramidal neurons (Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVA, P <  0.0001, ngranule = 165, npyramidal = 289) (Figure 4.3). The AIS was 
significantly closer to the cell body in mature neurons at DIV14 (ngranule = 29, npyramidal 
= 28) than in young developing cells at 4 DIV (Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001, 
ngranule =5, npyramidal = 43). This effect occurred in a linear fashion, with the AIS 
progressively moving closer to the cell body as the cultures matured (Figure 4.3).  A 
greater change in the AIS position between 4 and  14 DIV was observed for granule 
neurons (12.02 ± 2.53 µm proximal shift) than for pyramidal cells (4.76 ± 4.06 µm 
proximal shift; mean ± SD), which is interesting considering the slower AIS 
formation rate in the granule cells. 
In Galiano et al. (2012), progressive ‘filling in’ of the proximal axon by the AIS 
proteins was accompanied by an increasing length of the AIS. In this study, a similar 
effect was observed in pyramidal cells but, intriguingly, not in granule neurons. In 
fact, granule cells displayed the opposite tendency: the progressive proximal shift of 
the AIS was accompanied by a marked decrease in the AIS length (Kruskal-Wallis 
ANOVA, p = 0.001, n = 165). A significant change was seen between 7 and 14 DIV 
(5.39 ± 4.65 µm, Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.005; nDIV4 = 22, nDIV14 = 28). No 
significant difference in AIS length was detected between 4 and 14 DIV, presumably 
due to the low number of AIS-containing granule cells at 4 DIV (n = 5). In contrast to 
the granule cells but in agreement with the data from cortical neurons, the AIS of 
pyramidal cells was significantly longer in mature neurons at 14 DIV than in young 
cells at 4 DIV (5.98 ± 5.70 µm, Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001, nDIV4 = 29, nDIV14= 
43). Moreover, the AIS of mature pyramidal neurons was also significantly longer 
than the AIS of mature granule neurons (DIV14; Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001; 
Granule: 22.95±4.66 µm, Pyramidal: 32.05±4.30 µm, mean ± SD), even though the 
AISs of both cell types were similar in length when they initially formed (DIV4; 
Granule cells: 28.34 ± 4.6µm, n = 5; Pyramidal cells: 26.07±6.47µm, n = 43). 
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Differences in the AIS length and the time-course of the AIS formation between the 
two excitatory cell types may reflect the existence of distinct AIS development 
programmes in these two classes of neurons. Pyramidal cells appear to follow the 
developmental route of cortical neurons, where the AIS initially forms at the distal 
part of the axon and gradually lengthens into the proximal part. Granule cells, on the 
other hand, seem to follow a different route; their AISs get progressively shorter as 
the cells mature, questioning the validity of the ‘distal AIS boundary’ hypothesis in 
this class of excitatory neurons.  
Having seen significant changes in AIS length and position during development, I 
wondered whether the density of the ‘master organiser’ of the AIS, the AnkG 
scaffolding protein, is also prone to developmental changes. AnkG serves as a 
molecular anchor for other AIS proteins, including Nav and Kv channels and the 
proteins involved in the formation of the cytoplasmic filter. Therefore any changes in 
AnkG density at the AIS may reflect overall changes of the molecular composition of 
the AIS throughout development. To examine whether the levels of AnkG change in 
development, I used the brightness of AnkG immunostaining as a proxy for AnkG 
accumulation at the AIS during development.  I measured both peak fluorescence 
and integrated fluorescence of the AnkG stain, both of which significantly changed 
during development (Kruskal Wallis ANOVA, P <  0.0001. Figure 4.3). Peak 
fluorescence reflects the maximal density of AnkG at the AIS, whereas the 
integrated fluorescence is indicative of the overall amount of AnkG at the AIS and 
highly depends on the length of the AIS. Both measures significantly increased 
between 4 DIV and 14 DIV for both cell types (Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001), 
however the values of integrated fluorescence increased to a lesser extent for 
granule cells than for pyramidal neurons. This, may have just been due to the 
shorter AISs of mature granule cells rather than an absolute lower density of AnkG 
at the AIS. There was no difference in peak AnkG fluorescence between the cell 
types. Interestingly, maximal levels of peak/integrated flurescence were reached at 
DIV7, after which point they remained steady and no further increase in 
fluorescence was detected. Together, these results show that the levels of AnkG 
protein at the AIS increase during development, suggesting that there is an ongoing 










Figure 4.1 AISs of granule and pyramidal cells at different stages of 
development. AnkyrinG(AnkG, red) was used to label for the AIS, 
calcium/calmodulin kinase II (CamKII, green) stained all excitatory cells and prox1 
(red) labelled the nuclei of dentate granule cells. Arrowheads indicate an 
approximate beginning and end of the AIS. Note the progressive increase in the 
size and intensity of the AnkG stain in development. Dotted line demarcates the 
boundary between the soma and the axon. Scale bar, 10 µm.  
  





































































Figure 4.2 Timecourse of AIS formation in cultured granule and pyramidal 
neurons (ngranule = 726 cells, npyramidal = 832 cells; 43-126 cells of each type per 
developmental time point).  Note the lag period of the AIS formation in granule 




























Figure 4.3 The properties of the AIS change in development (a) Graphs 
showing the distance from the soma, the length, the maximum fluorescence and the 
total fluorescence of the AIS at different stages of development. Red and green 
significance brackets refer to granule and pyramidal cells, respectively. * P <   0.05; 
** P <   0.01; *** P <   0.001. Error bars, SD. (b) Schematic diagram summarising 
the changes seen. In both granule and pyramidal cells the AIS gets brighter (as 
measured by the intensity of the AnkyrinG stain) and moves closer to the cell body 
as the cells mature. The AIS of granule cells tends to get shorter during 
development, whereas the opposite effect is seen in pyramidal cells. Mature (14 
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4.3 Chronic membrane depolarisation decreases the number of AIS-
positive neurons   
Having characterised a timeline of AIS development in our culture system, I set out 
to explore the role of depolarisation on the AIS in early stages of hippocampal 
development. It has been previously shown that the AIS responds to electrical 
activity by changing its length and position along the axon (Grubb and Burrone, 
2010, Kuba et al., 2010).  This effect, however, was investigated primarily in mature 
systems when the majority of cells have already formed an AIS. Here, I wanted to 
examine how activity may affect the AIS early in development, at the time when 
neurons only begin forming the AIS. Does neuronal activity modulate the formation 
of the AIS?  
 
To answer this question, I measured the effect of chronic changes in activity on AIS 
formation by estimating the proportion of cells containing an AIS. Electrical activity 
was modulated by either treating neurons with high levels of KCl or by optogenetic 
photostimulation of ChR2-expressing cells.  All treatments were performed for 16 
hrs between 3 and 4 DIV, at a time when the AIS just begins to form (Figure 4.4a).  
 
Previous work in mature hippocampal neurons has found that moderate levels of 
depolarisation (15mM KCl) were the most effective at inducing the activity-
dependent shift in the AIS position (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). To establish the 
optimal level of depolarisation for the following experiments, I conducted a pilot 
study with different concentrations of KCl (10,15, 20 and 30mM; Control: 5mM). The 
aim was to find the optimal stimulus that  may alter  the proportion of neurons 
containing an AIS. Interestingly, chronic KCl treatment led to a marked change in 
percentage of AIS-positive cells in a U-shaped manner. Gradual increases in KCl 
concentration caused a progressive decline in the number of cells with an AIS, 
reaching the lowest value at 20mM KCl but then becoming less effective as the KCl 
concentration was further increased (Figure 4.4b). As the maximal effect was seen 
with 20mM KCl, this concentration was used throughout the whole thesis.   
 
Repeating the 20mM KCl depolarisation treatment consistently led to a significant 
decrease in the proportion of AIS-positive cells (Figure 4.4c, Mann-Whitney test, P <  
0.0001) for both granule (Control: 8.55 ± 1.38%, 4 animals, n = 421 cells; KCl: 1.12 
± 0.65%, 3 animals, n = 269 cells) and pyramidal cells (Control: 63.16 ± 2.63%, 4 
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animals, n = 324 cells; KCl: 32.96 ± 3.06%, 3 animals, n = 239 cells, mean ± SD). 
Example images of control and KCl treated cells are shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
KCl treatment is a reliable and straightforward method of depolarising the 
membrane potential and thus mimicking increased neuronal activity, however it 
does not provide a temporal control of the depolarising input.  Optogenetics, on the 
other hand, allows a precise temporal control of the stimulus in a targeted 
population of neurons. To use this method, I sparsely transfected 1 DIV 
hippocampal cultures with a ChR2-YFP plasmid driven by a pan-neuronal synapsin 
promoter. The transfected cultures were optogenetically stimulated for 16 hrs 
between 3 and 4 DIV, akin to the experiment with elevated levels of KCl (Figure 
4.4a). Because of the YFP fluorescence of the channelrhodopsin-transfected cells, I 
could not use the green channel for labelling with CamKII labelling and instead 
focused on granule cells only, where the effect was the greatest. Granule cells were 
chosen because of a nuclear localisation of the prox1 stain, which enabled co-
labelling with the AnkG antibody in the same fluorescence channel.  
 
I have tested several photostimulation paradigms, either varying the duration of the 
light stimulus (2 ms and 20 ms) or the intervals between the stimuli (10 s, 30 s and 
60 s). The optimal stimulus was found to consist of 20ms light pulses delivered 
every 30 seconds (Figure 4.4f). Stimuli of higher frequencies compromised cell 
viability, whereas low-frequency stimuli did not sufficiently depolarise the ChR2-
transfected neurons to elicit a significant effect. Application of the optimal stimulus 
onto ChR2-transfected granule cells for 16 hrs resulted in a significant decrease in 
neurons with an AIS (Mann-Whitney test, P <  0.0001. Control: 9.17 ± 3.59%, n = 
67; Photostimulation: 4.62 ± 3.16%. n = 43, mean ± SD). This result is consistent 
with the changes seen after the KCl treatment and suggests that excitatory 
hippocampal neurons undergo a radical, cell-autonomous form of AIS plasticity, 
whereby membrane depolarization causes a total loss of the AIS from developing 
axons.  
  




Figure 4.4 Chronic depolarisation with either an elevated concentration of KCl 
or optogenetics decreases the number of AIS-positive cells. (a) Schematics of 
the KCl experiment. Different concentrations of KCl were added at 3 DIV (red arrow) 
and left in the culture media for 16 hours, after which the cells were fixed and 
immunostained (black arrow) to label for the AIS and specific cell type markers. (b)  
Pyramidal and granule cells treated with different concentrations of KCl show a 
dose-dependent decrease in AIS-positive cells. (c, d)  Graphs showing the 
percentage of granule (c) and pyramidal (d) cells with an AIS after 20mM KCl 
treatment as compared to untreated (control) cells. (e)  Schematic of the 
optogenetics experiment. ChR2-transected neurons were photostimulated with blue 
light (blue rectangles) for 16 hours, from 3 DIV (red arrow) to 4 DIV (black arrow). 
Photostimulated cells were then fixed and immunostained for the AIS and granule 
cells. (f) Graph showing percentage of granule cells with an AIS following a 
photostimulation with different patterns of blue light. A 2 ms stimulus delivered every 
10, 30 or 60 seconds did not elicit any significant change in the percentage of AIS-
positive neurons. A significant change, however, was seen with 20 ms pulses 
delivered every 30 seconds. *** P <   0.0001, Mann-Whitney U-test. Error bars, SD. 




























































































































Figure 4.5 Example images of cells in the control and KCl condition.  
Arrowheads indicate an approximate beginning and an end of the AIS. AnkyrinG 
(AnkG, red) was used to label for the AIS, calcium/calmodulin kinase II (CamKII, 
green) stained all excitatory cells and prox1 (red) labelled the nuclei of dentate 
granule cells. AIS+ and AIS- indicate AIS-positive and AIS-negative cells, 





8.55%, n = 36 91.45%, n = 385 1.12%, n = 3 98.82%, n = 266 
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4.4 Reduction of AIS-positive cells depends on Ca2+ influx through L-
type Ca2+ channels but is not mediated by calpain-dependent 
proteolysis 
A direct consequence of membrane depolarisation with high levels of KCl is an 
increase in intracellular calcium (Figure 3.1). Previous experiments from our lab 
showed that L-type voltage-gated calcium channels are necessary for activity-
dependent AIS plasticity in mature hippocampal neurons, as pharmacologically 
blocking L-type calcium channels completely abolishes the activity-dependent AIS 
movement (Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Evans et al., 2013). In this section I 
investigate whether the KCl-induced decrease in AIS-positive cells described in the 
previous section is also dependent on L-type Ca2+ channels. To test this I treated 
the cultures with 20 mM KCl in the presence of 1 µM nifedipine, an L-type Ca2+ 
channel antagonist. In agreement with the previous results, 16-hour KCl treatment 
between 3 and 4 DIV led to a significant decrease in the number of AIS-positive 
cells, however simultaneous blockage of L-type Ca2+ channels with nifedipine 
prevented this decrease. Nifedipine itself did not induce any significant changes in 
the number AIS-positive cells (Figure 4.6 a,b). This effect was seen for both classes 
of excitatory cells and it indicates that L-type Ca2+ channels act as sensors for KCl-
induced depolarisation.  
 
An increase in intracellular [Ca2+] triggers various signalling cascades, activating a 
number of Ca2+-dependent proteins (Burgoyne, 2007). One such protein is the Ca2+-
dependent protease calpain. Activated calpain has been shown to cleave 
cytoskeletal components of the AIS following ischemic injury (Schafer et al., 2009). 
Here, I examined whether calpain is involved in depolarisation-induced reduction of 
AIS-positive neurons. To test this I co-treated the cultures with 20 mM KCl and 1 µM 
of calpain inhibitor MDL 18130 between 3 and 4 DIV, analogously to the previously 
described nifedipine experiment. As expected, KCl treatment applied on its own 
caused a marked decrease in the number of AIS-positive cells. However, MDL 
18130 treatment did not prevent this decrease from taking place. The number of 
AIS-positive cells in KCl + MDL 18130 condition was comparable to the cells treated 
with only KCl.  MDL 18130 had no effect when used on its own and both cell types 
behaved in a similar manner (Figure 4.6 c, d). These results suggest that calpain is 
not involved in the disappearance of the AIS observed in KCl-treated cultures.  
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Figure 4.6 The reduction of AIS-positive cells following a 16-hour treatment 
with KCl depends on Ca2+ influx through L-type voltage gated Ca2+ channels 
but is not mediated by calpain-dependent proteolysis (a) 4 DIV hippocampal 
cells loaded with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1). (b) ΔF/F0 traces of cultured 
hippocampal neurons loaded with OGB-1 at 5mM KCl baseline and upon addition of 
20mM KCl and 20mM KCl plus 1 µM nifedipine (blue arrows). The thick black line 
indicates the average trace, whereas thinner grey lines denote responses of 
individual cells. Note the increase in ΔF/F0 following the addition of KCl, which 
reflects an increase in intracellular Ca2+. Addition of nifedipine brings the ΔF/F0 
values down however it does not completely block depolarisation-induced increase 
in intercellular [Ca2+]. (c, d) Graphs showing the effect of 20 mM KCl, 20 mM KCl 
with 1 µM nifedipine and 1 µM nifedipine on its own, on the percentage of AIS-
positive granule (c, red bars) and pyramidal (d, green bars) neurons. Nifedipine 
prevents the reduction in AIS-positive neurons following 16-hour KCl treatment. (e, 
f) Graphs showing the percentage of granule (e) and pyramidal (f) cells with an AIS 
following a 16-hour treatment with 20 mM KCl, 20 mM KCl with the calpain inhibitor 
MDL28170 or MDL28170 on its own.   MDL28170 did not prevent the KCl-induced 
decrease in AIS-positive cells. Numbers within bars indicate the total numbers of 
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4.5 A critical window for AIS dissassembly  
As shown in the previous sections, chronic membrane depolarisation decreases the 
number of AIS-positive neurons in early development, between 3 and 4 DIV. Next, I 
investigated whether this new form of plasticity also occurres at other 
developmental stages or whether it is specific to this very early stage. To test this, I 
repeated the 16-hour 20mM KCl treatment at three other developmental time points, 
between 6-7, 9-10 and 14-15 DIV (Figure 4.7a). Although all time points tested 
showed a significant decrease in AIS-positive neurons after the KCl challenge 
(Mann-Whitney U test, P <  0.0001), this effect was strongest for neurons between 
3-4 and 6-7 DIV, and much less so for older neurons. The results are summarised in 
Table 4.1 and in Figure 4.7b. 
  
To further explore this temporal difference in depolarisation-induced AIS plasticity, I 
calculated the AIS sensitivity to KCl at each developmental stage tested. Sensitivity 
to KCl was expressed as a ratio of the percentage of AIS-positive cells in control 
conditions divided by the percentage of AIS-positive cells after the KCl treatment. 
 
                   
                                           
                                       
 
 
In this measure a value of 1 indicates no effect, whereas values larger than 1 
denote increasing degrees of sensitivity to KCl. According to this analysis, both 
classes of excitatory neurons were much more sensitive to KCl treatment between 3 
and 4 DIV (4.2-fold change, granule; 1.4-fold, pyramidal) and at 6-7 DIV (4.6-fold, 
granule; 1.5-fold, pyramidal) than at 9-10 DIV (1.4-fold, granule; 1.1-fold, pyramidal) 
and 14-15 DIV (1.4-fold, granule; 1.1-fold, pyramidal), suggesting the existence of a 
developmental time window for this form of AIS plasticity (Figure 4.6c). In addition, 
granule cells were much more sensitive to KCl-induced depolarisation than 
pyramidal neurons (maximal 4.6-fold sensitivity versus 1.5-fold at 6-7 DIV).  
 
As the highest sensitivity to the treatment was seen at 6-7 DIV, all further 
experiments were conducted at this stage. This developmental stage was also 
advantageous as at 7 DIV a larger proportion of granule neurons have an AIS 
compared to at 4 DIV (7 DIV: 38.48 ± 4.05%; 4 DIV: 8.55±1.38%, mean ± SD). A 
larger number of AIS-positive neurons greatly facilitated data collection and analysis 
required for this thesis.  





Table 4.1 The percentage of AIS-positive granule and pyramidal neurons in 
control and KCl conditions at different stages of development 
DIV Condition Number 
of 
cultures  
% AIS+ neurons (Mean ± SD) 
 
Granule cells Pyramidal cells 
3-4 DIV Control 4 8.91 ± 2.44% 
n = 421 
64.18 ± 5.33 
n = 324 
KCl 3 2.09 ± 1.44% 
n = 269 
45.34 ± 5.38 
n = 239 
6-7 DIV 
  
Control 2 38.48 ± 4.05% 
n =148 
 
69.64 ± 3.66 
n=158 
  
KCl 2 10.59 ± 2.67% 
n =135 
  
56.80 ± 4.37 
n = 128 
9-10 DIV 
  
Control 1 87.60 ± 3.94% 
n = 72 
87.23 ± 3.20 
n = 59 
  
KCl 1 60.69 ± 6.09 
n = 64,  
  
78.28 ± 5.13 






Control 3 84.65 ± 3.79 
n = 85 
86.58 ± 2.25  
 n = 183 
KCl 3 58.57 ± 4.87 
n = 104 
76.78 ± 3.01 
n = 135 
 
  




Figure 4.7 Critical window for AIS disappearance. (a) Schematic of the 
experiment. KCl was added at 3, 6, 9 and 14 DIV (red arrows) and left in the culture 
media for 16 hours after which the cultures were fixed and stained for the AIS and 
cell type specific markers (black arrows) (b) Percentage of granule (left) and 
pyramidal (right) cells with an AIS at 4, 7, 10 and 14 DIV, following a 16-hour KCl 
treatment. ***, P <   0.0001, Mann-Whitney U-test). Black bars indicate control 
neurons, whereas red and green bars denote KCl-treated granule and pyramidal 
cells, respectively. Error bars, SD. (c) Sensitivity to 20 mM KCl as a function of days 
in vitro (DIV), as calculated by the formula: 
                                         
                                            
. 
Dotted line denotes no sensitivity to the KCl treatment. Blue box indicates the period 
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4.6  AIS properties change in response to KCl treatment 
Chronic depolarisation with KCl or optogenetically reduced the number of cells with 
an AIS, however a proportion of neurons retained their AIS. What are the properties 
of the remaining AISs? This is a particularly important question because it has 
previously been shown that mature hippocampal neurons in vitro can change the 
AIS position in response to high levels of activity (Grubb and Burrone, 2010) and 
that young neurons in the chick auditory system can alter the length of the AIS in 
response to sensory deprivation (Kuba et al., 2010). Here I investigated whether the 
position and length of the AIS changes in response to KCl treatment in developing 
hippocampal neurons.  
 
As previously shown (Figure 4.3), developing granule and pyramidal neurons 
change the properties of their AISs as they mature. In both cell types, the AIS 
begins to form distally from the cell body and then gradually fills in the proximal part 
of the axon. In pyramidal cells this process is accompanied with an increase in 
length of the AIS, however the opposite effect is seen in the granule neurons, where 
the AIS shortens as it grows into the proximal axon. Interestingly, treating the cells 
with 20mM KCl for 16hrs appears to accelerate this process, resulting in a more 
proximal position of the AIS in KCl-treated cells as compared to the control cultures 
(Figure 4.8a, top). The AIS position was defined as the distance of the proximal end 
of the AIS from the edge of the soma. Using this measure, significant differences 
between the conditions were observed at 4, 7 and 10 DIV (Mann Whitney U-test. 4 
DIV: Granule cells: p = 0.01, nControl = 11, nKCl = 3; Pyramidal cells: p = 0.0001, nControl 
= 81, nKCl = 59. 7 DIV: Granule cells: p = 0.001, nControl = 72, nKCl = 17; Pyramidal 
cells: p = 0.011, nControl =109, nKCl = 53. DIV10: Granule cells:  p = 0.026, nControl = 26, 
nKCl = 15; Pyramidal cells:  p = 0.045, nControl = 34, nKCl = 28). No proximal shift in the 
AIS position was detected at 15 DIV as the AISs of control neurons were already 
very close to the soma at that developmental time point (15 DIV: Granule cells: p = 
0.11,  nControl = 71, nKCl = 56; Pyramidal cells:  p = 0.21, nControl = 88, nKCl = 57).  
 
Although the effect of the KCl treatment on AIS position was quite strong, its 
consequence on the AIS length was only moderate (Figure 4.8a bottom). There was 
a consistent trend toward shortening of the AIS following KCl treatment, however it 
was statistically significant only at 10 DIV for granule neurons (Mann-Whitney U-
test, P = 0.02, nControl = 26, nKCl = 15) and at 4 and 15 DIV for pyramidal cells (Mann- 




Figure 4.8 AIS properties of neurons change in response to 16-hour 
depolarisation with 20mM KCl. (a). Graphs showing AIS distance from the soma 
(top) and AIS length (bottom) at different stages of development for granule and 
pyramidal cells. *P <   0.05, ** P <   0.01, *** P <   0.001.  Error bars, SEM. (b) 
Schematic representation of the general effect seen. Chronic depolarisation with 
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Whitney U test, 4 DIV: P =  0.04, nControl = 81, nKCl = 59; 15 DIV: p = 0.002, nControl = 
88, nKCl = 57). It has been postulated that the AIS reduces its length by dismantling 
its distal end, thus giving rise to a blunted appearance. Hinman et al. (2012) 
observed such a blunted appearance of the distal end of the AIS together with a 
significant decrease in the AIS length in mouse motor cortex following focal stroke. 
Here, no obvious morphological changes accompanied the reduction in the AIS 
length. All of the AISs investigated tapered off at the distal end, just like in control 
neurons (see example in Figure 4.1).  
 
Despite any clear morphological signs of disassembly, the AIS may respond to 
chronic depolarisation by altering its molecular composition throughout its entire 
length. I have previously shown that the density of the ‘master organiser’ of the AIS, 
the AnkG protein, increases in development (Figure 4.3). Here, I investigate 
whether any changes in AnkG density are seen following a 16-hour KCl treatment. 
To estimate the density of the AnkG protein at the AIS, I have measured the peak 
and the integrated fluorescence of the AnkG immunostaining in the control and KCl 
conditions (see section 4.2.2 for explanation of the measurement). No significant 
changes were detected in either of the two measures at any of the stages tested, 
suggesting that the composition of the AIS remained the same after the KCl 
treatment (Figure 4.9).  
4.7 16-hour KCl treatment does not compromise cell viability 
Previous experiments showed that chronic depolarisation decreases the proportion 
of cells containing an AIS, yet it is not clear whether this was due to selective cell 
death of AIS-containing neurons or whether the KCl treatment affected the AIS 
without compromising cell viability. To distinguish between these two possibilities 
and determine whether a decrease in the AIS number is a consequence of cell 
death or a specific neuronal response to elevated activity levels, I performed viability 
assays using propidium iodide and the Hoechst dye.  
 
Propidium iodide (PI) is a fluorescent DNA dye that penetrates the membranes of 
damaged and/or dying cells but is excluded from healthy cells. Once it binds to the 
nucleus it emits a bright red fluorescence, thus labelling the damaged and dying 
cells (Figure 4.10a). To examine whether the 16hr-long KCl treatment caused any 
cell damage, I stained KCl-treated cultures with PI and counted the PI-positive   




Figure 4.9 The intensity of the AnkG stain was not affected by the 20mM KCl 
treatment.  (a,b) Graphs showing the peak fluorescence intensity (a) and integrated 
fluorescence (b) of the AnkG stain in granule (left) and pyramidal (right) cells at 
different stages of development. Black line indicates control cells, whereas red and 
green lines denote KCl-treated granule and pyramidal neurons, respectively. Error 
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neurons (Figure 4.10b). The assay was performed at each developmental 
stage tested (4, 7, 10 and 15 DIV). I did not detect any significant differences in 
PI-positive cells between the two conditions at any of the developmental time points 
tested (t test, P >   0.3). Interestingly, there were consistently fewer PI-positive cells 
in KCl-treated cultures, compared to control cells, which is consistent with previous 
studies showing a protective effect of mild depolarisation on neuronal survival 
(Iacovitti et al., 1999; Xu et al. 2000; Mennerick and Zorumski, 2001).  
 
The PI stain detects necrotic and apoptotic cells that have lost their membrane 
integrity. Whereas the loss of membrane integrity occurs quite early in necrosis, it 
happens very late in the apoptotic process (Darzynkiewicz and Li, 1996).  
Therefore, relying solely on the PI method may provide an incomplete account of 
cell viability as this could potentially exclude a proportion of dying cells in early 
stages of apoptosis. To improve on this and include early-stage apoptotic cells in 
the assay, I performed a cell viability count based on the Hoechst 33258 stain. 
Hoechst 33258 is a blue fluorescent dye that is incorporated into the nuclei of both 
apoptotic and necrotic cells.  Dying and viable cells can be distinguished on the 
basis of nuclear morphology. Viable cells have regularly shaped oval or round 
nuclei, which are uniformly blue. Dying apoptotic cells, on the other hand, have 
bright blue nuclei that appear shrunken, condensed or fragmented (Figure 4.10c). 
To estimate whether the rate of apoptosis in the KCl-treated neurons is different 
from control cells, I counted the number of condensed/fragmented nuclei in each 
condition. The values were expressed as the number of apoptotic nuclei per mm2. 
Despite a noticeable increase in the number of apoptotic cells during development, 
there were no significant differences in apoptosis between KCl-treated and control 
cultures. Similarly to the PI assay, I noticed a distinct trend towards a lower rate of 
apoptosis in the KCl-treated cells, providing further support for the potential 
protective role of 20mM KCl on neuronal survival.  
 
The PI and Hoechst stain allow detection of dead cells that have undergone a 
recent apoptosis or necrosis. However, if KCl treatment induces rapid, early 
changes in cell viability, they would go undetected in the post-16-hour assay.  To 
overcome this limitation, cell viability was further assessed by comparing the 
number of viable, ‘surviving’, cells in each condition. Viable cells were distinguished 
from dead cells by the morphological appearance of the Hoechst stain, as described 
previously (Figure 4.10c). The number of viable cells was counted collectively, for all 
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hippocampal cell types, as well as separately for each excitatory cell type. As our 
hippocampal cultures are always plated at the same density, any variation in cell 
number should reflect the effect of the KCl treatment. In agreement with the 
previous results, there were no significant differences in collective cell counts 
between the KCl and control conditions (Figure 4.10e). Likewise, individual cell 
counts of either granule or pyramidal neurons did not reveal any significant 
differences between the treated and untreated conditions (Figure 4.10 f, g), 
indicating that KCl-induced depolarisation did not cause extensive cell death at any 
time between the onset and the end of the treatment.  
 
From the above assays it can be seen that cell death cannot explain the reduction in 
AIS-positive cells in response to KCl treatment. Previous work in our culture system 
also showed an absence of ongoing neurogenesis, as culturing the cells in the 
presence of the thymidine analogue BrdU to label dividing neurons did not detect 
any cell division (Evans et al., 2013). Therefore, KCl treatment must affect the AIS 
selectively since a lower proportion of AIS-positive neurons was not a consequence 
of compromised cell viability or increased density of AIS-negative new-born 
neurons. In addition, visual examination of the axons of 4 DIV neurons did not 
detect any instances of increased axon degeneration in the KCl-treated cultures 
(see chapter 3), thus further emphasising that the loss of AnkG 
immunofluorescence was not a result of axonal degeneration. 
  




Figure 4.10 16-hour depolarisation with 20mM KCl did not compromise cell 
viability.  (a) Example of cell nuclei stained with propidium iodide (PI). (b) The 
density of PI-positive (PI+) cells following a 16-hr KCl treatment (red) as compared 
to the PI+ control neurons (black) at four different stages of development. (c) 
Example image of a granule and pyramidal cell stained with Hoechst 33258. 
Condensed nuclei are indicative of dead or dying cells. Live cells have regularly-
shaped, round or oval nuclei that are uniform in fluorescence (left). (d, e) Graphs 
showing the density of apoptotic (d) and live (e) nuclei in control (black) and KCl 
(blue) conditions. (f, g)  Graphs showing the density of granule (f) and pyramidal (g) 
cells in control (black) and KCl (red, granule; green, pyramidal) conditions. None of 
the differences observed between the control and KCl conditions were statistically 
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4.8 AIS disassembly in response to depolarisation is relatively rapid 
Having established a clear relationship between chronic depolarisation and a cell 
death-independent decrease in AIS numbers, I now proceed to characterise this 
effect in greater detail. The aim of this section is to investigate how long it takes for 
AISs to disappear in response to depolarisation. So far, I have established that a 
16-hour treatment has a strong effect, but perhaps shorter treatments would be 
sufficient to elicit a comparable result.  
 
To test this, I have established a time-course of KCl treatment, where hippocampal 
cultures were depolarised with 20mM KCl for different amounts of time. In this 
experiment, KCl was added at 6 DIV and the cells were fixed after 1, 3, 6, 12 or 24 
hours of depolarisation (Figure 4.11a). Fixed cells were consequently 
immunostained for the AIS and specific neuronal markers to label the two excitatory 
cell types. The results were expressed, as previously, in terms of percentage of 
cells containing an AIS. Strikingly, in both classes of excitatory neurons, KCl–
induced depolarisation led to a rapid loss of AnkG immunofluoresce within the first 
few hours of the onset of treatment. In granule cells, this effect was seen as early as 
after 3 hours of depolarisation (Mann-Whitney U test, P <  0.0001; figure 4.11b), 
reaching its maximal level after 6 hours and remaining steady until 24 hours 
following the addition of KCl. In pyramidal cells, the response to KCl treatment was 
slower, since a significant difference between the conditions was detected only after 
6 hours in KCl (Mann-Whitney U test, P <  0.0001). Prolonging the depolarisation to 
24 hours did not induce a further decrease in AIS-positive pyramidal neurons. 
 
The results described above suggest that the KCl-induced decrease in AnkG 
immunofluorescence is a rapid, early-onset event that can be seen within hours of 
the addition of the depolarising agent. They also provide more information regarding 
a potential mechanism behind the lower number of AIS-positive neurons in the KCl 
condition. In the previous section I have shown that a decrease in cells containing 
an AIS was not due to selective cell death. However, it was still not clear whether 
the KCl effect was due to active disassembly of the AIS or a reduced rate of AIS 
formation in the depolarised cultures. All AIS experiments described in this thesis 
were carried out during a period of on-going AIS assembly, therefore a lower 
number of AIS-positive cells may reflect the prevention of AIS formation or a delay 
in this process, rather than an active disruption of the AIS structure itself. The 
experiments described in this section, however, were performed within a narrower 
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developmental time window.  There was no noticeable increase in AIS numbers 
within the first 6 hrs in the control conditions (Figure 4.11). Therefore the drop in AIS 
numbers below the control levels in the KCl treated cultures indicate an active 
disassembly of the AnkG scaffold rather than just an impeded AIS formation. Thus, 
on the basis of the current data, it can be concluded that KCl treatment caused a 
rapid disassembly of the AnkG protein at the AIS, independent of cell death or 
axonal degeneration.    
4.9 The changes in AIS properties have a rapid onset 
In the previous section I have shown that depolarisation-induced AIS disassembly is 
a rapid event, becoming evident after 3 hours of treatment and reaching its maximal 
level after 6 hours of depolarisation. Not all AISs, however, undergo a complete 
disassembly in response to KCl treatment, leaving a considerable number of 
neurons that retain their AISs. I have previously shown that cultures treated with KCl 
for 16hrs have shorter, more proximally located AISs than the untreated cultures 
(Figure 4.8). How early can we detect these changes? If 6 hours of depolarisation is 
sufficient to induce AIS disassembly, is it enough to trigger plastic changes in the 
remaining AISs?  
To test this, I measured the position and length of the AIS after different durations of 
KCl treatment, between 1 and 24 hours (Figure 4.12a). In agreement with previous 
results, neurons treated with KCl had an AIS closer to the cell body than neurons 
left in control medium (Figure 4.12). After 3 hours of depolarisation there was 
already a noticeable trend towards a more proximal AIS. This rapid early response 
to depolarisation was seen for both types of excitatory cells, yet it was more 
pronounced in granule neurons, where the gap between the conditions kept 
increasing with prolonged levels of depolarisations until it reached its maximal level 
at 12 hours (Figure 4.12; Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.009; nControl =15, nKCl = 12). 
After 12 hours of depolarisation, the AISs of KCl-treated granule cells were on 
average 5.97 µm closer to the soma than the AISs of control neurons. In pyramidal 
cells, this difference was less pronounced. KCl-treated pyramidal neurons had their 
AISs on average 2.6 µm closer to cell body than control cultures (Mann-Whitney U 
test p = 0.049, nControl = 61, nKCl = 38). It is interesting to note that in both cases, the 
change in AIS position starts to become apparent on the same time-scale as the 
AIS disassembly.    
 




Figure 4.11 KCl treatment induced rapid disassembly of the AIS. (a)  A 
schematic diagram showing the time-line of exposure to KCl. Red arrow indicates 
the addition of 20mM KCl at time point 0 (6 DIV) Black arrows indicate the time 
points at which the cells were fixed and analysed. Horizontal arrows show the 
developmental time points of the treatment, which was carried out between 6 and 7 
DIV. Black bars illustrate different durations of depolarising treatment. (b, c) Graphs 
showing the percentage of granule (b) and pyramidal (c) neurons with detectable 
AISs as a function of time in KCl. Black lines denote untreated control cells, red and 
green lines denote KCl treated granule and pyramidal cells, respectively. There was 
a significant decrease in the percentage of granule neurons after only 3 hours in 
KCl, which was maximal after 6 hours of the treatment(Mann-Whitney U test, P <  
0.0001). Pyramidal cells responded more slowly to KCl than granule cells. A 
significant decrease in the AIS-positive cells was seen only after 6 hours of 
depolarisation (Mann-Whitney U test, P <  0.0001). Prolonging the duration of 
depolarisation beyond 6 hours did not lead to a further decrease in AIS numbers in 
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A change in AIS length was also detectable within the first few hours of the 
treatment.  Strikingly, granule neurons had significantly shorter AISs after only 3hrs 
of depolarisation (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.009, nControl = 11, nKCl = 11). After this 
time, the AISs of KCl-treated granule cells were on average 6.8 µm shorter than the 
AISs of control neurons. However, this effect was transient and became insignificant 
beyond the three hour stimulation. In pyramidal cells, a significant difference in AIS 
length was detected only after 12 hours of KCl treatment, when the AISs of 
chronically depolarised neurons were on average 3.65 µm shorter than the AISs of 
control cells (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.001, nControl = 66, nKCl = 31),  but not at 
other time points. It thus appears that changes in AIS length may represent an 
additional form of short-term plasticity in young hippocampal neurons, but this still 
remains to be confirmed and studied in more detail. 
Together these results show that depolarisation-induced changes in AIS properties 
have a rapid onset, on the same timescale that was shown to be sufficient for AIS 
disassembly. Excitatory neurons respond rapidly to increased levels of 
depolarisation by either completely dismantling the AIS or slightly modifying AIS 
properties. In both cases, these changes are detectable within the first few hours of 
treatment. Because AIS disassembly occurred in parallel to the change in AIS 
properties, it was not possible to establish whether the changes seen in AIS location 
were due to existing AISs moving closer to the cell body or to a selective 
disassembly of distally-located AISs. This is a critical point that needs to be 
addressed more closely in the future since it would help illuminate potential 
mechanisms behind population-wide AIS disassembly.  
  




Figure 4.12 KCl treatment induces rapid sustained changes in AIS properties.  
The graphs showing AIS position (expressed as the distance from the cell body; 
top) and length (bottom) as a function of time in KCl, for granule (left) and pyramidal 
(right) neurons.  Black lines indicate control cells, whereas red and green lines 
denote KCl-treated granule and pyramidal cells, respectively. The AISs of KCl 
treated cells were generally closer to the soma than the AISs of non-treated cells. In 
granule cells, a noticeable difference in AIS position could be seen after 3hr of KCl 
treatment, yet a statistically significant effect was detected only after 12 hours of 
depolarisation (p = 0.01; nControl =15, nKCl = 12). A similar trend was observed in 
pyramidal neurons. A trend towards a change in AIS position was already seen after 
3 hours in KCl, but a statistically significant difference was detected only after 24 
hours of depolarisation (p = 0.05, nControl = 61, nKCl = 38). Significant changes in AIS 
length were detected after 3hrs of KCl treatment in granule (P = 0.009, nControl = 11, 
nKCl = 11)  and after 12 hours in pyramidal cells (p = 0.001, nControl=66, nKCl =31). All 
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4.10  Longer depolarisation periods do not lead to large-scale AIS 
disassembly 
Previous experiments showed that chronic depolarisation with high levels of KCl has 
two distinct effects: a complete disassembly of the AIS in a subset of cells and 
altered properties of the remaining AISs. Both of these changes occur rapidly, within 
hours of the addition of the depolarising agent, suggesting they might be in some 
way related. Therefore it is possible that the change in AIS properties precedes a 
complete AIS disassembly and all cells eventually lose their AIS, provided the 
depolarising treatment is sufficiently extended. In previous experiments, I used a 
maximum of 24 hours of KCl treatment. What are the consequences of extending 
this treatment? (1) Do more cells disassemble their AIS, or perhaps (2) no further 
AIS disassembly takes place but AISformation is blocked. Alternatively, (3) do the 
cells desensitise to the treatment and begin forming new AISs?  
 
To answer the above questions and elucidate the chronology and the scale of the 
AIS disassembly in response to chronic depolarisation, I extended the KCl treatment 
from 24 hours to 8 days (Figure 4.13a). The results were expressed in two 
complementary ways: (1) as a percentage of AIS-containing cells in KCl and control 
conditions, which takes into account developmental changes in the AIS numbers, 
and (2) as the magnitude of the AIS disassembly, for better illustration of the extent 
of the effect. The magnitude of AIS disassembly was expressed as the percent 
difference between the numbers of AIS-positive cells in control and KCl conditions.  
 
First I investigated the effect of extended depolarisation on the number of AIS-
positive cells. For both cell types, 6 to 96 hour depolarisation had a significant effect 
on the number of AIS-positive cells (Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  000.1), however no 
significant changes were observed when the depolarising treatment was extended 
from 96 to 168 hours (8 days; Figure 4.13b, top). Interestingly, despite consistently 
fewer numbers of AIS-positive neurons in KCl-treated cultures, there was a gradual 
increase in the number of AISs in depolarised neurons, indicating an ongoing AIS 
formation in the depolarised cultures. The overall magnitude of AIS disassembly 
was more pronounced in granule than in pyramidal cells, which is consistent with 
the previous results. The maximal effect was seen after 12 hours for granule cells 
(Figure 4.12 bottom; 90.86% disassembly, nControl = 33, nKCl= 26) and after 48 hours 
for pyramidal cells (46.75% disassembly, nControl = 174, nKCl= 125). Extending 
depolarisation beyond these points did not lead to any further increase in the AIS 
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removal. On the contrary, there was a gradual decline in the magnitude of AIS 
disassembly until hardly any effect was seen after 8 days in KCl (Granule: 8.34% 
disassembly, nControl = 48, nKCl= 38; Pyramidal: 5.29 % disassembly, nControl = 128, 
nKCl= 67). These results show that the depolarising treatment was effective only until 
a certain point, beyond which the sensitivity of the cells to the treatment gradually 
declined.  
 
Taken together, these results show that prolonging the duration of the depolarising 
treatment did not lead to a complete AIS disassembly in all neurons. On the 
contrary, extending depolarisation beyond a certain point (12 hours for granule and 
48 hours for pyramidal cells) resulted in a gradual desensitisation of neurons to the 
treatment and resumption of AIS formation. It is not clear whether the loss of 
sensitivity to KCl was due to the extended period of depolarisation or an ongoing 
‘maturation’ of the hippocampal culture. I have previously shown that hippocampal 
excitatory cells are less sensitive to KCl in later stages of development (section 4.6), 
suggesting that the effect described here may be linked to a developmental stage of 
the neuron rather than the duration of the depolarising treatment. There is a 
possibility that the initial increase in AIS disassembly in pyramidal cells was due to a 
selective cell death of AIS-positive neurons as no cell viability assays were 
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Figure 4.13 Chronically depolarised neurons desensitise to KCl treatment. (a) 
Schematic of the experiment. KCl was added at time 0 (red arrow). After 3, 6, 12, 
24, 48, 72 and 192 hours of depolarisation, the cells were fixed and immunostained 
for cell type-specific markers (black arrows). Black bars indicate the time in KCl. (b) 
The graphs at the top show the percentage of AIS-positive cells as a function of 
time in KCl. The black line indicates control cells, the red and green lines KCl-
treated granule and pyramidal cells, respectively. The dotted box indicates the 
period of significant change in AIS numbers (Mann-Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001).  
The graphs at the bottom show the magnitude of change between the conditions, 
expressed as the percent difference between the control and KCl conditions. The 
graph on the left shows the magnitude of change in granule cells, whereas the 
graph on the right shows it for pyramidal neurons. Note that the magnitude of AIS 
disassembly peaks after 12-48 hours of depolarisation but then gradually declines 
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4.11 AIS properties change in response to long-lasting depolarisation 
4.11.1 AIS properties after 24-48 hours of the KCl treatment 
After 24 hours in KCl, there is ongoing AIS disassembly in pyramidal cells but not in 
the granule neurons. In granule neurons, the numbers of AISs began to rise again, 
suggesting that new AISs had began to form despite ongoing depolarisation. What 
are the properties of newly formed AISs? Do they exhibit developmental 
characteristics of early AISs, as the ones seen between 2 and 4 DIV or do they 
match the current developmental stage of the cell (8 DIV)? To answer these 
questions, I measured the position and length of granule neuron AISs after a 48-
hour KCl treatment. I did not detect any changes in the AIS position, however there 
was a clear (but not significant) trend towards AIS lengthening, suggesting an 
emergence of a distinct population of very long AISs following a 48-hour KCl 
treatment (Figure 4.14, left). Long AISs are characteristic of young (4 DIV) granule 
neurons that have only begun forming an AIS. Therefore, it is likely that newly 
developed AISs in the depolarised granule neurons begin to form ‘from scratch’, 
matching the characteristics of immature AISs seen in the earliest stages of AIS 
formation. A lack of statistical significance of this effect was most likely due to a 
higher variability in the AIS properties of the depolarised cultures as compared to 
the controlled cells. This may reflect a presence of a mixed population of AISs with 
distinct properties: the ‘old’ AISs that did not undergo disassembly and the AISs that 
were just beginning to form. 
  
In contrast to granule cells, pyramidal cells showed no new AIS formation after 48 
hours of depolarisation and AIS disassembly was still ongoing. Which AISs are 
targeted for disassembly? Previously I have shown that neurons have more 
proximally located AISs after 24 hours of depolarisation. If depolarisation causes a 
preferential removal of distal AISs, a proximal shift in the AIS position should be 
even more pronounced after 48 hours of treatment. This, however, was not the case 
in pyramidal neurons. I did not detect any statistically significant change in either 
AIS position or length between 24 and 48 hours of depolarisation, even though 
there was a small, non-significant trend towards AISs lengthening (Figure 4.14, 
right). Therefore there was no indication that depolarisation-induced AIS 
disassembly selectively targets only distally-located AISs.    
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4.11.2 AIS properties after 48-168 hours of depolarisation 
Previously I have shown that extending depolarisation beyond 48 hours did not 
result in any further decrease in the number of AIS-positive cells.  On the contrary, 
the magnitude of AIS disassembly gradually declined until hardly any difference 
between the conditions was noticeable after 8 days in KCl. What was the reason 
behind this apparent lack of the KCl effect? Did the cultures become desensitized to 
high levels of KCl? Or perhaps the neurons remained sensitive to depolarisation, 
but did not respond to it with the AIS disassembly? If the first possibility is true, then 
extending the depolarisation treatment beyond 48 hours should not lead to any 
further changes in the AIS properties. If, however, the treatment was still effective 
but just not leading to AIS disassembly, I should be able to detect further changes in 
AIS properties, reminiscent of those previously shown in the lab (Grubb and 
Burrone, 2010).  
Indeed, that is what I observed. In both cell types there was a distinct change in AIS 
properties following 96 hours of treatment. Interestingly, the changes were of the 
opposite direction to the ones seen after 24-48 hours of depolarisation. 96- and 168-
hour (8-day) treated granule cells had more distally located AISs ( Mann-Whitney U-
test, P <   0.0001. 96 hrs: Control, 5.74 ± 4.85 µm, n = 24; KCl, 10.07 ± 8.58 µm, n = 
11. 168 hours: Control, 0.55 ± 1.37 µm, n = 32; KCl, 12.12 ± 11.26 µm, n = 17), 
which were also significantly longer than the AISs of untreated neurons (Mann-
Whitney U-test, P <  0.0001. 96 hrs: Control, 22.65 ± 2.76 µm, n = 24; KCl, 34.12 ± 
10.51 µm, n = 11. 168 hours: Control, 23.39 ± 5.37 µm, n = 32; KCl, 30.59 ± 7.64 
µm, n = 17). In pyramidal cells, no significant change in either length or position was 
seen between 48 and 96 hours of treatment, however, a significant difference 
between the conditions was observed after 8 days in KCl (Mann-Whitney U test, P <  
0.0001, nControl = 30, nKCl = 25). The AISs of treated neurons were on average 
shorter (Control: 33.45 ± 5.42 µm; KCl: 26.97 ± 5.59 µm) and located further away 
from the soma (Control: 0.43 ± 1.31 µm, KCl: 6.54 ± 7.20 µm) than the AISs of 
untreated cells. Thus, after 8 days of KCl treatment, the AISs of both cell types were 
closer to the cell body, however the AISs of granule cells were on average longer, 
whereas the AISs of pyramidal neurons - shorter, than the control cells (Figure 
4.14).  




Figure 4.14 Extending the duration of depolarisation resulted in a marked 
change of AIS properties.  Graphs showing position (top) and length (bottom) of 
the AIS in control neurons (black line) and KCl-treated cells (red line for granule and 
green line for pyramidal cells). In granule cells, significant differences in AIS position 
were observed only after 8 days in KCl (P <  0.0001 nControl = 32, nKCl = 17), whereas 
in pyramidal cells significant differences were detected at two time-points:  after 24 
(p = 0.049, nControl = 61, nKCl = 38) and 168 hrs (P = 0.005, nControl = 30, nKCl= 25). 
There was a significant change in AIS length in both cell types after 168 hours of 
depolarisation (P <  0.0001. Granule: nControl = 32, nKCl = 17, Pyramidal: nControl = 30, 
nKCl = 25) and also after 96 hours for granule cells (P <  0.0001, nControl = 24, nKCl = 
11). Note that the change in length was in opposite directions for different cell types. 
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4.12 The AISs of chronically depolarised cells are reminiscent of newly-
formed AISs 
In this section I investigate the dynamics of AIS properties in more detail. To better 
visualise the chronology of the change I plotted the differences between treated and 
untreated cells as a function of time in KCl (Figure 4.15a). The differences were 
expressed in µm of change, where positive values indicate an increase in length or 
distance from the soma, whereas negative values show a decrease relative to 
control values. Overall, this measure should provide more insight into the 
chronology of the changes in AIS properties, and thus help elucidate the 
mechanism behind the depolarisation-induced AIS remodelling.  
The dynamics of the AIS properties in response to ongoing depolarisation were 
investigated separately for granule and pyramidal neurons. In granule cells, the 
initial response to KCl treatment was a rapid decrease in AIS length together with a 
proximal shift in the position of the AIS, which was detectable after only 6 hours of 
depolarisation. After 24 hours in KCl (at 7 DIV) however, there was a rapid and 
sustained increase in the AIS length, which was followed by a gradual distal AIS 
shift. In pyramidal cells, the dynamics of the change were at first similar to the 
granule cells, but later followed a different course. Just like granule cells, pyramidal 
neurons initially responded to KCl treatment by a proximal shift of the AIS and a 
decrease in the AIS length. After 24 hours of depolarisation, there was a small 
increase in the AIS length, but no change in the AIS position. After 8 days of 
depolarisation (14 DIV) there was a dramatic change in the AIS position and length, 
such that the AISs of KCl-treated pyramidal neurons were significantly more distal 
and shorter than the AISs of control cells.  
Together, these results show that there is a developmental ‘switch’ in the cell’s 
response to KCl, which occurs earlier for granule (after 24-48hrs, 7-8 DIV) than 
pyramidal cells (after 96-168 hours, 10-14 DIV). What is more, the depolarisation-
induced distal shift in AIS position was always preceded by lengthening of the AIS, 
an observation that might provide an insight into the mechanism of AIS remodelling 
in response to high activity. It is not clear, however, whether the changes in AIS 
properties were due to the increasing length of depolarisation or the developmental 
stage of the neuron.  In any case, the AISs of cells that had been depolarised for 8 
days (14 DIV) strikingly resembled the AISs of immature neurons at 4 DIV.  




Figure 4.15 The chronology of changes in AIS properties in response to KCl 
treatment. (a) Graphs showing a relative direction and magnitude of the change in 
AIS length (blue line) and start position (orange line, expressed as a distance from 
the soma).  The values indicate the relative change observed in KCl-treated cultures 
normalised to control cells. Positive values indicate an increase, whereas negative 
values a decrease in the AIS length or distance from soma.  Note the shift in the 
direction of change occurred between 24-48 hours for granule cells and 48-96 hours 
for pyramidal cells. (b) Schematic representation of the AIS at different stages of 
development in control condition (top) and after the addition of KCl at DIV6 (bottom, 
orange box). Note the similarity of the AIS at 4 DIV in control conditions and at 14 
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4.13 The neurons recover the AIS upon removal of depolarisation  
In the previous sections I have shown that chronic depolarisation results in rapid, 
cell-death independent AIS disassembly in a subset of excitatory cells. Even though 
the neurons eventually desensitise to the effect of KCl treatment and cease to 
disassemble their AISs, this does not fully take place until after 8 days of 
depolarisation, when the cultures reach 14 DIV. Until 10-11 DIV, the cells are still 
sensitive to the KCl treatment and there is a significant difference in AIS numbers 
between treated and control cultures. Can we bring the AIS numbers back to control 
levels before the cells begin desensitising to KCl if we remove the source of 
depolarisation?   
 
To answer this question and investigate whether the changes observed after KCl 
treatment can be reversed, I removed KCl from a subset of cells and let them 
recover from a 24-hour KCl treatment in normal culture medium. KCl, as in the 
previous experiment (section 4.10), was added at 6 DIV, left in the culture medium 
for 24 hours, then removed and replaced with fresh control medium. The prediction 
was that if the cells do recover their AISs, it would take place rather slowly, as new 
AISs would have to form. Therefore I have used 24- , 72- and 162-hours (7 days) 
recovery periods, each starting from the end of the 24-hour treatment (Figure 
4.16a). After each recovery period, the cultures were fixed, stained for the AIS and 
cell-type-specific markers and imaged. I then counted the number of AIS positive 
cells. As controls I have used untreated cultures of the same developmental stage 
and the cultures that were treated with KCl continuously. Strikingly, both granule 
and pyramidal cells recovered their AISs upon removal of KCl. The rate of recovery 
was quite slow and full recovery was only observed after 72 hours in granule cells 
and 7 days in pyramidal cells (Figure 4.16b, c).  
 
The slow rate of AIS recovery was probably due to the cells having to start the AIS 
formation ‘from scratch’. Because of the population-wide nature of this research, it is 
not clear how quickly a single neuron can assemble an AIS. I have previously 
shown that AIS disassembly is a rapid event (Figure 4.11), however it seems that 
the AIS formation requires significantly more time. Moreover, removing KCl brings 
the AIS numbers back to control levels before the cells begin to desensitise to KCl 
treatment but when AIS disassembly has already begun to decrease. This suggests 
that KCl treatment, apart from inducing AIS disassembly, may act as a 
 




Figure 4.16 The number of AIS-positive cells recovers back to control levels 
upon removal of KCl. (a) Schematic of the experiment. The cultures were 
depolarised for 24 hours (red arrow signifies addition of KCl and black arrow the 
removal of KCl-containing medium and its replacement with the normal medium). 
The cells were fixed after 24, 72 and 168 hours of recovery in the normal medium 
(dotted arrows). The black and white bars represent the duration of KCl treatment 
and the recovery periods, respectively. (b and c) Graphs showing the percentage of 
granule (b) and pyramidal (c) cells as a function of time in KCl. Black lines indicate 
control neurons, green and red lines the neurons to which KCl was added at 6 DIV 
and the blue lines indicate the recovering neurons. Asterisks indicate statistical 
significance between the control (black line) and recovering (blue line) neurons (P <   
0.0001, Mann-Whitney U-test).  
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developmental block’ for the formation of new AISs. The results of this experiment 
also provide further support for intact cell viability of KCl-treated cultures. 
4.14 AIS properties recover to control levels upon removal of KCl 
In the previous section I showed that removing KCl from depolarised cultures and 
allowing the cells to recover in normal medium brings the proportion of AIS-positive 
neurons back to control levels, suggesting that new AISs have formed in the 
recovering cultures. What are the properties of these AISs? Do they resemble the 
AISs of young immature neurons at 4 DIV or do they match the AIS characteristics 
of the current developmental stage (8-14 DIV)? What happens to the properties of 
the AISs that were modified by KCl treatment? Previous work from our lab showed 
that removing KCl after 48 hours of depolarisation and letting the cells recover in 
normal medium for further 48 hours completely reversed the depolarisation-induced 
distal shift (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). Do the AIS properties in this experiment also 
recover back to control levels and how long does it take?  
 
To answer these questions, I measured the length and position of the AIS of 
recovering cells after 24, 72 and 168 hrs (7 days) of recovery. As in the previous 
section, I used untreated cells of the same developmental age and cells that were 
treated with KCl continuously as controls. Interestingly, the AIS properties of both 
granule and pyramidal cells went back to control levels within the 24 hour period of 
recovery and remained at the control level until the end of the experiment. Both the 
position and length of the AIS remained statistically undistinguishable from the 
control cultures throughout the duration of the recovery experiment (Mann-Whitney 
U-test, ns. 24 hrs: Granule, nControl = 23; nKCl = 6; nKCl removed = 10; Pyramidal, nControl = 
75; nKCl = 40; nKCl removed = 43. 72hrs: Granule, nControl = 26; nKCl = 9; nKCl removed = 39; 
Pyramidal, nControl = 42; nKCl = 27; nKCl removed = 46. 168hrs: Granule, nControl = 32; nKCl 
= 17; nKCl removed = 35; Pyramidal, nControl = 31; nKCl = 25; nKCl removed = 44). These 
results suggest that newly formed AISs in the recovering cultures match the 
developmental stage of the neuron rather than recapitulate the early steps of the 
AIS formation (Figure 4.17).  
  




Figure 4.17 AIS properties recover to control levels within 24 hours of removal 
of KCl. Graphs showing AIS distance from the soma (top) and AIS length (bottom) 
in granule (left) and pyramidal (right) neurons at various times after the removal of 
KCl. Black line represents the AIS properties of control untreated neurons, red and 
green line, the AIS properties of granule (red) and pyramidal (green) cells in KCl 
and blue line the recovering cells, which had KCl removed after a 24 hour long 
depolarisation. Asterisks denote statistical significance between the untreated cells 
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In this chapter I investigated the role of activity on axon initial segments of excitatory 
neurons in hippocampal cultures. In our culture system, AIS formation takes place in 
the first two weeks in vitro, when the majority of granule and pyramidal neurons 
form an AIS. Chronically depolarising the neurons at early stages of the AIS 
formation triggered a rapid (within 6 hours), long-lasting disassembly of the AIS. 
This decrease was observed mostly in young, developing neurons, between 4 and 7 
DIV, and less so in older neurons (>DIV10), suggesting the existence of a 
developmental window for this activity-dependent AIS-disassembly. The effect was 
reversible upon removal of high potassium and was not linked to increased cell 
death. The loss of the AIS could also be rescued by blockage of L-type calcium 
channels with nifedipine (1µM), suggesting a role for calcium influx in this process. 
Surprisingly, inhibiting a calcium-dependent protease calpain, which has been 
previously implicated in AIS disassembly after neural injury, had no effect on the 
AIS numbers. Finally, chronic depolarisation also triggered rapid, reversible 
changes in AIS properties, leading to significant alterations in AIS length and 
position along the axon. Below I discuss these findings in more detail.  
4.15.1 AIS development in excitatory cells in dissociated hippocampal 
cultures 
In our culture system AISs were first detected at 2 DIV, when around 2% of granule 
and 13% of pyramidal neurons had a clearly-detectable AnkG immunostaining along 
their proximal axons. AIS formation was mostly complete by 13 DIV, at which time 
the majority of neurons had an AIS. The temporal characteristics of the AIS 
emergence in our culture system are consistent with other studies in dissociated 
hippocampal cultures (Boiko et al., 2007, Yang et al., 2007; Brechet et al., 2008, 
Martin et al., 2008, Galiano et al., 2012). The AIS typically forms shortly after the 
axon has been specified, however the rate of AIS formation may vary across and 
within different cell types and is highly dependent on the density of the hippocampal 
culture. High density cultures tend to initiate axogenesis and complete AIS 
formation faster than low density cultures (Boiko et al., 2007). For example, in a 
study using a high-density hippocampal culture (48,000 cells/cm2, almost 3-times 
denser than our low-density culture of ~17,000 cells/cm2), 14 ±3 % of neurons had 
an AIS at 1 DIV, 94 ± 2% at 7 DIV and 100% at 14 DIV, which is considerably faster 
than what was observed in our culture system (Boiko et al., 2007).  
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All previous studies into AIS development treat all hippocampal cells equally and no 
reports have been published that characterise AIS formation separately for granule 
and pyramidal cells. In this study, the rate of AIS emergence varied in these two 
populations of excitatory cells. In pyramidal cells, most of the AIS formation took 
place between 2 and 7 DIV, whereas in granule neurons the AIS formed over a 
longer period of time, between 3 and 13 DIV. This slower rate of AIS formation in 
granule cells was most likely due to a more immature state of these neurons in our 
culture system. In the intact hippocampus, granule cells are generated relatively 
late, after the majority of pyramidal neurons have already been born (Altman and 
Bayer, 1990; Danglot et al., 2006). Thus, at the time of culturing (E18), granule cells 
are less developed than pyramidal neurons, which then translates into marked 
differences in the time-course of AIS formation. In addition, not all neurons are at 
exactly the same developmental stage at E18. This intrinsic variability in the 
maturation state of neurons is inherent to all hippocampal neurons and may result in 
a highly variable time window for AIS formation, even when focusing on specific 
types of neurons. Although I have characterised the developmental profile of 
specific types of neurons at the population level, how long it takes for an individual 
neuron to form the AIS is yet to be explored.   
  
Once formed, the AIS continues to develop and mature. In our culture system, the 
AIS properties changed significantly between 4 DIV and 14 DIV and followed 
different courses in the two classes of excitatory neurons. The AIS of immature 
pyramidal neurons at 4 DIV was shorter and located further away from the soma 
than the AIS of mature cells at 14 DIV. This course of AIS development is consistent 
with the 'distal boundary' hypothesis proposed for AIS development in cortical cells 
(Galiano et al., 2012). According to this hypothesis a distal axonal cytoskeleton 
functions as an intra-axonal boundary restricting AnkG to the proximal axon. The 
border of this boundary is delineated by ankyrin B, expressed all along the axon, 
from the tip of the growth cone to the distal end of the AIS. The expression pattern 
of ankyrin B does not overlap with ankyrin G, making them mutually exclusive. The 
AIS thus starts forming distally (where ankyrin B stops) and then gradually ‘fills in’ 
the proximal axon as the cell matures. Once the boundary is established, it remains 
there throughout the development of the AIS, anchoring the distal end of it in a fixed 
position. These dynamics of AIS maturation were clearly seen in pyramidal cells, 
however the presence of a fixed distal boundary was not observed in granule 
neurons. In these cells, the distal end of AnkG staining was progressively shifting 
closer to the soma as the cells matured, ruling out the existence of a fixed 
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cytoskeletal boundary at the distal end of the AIS. Taken together, these findings 
suggest the presence of distinct AIS maturation programmes in the two classes of 
excitatory neurons that need to be explored in more detail. For example, what 
happens to ankyrin B expression in granule cells during development? Does the 
ankyrin B/ankyrin G boundary move synchronously to a more proximal location or is 
there a gap between the two ankyrin domains? Although the latter is unlikely, a stain 
for ankyrin B should be performed in developing granule cells in order to better 
understand this mechanism. 
 
 Apart from changes in length and position of the AIS, I also observed significant 
developmental changes in AnkG levels as measured by immunofluorescence 
intensity. In both granule and pyramidal cells the intensity of AnkG staining 
progressively increased between 4 and 7-9 DIV, suggesting an ongoing addition of 
this protein to an already existing AnkG matrix. This is consistent with results from 
other studies, which show that the AIS still develops and matures after it has been 
formed (Boiko et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007). AnkG is the ‘master organiser’ of the 
AIS, which is known to recruit other proteins to the AIS (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins 
and Bennett, 2001; Garrido et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2003; Hedstrom et al., 2007; 
Yang et al., 2007). Increasing levels of this protein should thus reflect a proportional 
increase in the levels of other components of the AIS that rely on AnkG binding, 
such as voltage-gated ion channels and a variety of cell adhesion molecules and 
cytoskeletal scaffolds. Immobilisation of proteins binding to AnkG at the AIS is a first 
step in the assembly of the diffusion barrier that separates the axonal and 
somatodendritic compartments (Brachet et al., 2010). In hippocampal neurons, the 
AIS-mediated diffusion barrier is not immediately formed after the AIS emerges but 
only when a specific density of the structure is achieved (around 7-10 DIV). Thus, 
the developmental increase in the levels of AnkG protein may reflect a changing 
molecular composition of the AIS as it matures and becomes fully functional.  
4.15.2  Loss of AISs in response to depolarisation 
Chronic depolarisation of 4-10 DIV hippocampal cultures with high levels of 
extracellular KCl resulted in decrease in a number of cells containing an AIS. This 
effect could arise from a number of reasons: (1) selective cell death of AIS-positive 
neurons, (2) a block in AIS formation, or (3) an active disassembly of existing AISs.  
The first possibility is unlikely as there was no detectable increase in cell death after 
the KCl treatment. Cell density was also not affected by the treatment and no new 
neurons are known to be born in our culture system (Evans et al., 2013), which 
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rules out an activity-dependent increase in young neurons without an AIS. 
Moreover, the decrease in AIS-positive neurons was reversible upon removal of 
KCl, which shows that chronically depolarised neurons were viable. The second 
possibility, a depolarisation-induced block of AIS formation, is also an unlikely 
candidate. There are two reasons for this. The first, is that the reduction in AIS-
positive neurons was relatively rapid, within 3 hours, a time period over which there 
was no significant increase in the AIS-positive neurons in control conditions. In other 
words, the rate of AIS loss was much faster than that of AIS formation. The second 
reason is that new AISs were able to form in depolarised cultures after long 
treatments. Although this evidence is less conclusive, it does suggest that even 
during periods of depolarisation AISs can continue to assemble. I cannot, however, 
preclude a potential activity-induced delay in AIS formation, as removing KCl from 
depolarised cells led to a quicker AIS recovery than when the cells were left in 
depolarised conditions. Together, these findings strongly suggest that a decrease in 
AIS assembly cannot account for the dramatic and rapid decrease AIS-positive 
neurons. The results are best explained by a model in which AISs are dismantled in 
response to membrane depolarisation and can reform once the neurons are brought 
back to normal activity levels. 
  
Molecular mechanisms of AIS disassembly 
Activity-dependent AIS disassembly was a rapid, cell-autonomous event occurring 
within the first few hours of the onset of depolarisation. A clear, population-wide 
effect was noticeable after 3 hours in KCl, suggesting that a subset of cells initiated 
and completed AIS disassembly within that time frame. Therefore, a quick detection 
system must be in place to spot changes in activity levels and transduce them to 
relevant executive centres of the cell. In this chapter I showed that L-type calcium 
channels act as sensors for such a system, as blocking them with nifedipine 
abolished AIS disassembly in response to KCl treatment.  The same channels also 
formed part of the detection system in activity-dependent AIS remodelling seen in 
mature hippocampal neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010). Recently, Evans et al. 
(2013) explored signalling pathways downstream of L-type channels and 
demonstrated that activity-dependent AIS relocation was dependent on 
calcium/calmodulin-activated phosphatase calcineurin. It would be interesting to 
establish whether calcineurin activation is also required for the AIS disassembly 
observed in young hippocampal excitatory neurons.  
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Depolarisation-induced AIS disassembly occurred within a similar timescale to the 
changes seen after ischaemic injury, where the whole AIS structure is proteolysed 
within two hours (Schafer et al., 2009). The protein responsible for AIS proteolysis in 
response to neural injury was the Ca2+-dependent protease calpain, as blocking 
proteolysis with calpain inhibitor MDL28130 prevented AIS removal independently 
of ongoing cell death. Treating our cultures with MDL28130, however, did not block 
AIS disassembly, indicating that calpain is not involved in the activity-dependent AIS 
disassembly described in this chapter. Similarly, calpain was not required for AIS 
relocation in older hippocampal neurons (Evans et al., 2013). Therefore there must 
be a distinct mechanism for depolarisation-induced AIS disassembly in hippocampal 
excitatory neurons, which relies on Ca2+ influx through L-type Ca2+ channels but is 
independent of calpain-mediated proteolysis. Additional experiments are required to 
elucidate specific cascades downstream of the Ca2+ signal. 
 
One possible target for AIS disassembly is the membrane cytoskeleton, which has 
unique organisation at the AIS. Actin filaments are arranged in periodic rings 
spanning the whole axon (Xu et al., 2012), whereas microtubules are fasciculated 
and run parallel to each (Kosaka et al., 1980). Previous studies showed that 
interfering with the stability of the microtubule network has profound consequences 
on the structure of the AIS. For example, a knock-down of casein kinase (CK2), a 
kinase essential for regulating microtubule stability, leads to a reduction of AnkG 
and Nav channel immunofluorescence and a decrease in the number of cells with an 
AIS. Similar phenotypes are observed when silencing HDAC6, a tubulin deacetylase 
important for controlling microtubule growth (Tapia et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
addition of microtubule-stabilising drug, taxol, leads to the opposite phenotype, in 
which neurons begin to generate multiple axons (Witte, 2008) each with its own AIS 
(Evans and Grubb, unpublished observation). Together, these results suggest that 
microtubule stability could be a potential target for activity-dependent AIS plasticity 
in hippocampal neurons. 
 
Bidirectional nature of AIS plasticity  
After the initial period of disassembly, depolarised neurons eventually recover and 
begin to form new AISs. This loss of sensitivity to KCl occurs progressively, starting 
from around 8 DIV onwards, suggesting the existence of a critical window for this 
type of plasticity. It is not clear what developmental changes underlie this loss of 
sensitivity in hippocampal cultures. Several processes take place that coincide with 
the end of the critical window. One of them is the formation of a meshwork of 
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extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules around the AIS. The ECM surrounding the AIS 
has a unique composition showing a preferential enrichment in brevican, a 
chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan (Bruckner et al., 2006; John et al., 2006; 
Hedstrom et al., 2007). Previous work in the visual cortex showed that chondroitin 
sulphate proteoglycans (CSPGs) play a role in ocular dominance plasticity in the 
visual cortex (Mataga et al., 2002). CSPGs form dense perineuronal nets which 
strongly inhibit structural plasticity in adult animals, thus introducing a 
developmental window and limiting ocular dominance plasticity to earlier stages of 
development. However, an in vivo digestion of the ECM could reactivate structural 
plasticity beyond the critical period (Berardi et al., 2004). In hippocampal neurons, 
ensheathing the proximal axon by the ECM could act as an inhibitor of activity-
dependent structural AIS plasticity. The ECM meshwork might stabilise the AIS 
structure to the extent when it becomes insensitive to activity-induced disassembly. 
Therefore it would be interesting to investigate whether enzymatic removal of the 
ECM would extend the critical window for activity-dependent AIS disassembly.  
 
Yet another cause for the loss of sensitivity to KCl may be internal crosslinking at 
the AIS that is coincident with the formation of the diffusion barrier. Increasing levels 
of AnkG early in development leads to progressive recruitment and accumulation of 
a dense network of other AIS proteins, which may stabilise the whole structure and 
make the AIS less susceptible to activity-dependent disassembly.  As the cell 
matures, the composition of voltage gated ion channels, especially Ca2+ channels, 
may also be altered. It has previously been shown that expression of voltage-gated 
Ca2+ channels, especially the L-type, is downregulated in later development in CA3 
neurons (Morton et al., 2013). Perhaps similar changes also take place in granule 
and CA1 pyramidal cells, leading to a decrease in sensitivity to these early forms of 
plasticity. It is therefore also important to test the effects of KCl in neurons of 
different developmental stages. Specifically, it would be important to establish Ca2+ 
responses elicited by the KCl treatment. It is possible that at different developmental 
stages the levels of depolarisation required to activate AIS disassembly vary. In this 
chapter I kept the stimulus condition fixed for all developmental stages and showed 
a clear critical period of AIS plasticity. The next set of experiments would be to 
modify the stimulus and establish whether similar forms of plasticity can be triggered 
at other periods (eg. in more mature neurons). 
  
There is considerable variability within and across different cell types in 
hippocampal cultures, highly influenced by the maturation state of the cells and their 
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direct extracellular environment. Therefore, to reduce variability inherent in a 
population of diverse cells, it would be necessary to perform the experiments 
described in this chapter at the level of a single neuron. This could be achieved with 
long-term live imaging of AIS-labelled neurons. The AIS could be live-labelled with 
an antibody against the extracellular domain of neurofascin-186, which is one of the 
major components of the AIS (Hedstrom et al., 2007; Zonta et al., 2011). Using this 
approach would allow me to follow structural changes at the AIS with more precision 
and determine spatiotemporal characteristics of AIS disassembly and re-assembly 
in response to addition and later removal of high extracellular KCl. It has previously 
been shown that axotomised hippocampal neurons tend to reform their axons 
directly opposite to the site of injury (Mattson et al., 1990; Gomis-Ruth et al. 2008). 
Do similar dynamics occur in activity-dependent AIS disassembly? Do the AISs that 
had been disassembled reform on the same axon or, perhaps, another neurite 
becomes respecified as axon? Imaging of AIS plasticity on a single neuron would 
help to answer these questions. This technique will also be helpful in elucidating the 
time-course of AIS development in control cultures.   
4.15.3 Changes in AIS properties in response to depolarisation 
Although a large number of AISs were removed after chronic depolarisation, the 
AISs that were left behind showed altered structural properties. There was a 
significant change in AIS length and position, the exact magnitude and direction of 
which depended on when the treatment was applied.  Chronic depolarisation of 
young neurons, between 3-4 and 6-7 DIV, resulted in shorter and more proximal 
AISs, an effect observed in both types of excitatory neurons examined. As the 
results presented in this chapter are taken from a population of neurons rather than 
a single cell, it is unclear whether the changes in AIS properties reflect (1) a plastic 
remodelling of the AISs or (2) a selective removal of AISs with specific properties. 
For example, a proximal AIS location in 16-hr-depolarised cultures (at 7 DIV) may 
be a result of (1) a proximal movement of the AIS along the axon or (2) selective 
removal distally-located AISs, leaving the proximal AISs intact. If depolarisation 
induced a selective removal of distal AISs, the proximal shift in AIS position should 
coincide with the time of maximal AIS disassembly. In pyramidal neurons, the peak 
AIS disassembly was observed after 48 hours of depolarisation. However, this was 
not paralleled by a change in AIS position and thus suggests that AISs were 
disassembled irrespective of their position along the axon. In granule cells, 
however, the period of the most intense AIS disassembly coincided with the largest 
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proximal shift in AIS position. Longer, distally located AISs typically belong to more 
immature granule cells, which are perhaps the first targets for AIS disassembly.  
  
The data presented in this chapter also showed that prolonging the duration of 
depolarisation did not lead to complete elimination of all AISs in the culture; instead, 
it resulted in a further change in AIS properties but in a different direction. 
Prolonging depolarisation from 8 to 14 DIV, resulted in structural AIS changes 
reminiscent of the activity-dependent changes previously described for hippocampal 
neurons (Grubb et al., 2010). In agreement with previous results, there was a 
significant distal shift in AIS position in both granule and pyramidal cells. 
Interestingly, however, prolonged depolarisation induced a significant elongation of 
the AIS in granule cells but a shortening in pyramidal neurons. As after 8 DIV the 
cells were largely insensitive to depolarisation-induced AIS disassembly, it can be 
assumed that the structural changes observed here were due to active AIS 
remodelling rather than selective removal of the AIS. The exact mechanism behind 
the distal AIS shift in response to chronic depolarisation is currently unknown 
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010). The data gathered here might provide some insight into 
how this may occur. As a change in AIS length always seems to precede the 
change in AIS position, the AIS remodelling may take place in two stages: (1) AIS 
assembly at the distal end of the existing structure followed by (2) a selective 
dismantling of the proximal part. However this would have to be confirmed by further 
experiments carried out at the level of a single cell. 
  
Strikingly, the AIS properties of chronically (8 days; 14 DIV) depolarised cells 
resembled the AIS properties of young immature neurons (at 4 DIV). This may be                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
due to ongoing AIS formation in neurons that had their AIS removed in response to 
KCl treatment. If new AISs, in turn, begin to form ‘from scratch’ and recapitulate all 
stages of the AIS development programme observed in immature cells, AIS 
properties of depolarised cells at 14 DIV should resemble the properties of young 
AISs for as long as AIS formation is detectable in the culture. This, however, was 
not the case, as removal of KCl from the culture media resulted in a rapid recovery 
of AIS properties to control levels before the formation of new AISs was complete. 
Therefore, formation of new AISs cannot explain the change in AIS properties 
observed after chronic depolarisation. In fact, new AISs that are formed in 
recovering cultures appear to match the properties of AISs of that developmental 
stage, rather than AIS properties of immature neurons. Perhaps, KCl treatment and 
associated Ca2+ currents revert the cells to early developmental expression patterns 
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that would alter AIS properties (Ben-Ari and Spitzer, 2010). Hippocampal neurons 
tend to be more depolarised early in development and subjecting the cultures to 
higher levels of depolarisation may thus act as a signal of an earlier developmental 
stage. The cells then respond by remodelling their AISs according to the specific 
developmental stage induced by increased levels of extracellular KCl.  
 
A variation in AIS properties, seen both in development and after chronic 
depolarisation, may reflect different levels of neuronal excitability across and within 
different cells in the hippocampal culture. A cell can regulate its own excitability by 
modulating the length of the AIS or its distance from the cell body (Grubb and 
Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al., 2010). A distal shift in the AIS position leaves a larger, 
non-excitable region between the AIS and the cell body, resulting in a lower 
excitability of the cell.  Changes in AIS length, on the other hand, may correlate with 
a changing number and density of Nav channels that are necessary for initiation and 
propagation of the action potential. Longer AISs would typically recruit more sodium 
channels than shorter AISs. For example, in the auditory system of the chick, longer 
AISs exhibit higher Na+ current density and lower spike threshold (Kuba et al. 2010). 
A variety of studies have shown a clear link between AIS properties and functional 
output of the cell. In the hippocampus, neurons with more distal AISs are less 
excitable, as they require larger current injections in order to fire an action potential 
(Grubb and Burrone, 2010). In the avian nucleus magnocellularis (NM) and nucleus 
laminaris (NL) the length of the AIS varies with the tuning frequency of neurons 
(Konishi, 2003). The AIS is shorter in neurons with a higher tuning frequency in the 
NM and shorter and more distal in neurons with a higher tuning frequency in NL 
(Kuba et al.,2006; Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). AIS length and position also varies in 
different types of retinal ganglion cells with different visual properties (Fried et al., 
2009). Together these observations suggest that AIS position and length appears to 
be tuned to and determined by ongoing levels of neuronal activity. 
4.14.4 A novel form of activity-dependent AIS plasticity 
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the existence of a novel form of 
activity-dependent AIS plasticity in the developing hippocampus, where altered 
activity leads to dismantling of the entire AIS. This type of plasticity appears to 
operate only in young immature neurons, indicating a presence of a developmental 
window beyond which no activity-induced AIS disassembly takes place. Instead, the 
neurons activate a different form of plasticity, where the AIS is structurally 
remodelled rather than being completely removed.  Structural remodelling of the AIS 
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has been linked to changed excitability of a neuron (Grubb and Burrone, 2010), in 
line with a homeostatic adjustment of intrinsic excitability (Turrigiano and Nelson, 
2004). According to this model, when a change in excitability occurs in one 
direction, the neuron will respond with an excitability change in the opposite 
direction, in an attempt to preserve an overall balance of activity. Complete AIS loss 
may thus function as a homeostatic mechanism that compensates for the increased 
activity levels by completely removing the structure responsible for generation of 
action potentials and thus ultimately activity itself. This seemingly drastic change 
may be necessary at earlier times in development when neurons may be especially 
vulnerable to activity-induced cytotoxicity. Complete removal of the AIS may prevent 
over-excitation of young neurons in developing networks. In the next chapter, I will 






The consequences of AIS disassembly on 
neuronal excitability 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter I showed that chronically depolarising excitatory neurons 
with either high levels of KCl or optogenetics results in the reversible disassembly of 
the entire AIS. This effect was observed predominantly in young, 4-7 DIV, neurons 
and was dependent on Ca2+ influx through L-type voltage-gated calcium channels. 
In an attempt to explain the functional significance of these structural changes, I 
proposed the existence of a novel form of activity-dependent AIS plasticity in young 
hippocampal neurons. In this form of plasticity, a removal of an entire AIS may 
serve as a homeostatic mechanism of dealing with elevated levels of activity in 
developing neuronal networks. As the AIS is the primary site of action potential 
initiation and modulation (Kress et al., 2008; Winkels et al., 2009), its complete 
elimination should have profound consequences on the intrinsic excitability of the 
cell. In this chapter I test this possibility and explore the consequences of AIS 
absence  on neuronal excitability. 
Alterations in AIS length or position along the axon have been previously shown to 
affect the intrinsic excitability of neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al., 
2010; Kaphzan et al., 2011), however little is known about the effect of AIS removal 
on firing capabilities of cultured hippocampal neurons. The consequences of AnkG 
elimination on neuronal excitability have been examined primarily in cerebellar 
Purkinje cells.  In cerebellum-specific AnkG knockout mice, AIS-negative Purkinje 
cells lack functional Nav channels, and display higher threshold for action potential 
initiation and impaired firing of action potentials in response to somatic current 
injection (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and Bennet, 2001; Sobotzik et al., 2009). In 
hippocampal neurons, the consequences of AIS absence on neuronal excitability 
have not yet been fully explored. One study, however, addressed this question 
indirectly. Tapia et al. (2013) investigated the role of GSK3 (glycogen synthase 
kinase 3) at the AIS in cultured hippocampal and cortical neurons. Pharmacological 
inhibition of GSK3 or the knockdown of its substrate, β-catenin, diminished the 
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levels of AnkG and voltage-gated sodium channels at the AIS, which also correlated 
with a lower amplitude of sodium currents and decreased the excitability of treated 
cells. Yet it is not clear whether this was the consequence of the pharmacological 
treatment or the result of specific disassembly of the AnkG scaffold, and therefore it 
needs to be explored in more depth.  
 
In this chapter I explore functional consequences of absence of the AIS in cultured 
hippocampal neurons at 7 DIV. Specifically, I focus on how the absence of an AIS 
affects the firing capabilities of neurons. I attempt to answer this by comparing the 
firing properties of AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons, both in control condition 
and after chronic depolarisation with KCl (20mM). Are cells without an AIS less 
excitable? Do the cells that have lost an AIS retain the ability to fire action 
potentials? If so, are the properties of these action potentials different in any way? Is 
there any change in the input-output curves after the AIS loss? To answer these 
questions, I use two functional measures of neuronal output, both in conjunction 
with a live-label of the AIS. First, I investigate calcium responses of AIS-positive and 
AIS-negative neurons in response to whole-field electrical stimulation. Secondly, I 
examine electrophysiological responses of the neurons to somatic current and 
voltage injections and characterise their firing properties in more detail.  
5.2 Calcium imaging 
Measurements of somatic calcium influx is a good correlate of neuronal activity 
(Neher and Sakaba, 2008; Tian et al., 2012). Whenever a neuron fires an action 
potential it is accompanied by a large and rapid influx of Ca2+ through voltage-gated 
Ca2+v channels. Elevations in intracellular Ca
2+ can be measured using a variety of 
organic fluorescent calcium indicators (Rudolf et al., 2003). Here, I used a cell-
permeable calcium dye Oregon Green BAPTA-1 AM (OGB-1) to examine Ca2+ 
dynamics in 7 DIV cultured hippocampal neurons. OGB-1 is a non-ratiometric Ca2+ 
indicator which exhibits increases in fluorescence emission upon binding of Ca2+ 
ions, without a shift in its excitation spectra. OGB-1 is a highly sensitive calcium 
indicator (Kd = 240 nM) and has been consistently used in the field to measure rapid 
changes in Ca2+ levels that coincide with neuronal activity (Jackson et al., 2003; 
Manita and Ross, 2009). As the AM-ester version of the dye permeates all cells in 
culture, this approach allows wide-field imaging of many cells at once, thus 
providing a gross overview of neuronal activity in a large population of cells.  An 
example image of OGB-1-loaded hippocampal neurons is shown in Figure 5.1a.  
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Prior to imaging, the AIS was labelled using a primary antibody against the 
extracellular domain of neurofascin-186 (NF-186), an AIS-specific cell adhesion 
molecule that directly interacts with AnkG through its cytoplasmic domain 
(Dzhashiashvilli et al., 2007). In hippocampal neurons NF-186 is not required for the 
assembly or maintenance of the AIS, but it appears to play a role in targeting the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) protein brevican and neural cell adhesion molecule 
(NrCAM) to the AIS. In addition, it is also important for forming and stabilising 
GABAergic connections from chandelier cells to the AIS of pyramidal neurons (Ango 
et al., 2004). NF-186 clustering at the AIS is highly dependent on AnkG binding and 
it typically co-localises with AnkG as detected by immunohistochemical methods 
(Figure 5.1b). Knocking down AnkG expression in either developing or mature 
hippocampal neurons disrupts targeting of NF-186 to the AIS (Hedstrom et al., 
2007, 2008). Its strong dependence on AnkG binding and highly accessible 
extracellular domain makes NF-186 an excellent marker of the AIS in live neurons.  
 
In order to understand how the absence of an AIS affects neuronal excitability and 
compare these responses to neurons that have already acquired an AIS, NF-186 
stained neurons (from a 7 DIV culture) were loaded with OGB-1 and subjected to 
electrical field stimulation using two parallel platinum electrodes (Figure 2.2 in the 
Methods section). The cultures were stimulated with 10Hz bursts of 5, 10, 15 and 20 
action potentials (APs; Figure 5.1c) delivered sequentially with a one-minute interval 
between the trains. AP-driven Ca2+-responses were measured at the soma for all 
cells in the field of view. Specifically, I concentrated on two properties of the Ca2+ 
response: its peak change in fluorescence (maximum ΔF/F0) and the rate of decay 
of the fluorescence signal (Figure 5.1d). The first measure estimates the maximum 
amplitude of activity-evoked Ca2+ current, whereas the second approximates the 
dynamics of Ca2+ clearance from the cytoplasm of the stimulated cell.  
Ca2+ responses were measured in NF-186-stained cultures that were either 
chronically (16-24 hrs) treated with 20mM KCl or left untreated (controls). As seen 
from the previous chapter, chronically depolarised neurons tend to dismantle their 
AIS, so that KCl-treated cultures will have a mixed population of AIS-negative cells: 
(1) the cells that have not yet formed an AIS and (2) the cells that originally had an 
AIS but lost it in response to increased activity (this last group is not present in 
control cultures). In this study I had no means of distinguishing between these two 
populations, and hence treated them as a single group. Any large differences 
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between control and KCl-treated cells, however, would indicate that these two 
subpopulations of cells are functionally distinct and require separate examination.  
5.2.1 AIS-negative neurons are less likely to respond to electrical field 
stimulation  
To investigate the functional consequences of the AIS absence, I began by 
examining what proportion of AIS-negative neurons responded to electrical field 
stimulation in comparison to AIS-positive cells. A responding cell was defined as a 
cell with responses above a carefully-defined threshold, which was empirically set 
from histograms showing a clear non-responding peak (data not shown). The value 
from the intersection of these peaks was taken as the threshold value used to 
differentiate the responding neurons from the pool of non-responsive cells. The 
threshold obtained in this way reliably matched the thresholds set by visual 
inspection of the traces.   
First, I measured the percentage of responding cells in control and KCl-treated 7-
DIV cultures. KCl was added at 6 DIV, left in the culture media for 16 – 24 hrs and 
removed before the cells were stimulated with different bursts of activity. It is 
important to note that all experiments were carried out in the presence of 
postsynaptic glutamate and GABA receptor blockers (APV, CNQX and gabazine) so 
that the field stimulation was not influenced by any fast synaptic transmission. To 
determine whether the strength of the stimulus affected the likelihood of observing a 
Ca2+ response, I plotted the percentage of responding cells as a function of the 
number of APs (Figure 5.2a). In both conditions, there was a clear increase in 
responding cells with increased duration of AP burst, reaching a plateau at 15 APs. 
This indicates the existence of a variable threshold for AP-evoked Ca2+ influx in 
different cells, whereby longer stimulation is required to trigger Ca2+ flux in a subset 
of high-threshold neurons. Next, I compared the percentage of responding cells in 
control and KCl conditions and, as expected, there were consistently fewer cells 
displaying Ca2+ transients in KCl-treated cultures, as compared to control cells.  The 
differences, however, were statistically significant only in response to 10 APs (P = 
0.038, unpaired t test; nControl = 3 coverslips, nKCl = 4 coverslips. A total of 159 control 
and 148 high-KCl-treated cells; Figure 5.2a).  




Figure 5.1 Calcium imaging in hippocampal cultures live-labelled for the AIS. 
(a) A single imaging frame showing neurons loaded with Oregon  Green BAPTA -1 
(OGB-1; green) and live-labelled for the AIS with neurofascin-186 (NF-186, red, 
arrowheads).  Dotted lines delineate cell bodies of OGB-1-loaded neurons. Calcium 
flux was measured following field stimulation of the whole culture. White traces 
indicate the fluorescence change of individual OGB-1-loaded neurons, illustrating 
the dynamics of Ca2+ influx in response to electrical stimulation. (b) NF-186 
immunostaining (red) perfectly overlaps with AnkG immunoreactivity in hippocampal 
cells. (c) Experimental design. The cultures were stimulated with 5, 10, 15 and 20 
action potentials (1ms pulse, 10Hz) whilst recording Ca2+ responses. (d). The 
parameters measured were maximal change in fluorescence (Max ΔF/F0) and the 
time-constant for exponential decay of the signal, lambda. Scale bar, 20µm. 
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I have previously shown that KCl treatment triggers a decrease in AIS-positive 
neurons, defined as cells with clear AnkG immunoreactivity along the proximal 
axon. Here, I examined whether this decrease is still detectable with NF-186 as an 
AIS marker. In agreement with previous results, I detected significantly fewer AIS-
positive cells in KCl than in control conditions (p = 0.0342, unpaired t test, nControl = 3 
coverslips, nKCl = 4 coverslips), indicating that NF-186 is a suitable marker for 
depolarisation-induced AIS disassembly (Figure 5.2b). The most plausible 
explanation for the decrease in responding cells following KCl treatment is a 
decrease in neurons containing an AIS. To investigate this further, I quantified the 
percentage of responding cells separately for AIS-positive and AIS-negative 
neurons (pooled from control and KCl-treated cultures). As predicted, there was a 
striking dependence between the presence of AIS and the ability of the cell to 
respond to electrical stimulation. A significantly larger proportion of AIS-positive 
neurons responded to electrical stimulation compared to AIS-negative cells (AIS-
positive: 5 AP, 52% ± 3.6%; 10 AP, 55.2 ± 3.7%; 1 5AP, 62.8 ± 2.9%; 20 AP, 61.9 ± 
3.5%. AIS-negative: 5 AP, 1.2 ± 1.2%; 10 AP, 1.5 ± 1.2%; 15 AP, 1.5 ± 1.5%; 20 
AP, 2.1 ± 1.4%; P <  0.001, unpaired t test; nControl = 3 coverslips, nKCl = 4 
coverslips).  
To determine whether KCl treatment itself had an effect on the ratio of responding 
neurons, I sub-divided the AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons according to 
experimental condition (control and KCl) and calculated the proportion of 
responding cells for each group separately (Figure 5.2d). No statistically significant 
differences were detected in either of the conditions tested. Interestingly, there was 
a clear non-significant trend towards a lower percentage of responding cells in KCl-
treated AIS-positive group, suggesting that KCl treatment may had an impact on the 
responsiveness of cells to electrical stimulation. AIS-negative neurons were affected 
by the KCl treatment to a lesser extent than AIS-positive cells, showing a non-
significant trend in the opposite direction from what was observed for AIS-positive 
neurons. KCl-treated AIS-negative neurons more readily responded to electrical 
stimulation than the control cells lacking an AIS. This small difference may be 
explained by the presence of a functionally distinct population of AIS-negative 
neurons in the KCl condition, namely the cells that had formed an AIS but had it 
removed in response to prolonged KCl treatment. This idea is explored in more 
detail using whole-cell patch clamp recordings in section 5.3. 
Overall, there was a strong link between the responsiveness of the cells to AP-
evoked activity and the presence of the AIS.  AIS-negative neurons were less likely 
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display Ca2+ transients in response to electrical field stimulation than AIS-positive 
neurons, strongly underlining the importance of the AIS in the regulation of neuronal 
excitability. 
5.2.2 AIS-negative neurons have smaller Ca2+ response than AIS-positive 
neurons 
In the previous section I showed that neurons lacking an AIS are less likely to 
respond to electrical field stimulation than cells containing an AIS. Here, I focus 
solely on responding cells and investigate whether the absence of an AIS affects 
the properties of the Ca2+ response. Specifically, I examined two properties of the 
Ca2+ response: (1) the peak amplitude of the Ca2+ transient, as estimated by the 
maximal ΔF/F0 value; and (2) the rate of Ca
2+ extrusion, estimated from the 
exponential decay back to baseline after the end of the stimulus (Figure 5.1d).  
First, I examined the differences in peak Ca2+ responses for control and KCl-treated 
neurons (Figure 5.3a). KCl-treated neurons had consistently lower values of 
maximal ΔF/F0, although this difference was small and not statistically significant. On 
the contrary, separating the cells according to the presence or absence of the AIS, 
revealed a marked difference in Ca2+ response. Cells lacking an AIS had 
significantly lower amplitudes of Ca2+ influx compared to cells with an AIS (P <   
0.05, unpaired t test, nAIS+ = 105 cells, nAIS- = 8 cells; Figure 5.3b). To determine how 
KCl treatment affected the Ca2+ responses, I subdivided AIS-positive and AIS-
negative neurons according to experimental condition. As there was only 1 
responding AIS-negative cell in control condition, it was not included in the analysis. 
Consistent with previous observations, the Ca2+ response of AIS-positive neurons 
was consistently lower in KCl than in the control condition; however these 
differences were not statistically significant (P > 0.05, unpaired t test, nAIS+ = 105 
cells, nAIS- = 8 cells Figure 5.3c). 
The decay constant of Ca2+ influx was not affected by either KCl treatment or the 
absence of the AIS (Figure 5.3c-e).  No significant differences in  lambda values 
were detected in either of the experimental groups examined.  
  




Figure 5.2 Cells lacking an AIS are less likely to respond to electrical field 
stimulation. (a) Percentage of responding cells in control (black line) and high-KCl-
treated cells (purple line). (b) Percentage of cells with NF-186-labelled AISs in 
control (black) and KCl conditions (purple).  *, p = 0.038; unpaired t test; nControl = 3 
coverslips, nKCl = 4 coverslips. A total of 159 control and 148 high-KCl-treated cells. 
(c) Percentage of AIS-positive (dark blue) and AIS-negative (light blue) responding 
cells. **, P <   0.01, unpaired t test, nControl = 3 coverslips, nKCl = 4 coverslips (from 3 
independent experiments). (d) Percentage of AIS-positive (dark blue line) and AIS-
negative (light blue line) neurons in control (black data points) and KCl (purple date 

















































































































Figure 5.3 Cells lacking an AIS display smaller Ca2+ transients than cells with 
an AIS.  Graphs showing mean values of max ΔF/F0   (a-c) and lambda (d-e) in cells 
that exhibited Ca2+ events in response to electrical field stimulation. All responding 
cells were split according to the presence or absence of the AIS (a and d; nAIS+ = 
105, nAIS- = 8), condition (control vs KCl, n = 68 and n = 45, respectively; b and e), 
and a combined effect of the presence/absence of the AIS and condition (c and f. 
nControl AIS+ = 65, nKCl AIS+ = 38, nKCl AIS- = 7, nControl AIS- = 1). Black lines indicate control 
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Taken together, the data presented in this section illustrates far-reaching 
consequences of chronic depolarisation on neuronal excitability. Chronic 
depolarisation leads to removal of the AIS from susceptible cells, decreasing their 
excitability levels. AIS-negative neurons were less likely to display Ca2+ transients in 
response to electrical field stimulation, suggesting an impaired ability of these cells 
to fire an action potential and/or to activate voltage-gated Ca2+channels. Next, I 
explore the effect of the absence of the AIS on neuronal excitability in more detail, 
using whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology. 
5.3 Measuring the intrinsic excitability of hippocampal neurons 
In this section I examine the resting and active membrane properties of neurons 
with and without the AIS. The AIS, as in the previous section, was labelled using an 
antibody against NF-186. A subset of cells was pre-treated with 20mM KCl (18-24 
hours) as described earlier. AIS-labelled cells were first imaged and then patched in 
the whole-cell configuration. Patched neurons were analysed under both current 
clamp (-60mV holding voltage) and voltage clamp conditions. Specifically, I 
performed three protocols: (1) current clamp recordings of voltage traces in 
response to 10ms current injection - to examine the properties of single APs, (2) 
current clamp recordings of voltage traces in response to 500ms current injection – 
to investigate the characteristics of AP trains and (3) voltage-clamp recordings of 
macroscopic currents in response to increasing voltage steps – to characterise 
voltage-gated ionic conductances.  
Figure 5.4 shows typical current and voltage traces from a control AIS-positive and 
AIS-negative neuron. The cells with a clear AIS stain reliably fired single action 
potentials in response to short (10ms) current injections, and trains of action 
potentials in response to longer (500ms) current pulses. In addition, AIS positive-
neurons displayed large ionic conductances (Na+ and K+) evoked by gradually-
increasing membrane depolarisation. In contrast, cells lacking an AIS exhibited 
characteristics of electrically silent immature neurons. These neurons generally did 
not fire action potentials in response to either 10ms or 500ms current injections. As 
these cells tended to be morphologically compact, having a small soma and short 
dendrites, incremental current injections induced considerable depolarisation, which 
however did not trigger sustained action potential firing. Moreover, there were no 
detectable active inward ion conductances and only small outward K+ current in 
response to step-wise voltage depolarisations. 





Figure 5.4  Representative electrophysiological recordings from 7 DIV control 
neurons live-stained for the AIS with NF-186. The top panel shows bright-field 
images of the NF-186-labelled neurons. Arrow indicates the AIS. The traces below 
each image show individual responses of the cells to current (10ms and 500ms) and 
voltage injections. Note the absence of action potentials and active ionic 
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Electrophysiological traces from KCl treated neurons show slightly different dynamic 
(Figure 5.5). Namely, both AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons were capable of 
firing action potentials to short (10ms) current injection, regardless of the presence 
or absence of the AIS. The waveform of the action potential, however, was 
markedly different between these two conditions, as shown in the two example cells 
in figure 5.5. The cell lacking the AIS fired broader action potentials of smaller 
amplitude, whereas the cell containing the AIS fired narrow, tall spikes. Despite its 
apparent ability to fire action potentials, the cell lacking the AIS was unable to 
undergo repetitive firing in response to long (500ms) current injection. The AIS-
positive cell, on the other hand, was able to initiate repetitive firing but displayed 
progressive attenuation, a feature not observed in control AIS-positive cells (Figure 
5.4).  
5.3.1 AIS-negative cells have decreased ability to fire action potentials  
To determine how the absence of an AIS affects the ability of neurons to fire action 
potentials, I examined what proportion of AIS-positive and AIS-negative cells 
(pooled from control and KCl condition) was able to initiate a single action potential 
(defined as a fast-rising voltage increase that crossed the 0 mV line) in response to 
10 ms somatic current injection. In agreement with the Ca2+ imaging data, AIS-
negative neurons were much less likely to fire a singleaction potential than the AIS-
positive cells (AIS-negative: 42% cells fired; 6 out of 14 cells. AIS-positive: 96% 
cells fired; 25 out of 26 cells) (Figure 5.6a). Interestingly, a considerable number of 
cells was able to initiate an AP despite the absence of an AIS.  
A more careful examination of the data showed that most of the AIS-negative 
neurons that were capable of firing action potentials belonged to the KCl-treated 
group (Figure 5.6b). In control condition, only 1 out of 9 AIS-negative neurons was 
able to initiate a single action potential, in sharp contrast to AIS-positive cells, in 
which all cells (17 out 17) fired an AP. This clear-cut relation, however, was altered 
in high-KCl-treated cultures, where most cells spiked irrespective of the presence or 
absence of the AIS (5 out 5 AIS-negative cells and 8 out of 9 AIS-positive neurons). 
At first glance, this puzzling result may appear to contradict the Ca2+ imaging data 
shown in Figure 5.2. However, the data obtained from the longer current injections 
(described below), provide an interesting hypothesis that may reveal a possible 
mechanism for the AIS disassembly.   




Figure 5.5 Representative electrophysiological recordings from 7 DIV high- 
KCl-treated neurons live-stained for the AIS with NF-186. The top panel shows 
bright-field images of the NF-186-labelled neurons. Arrow indicates an AIS. The 
traces below each image show individual responses of the cells to current (10ms 
and 500ms) and voltage injections. Note the altered waveform of an action potential 
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To evoke action-potential trains I somatically injected 500ms-long current pulses of 
increasing amplitudes. Figure 5.6c shows a typical input-output curve, that plots the 
number of action potentials as a function of the amount of injected current. In AIS-
positive neurons, increasing amounts of current elicited multiple action potentials of 
increasing frequency until the cell reached its maximal firing rate and plateaued. 
AIS-negative neurons, on the other hand, were largely incapable of initiating 
multiple action potentials at any current input densities. The maximal number of 
spikes in AIS-negative neurons was on average significantly smaller (1.8 ± 0.7) than 
in AIS-positive neurons (20.3 ± 3.1, two-tailed t test, p = 0.0082, n Control = 25 nKCl = 
6) (Figure 5.6e).  There was no significant difference between KCl-treated and 
control AIS-negative neurons, as neither of them was able to elicit sustained trains 
of action potentials, regardless of the amount of current injected. AIS-positive 
neurons, on the other hand, fired more spikes after KCl treatment than in control 
condition (28.8 ± 6.9 and 16.4 ± 2.9, respectively, mean ± SEM; Figure 5.6d and f). 
This difference, however, was not statistically significant (p = 0.064, unpaired t test, 
nControl = 17, nKCl = 8).  
Taken together, these results show that, in control conditions, the presence or 
absence of the AIS determines the firing capabilities of the cell. In control 
conditions, the presence of the AIS was sufficient for the neuron to fire an action 
potential, whereas the absence of an AIS significantly reduced the chances of a cell 
to initiate an action potential or sustain repetitive firing. This dependence was not as 
clear in KCl treated cultures, where most cells were able to fire an action potential, 
regardless of the presence or absence of the AIS. This may suggest the existence 
of a distinct pool AIS-negative neurons in the KCl-treated group, most likely neurons 
that had their AIS removed in response to chronic depolarisation, but still retained 
sufficient number of Na+ channels to initiate a single action potential, but not high 
frequency trains.  This interesting possibility suggests that although the AIS is 
disassembled in response to membrane depolarisation, Na+ channels are still 
present in the cell. Disruption of the AIS scaffolding, however, may have led to their 
redistribution along the axon, which significantly affected the firing properties of the 
cells.  
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Figure 5.6 Neurons lacking an AIS have impaired ability to fire action 
potentials. (a) Graph showing a proportion of AIS-positive (AIS+, dark blue) and 
AIS-negative (AIS-, light blue) neurons firing an action potential in response to 10ms 
somatic current injection. (b) A proportion of AIS+ (orange and purple) and AIS- 
(light blue and yellow) neurons in control and KCl conditions. (c, d) Number of 
spikes elicited in AIS+ (dark blue line) and AIS-negative (light blue line) in control 
(orange and light blue data points) and KCl (purple and yellow data points) 
conditions, as a function of increasing amount of injected current. Note that in all 
AIS- cells the firing rate was consistently reduced at all input intensities. (e) Maximal 
number of spikes in AIS+ (dark blue) and AIS- (light blue) neurons. (f) Maximal 
number of spikes in AIS+ (orange and purple) and AIS- (light blue and yellow) 
neurons in control and KCl conditions. Numbers within bars indicate number of 
spiking cells within each condition. *, P  < 0.05, **, P <   0.01, unpaired t test, nControl 
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5.3.2 Neurons lacking an AIS have distinct passive membrane properties 
In the previous section I have shown that control neurons lacking an AIS were 
mostly incapable of firing an action potential evoked by somatic current injection 
(only 1 out of 9 cells spiked), in contrast to AIS-positive cells, all of which were able 
to fire action potentials (17 out of 17cells spiked). This difference in firing efficacy 
between AIS-positive and AIS-negative cells may be explained by their distinct 
electrophysiological characteristics. In this section, I examine one of these 
characteristics, the passive membrane properties of AIS-positive and AIS-negative 
neurons in control and KCl conditions.  
The membrane properties measured here were membrane capacitance, membrane 
resistance and resting membrane voltage. Membrane capacitance (Cm) is directly 
proportional to the membrane area and thus the overall size of the cell. Therefore it 
is often used as a reliable indicator of a cell’s surface area as well as to normalise 
other electrophysiological measures for variability in cell size (Taylor et al., 2011). 
Membrane resistance (Rm) is an estimation of neuronal conductance at rest, which 
is directly proportional to the total number of open channels along the membrane. 
The resting membrane potential (Vm) describes the difference in voltage between 
interior and exterior of the cell. In hippocampal cells, this value changes in 
development, from more depolarised in young neurons (~40 mV) to more 
hyperpolarised in older cells (~60 mV) (Liu et al., 1996; Holter et al., 2007). The 
passive membrane properties of the cell can therefore strongly influence neuronal 
excitability, mostly by influencing the current threshold for action potential initiation.  
First, I examined Rm, Cm and Vm of AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons from 
control condition (Figure 5.7 a-c). Control AIS-negative cells had significantly higher 
Rm values (2.05 ± 0.79 nΩ) than AIS-positive neurons (0.58 ± 0.05 nΩ; p = 0.013, 
unpaired t test, nAIS+= 17 cells, nAIS- = 9 cells). Higher Rm of AIS-negative cells was 
mirrored by their significantly lower capacitance (17.92 ± 1.42 pF), as compared to 
AIS-positive cells (29.54 ± 1.81 pF; P <   0.0001, unpaired t test, nAIS+= 17 cells, nAIS- 
= 9 cells). High Rm and low Cm values of AIS-negative neurons indicate that  they 
are, on average, smaller than the AIS-positive cells. The Vm values of AIS-positive 
and AIS-negative neurons were not significantly different (p = 0.59, unpaired t test), 
even though there was a clear trend towards a more depolarised Vm in AIS-negative 
neurons (Figure 5.7c). 
Similar differences in membrane properties were observed in high-KCl-treated cells. 
Here, cells lacking an AIS had significantly higher values of Rm (1.39 ± 0.31 nΩ) and 
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lower values of Cm (17.66 ± 1.31pF) than neurons with an AIS (0.62 ± 0.06 nΩ and 
26.36 ± 1.93 pF; p = 0.001 and p = 0.007 for Rm and Cm, respectively; unpaired t 
test, nAIS+= 9 cells, nAIS- = 5 cells; Figure 5.7d,e). There was no significant difference 
in Vm values in these two groups of cells, even though the general trend was 
towards a more depolarised resting potential in AIS-negative neurons (Figure 5.7f). 
These results indicate that in both control and KCl conditions, cells lacking an AIS 
are smaller and perhaps belong to a more immature group of cells.  
5.3.3 KCl-treated AIS-negative cells show immature action potential properties  
I have previously shown that KCl treatment increases the proportion of AIS-negative 
cells that fire an action potential. This puzzling result poses an obvious question: are 
the properties of individual spikes in these cells any different? 
To answer this question I examined a number of parameters that characterise the 
action potential, such as current and voltage threshold for initiation, maximal voltage 
and the width at half-height(Figure 5.8a). Current and voltage threshold are direct 
measures of neuronal membrane excitability. The former represents the amount of 
current needed to fire an action potential, whereas the latter denotes the membrane 
voltage at which suffiecient number of voltage-gated Na+ channels opens, leading to 
Na+ influx and initiating  the regenerative response. The maximal voltage and width 
at half-height describe the shape and height of the action potential.  
First, I examined the values of current threshold density (current per area) in AIS-
positive and AIS-negative neurons. AIS-negative neurons had higher current 
thresholds (13.10 ± 3.09 pApF-1)   than AIS-positive neurons from either control (9.89 
± 0.82 pApF-1) or KCl-treated cultures (10.17 ± 1.04 pApF-1) (Figure 5.8b). In 
addition, KCl-treated AIS-negative cells had on average a more depolarised voltage 
threshold (-18.66 ± 4.50 mV) than AIS-positive neurons (-25.76 ± 2.05 mV and -
24.45 ± 4.27 mV in control and KCl-treated cultures, respectively; Figure 5.8c). 
These differences, however, were not statistically significant, possibly due to low 
number of recordings in each case. A significant difference, however, was detected 
in the waveform of the action potential. AIS-negative cells had significantly wider  
  




Figure 5.7 Neurons lacking an AIS have distinct passive membrane 
properties. Graphs showing the values of membrane resistance, Rm, membrane 
capacitance, Cm and resting membrane voltage, Vm in control (a-c) and high-KCl-
treated neurons (d-e) . *, P <   0.05; **, P <   0.01; ***, P <   0.001, unpaired t test, 
Control: nAIS+ = 17 cells, nAIS- = 9 cells; KCl: nAIS+ = 9 cells, nAIS- = 5 cells. Error bars, 
SEM.   
 
 
spikes, as measured by the value of width at half-height (2.09 ± 0.26 ms) than the 
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cultures respectively) which fired narrow, sharp spikes (P = 0.047, control and P = 
0.009, KCl; unpaired t test, nAIS- = 5; nAIS+ = 16, control; nAIS+ = 7, KCl; Figure 5.8d). 
The height of the spikes, as measured by the peak voltage (Vmax) of the action 
potential, was not significantly different. Nonetheless, there was a clear trend 
towards lower Vmax in AIS-negative neurons (19.92 ± 2.45mV) when compared to 
high-KCl treated AIS-positive cells (27.53 ± 4.31 mV), but not when compared to 
AIS-positive control neurons (17.93 ± 3.50 mV; Figure 5.8e).  
Together, these results indicate that KCl-treated AIS-negative neurons exhibit firing 
characteristics that are characteristic of young immature neurons. They are capable 
of firing rudimentary spikes but they cannot initiate and sustain repetitive firing. 
Moreover, the electrophysiological characteristics of action potentials are 
significantly altered, so that although KCl-treated AIS-negative cells were able to 
generate single action potentials, they did so less efficiently than the cells containing 
the AIS. The ability of these cells to initiate single action potentials despite the 
absence of NF-186 immunoreactivity may indicate that AIS disassembly affected 
only the anchorage of spike-initiating Nav channels, rather than led to their complete 
elimination from the axon. In the next section, I compare the amplitudes of Na+ 
current in treated and untreated AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons.  
5.3.4 The amplitude of Na+ current determines the firing properties of a neuron 
Voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels are highly enriched at the AIS of cultured 
hippocampal neurons (Yang et al., 2007, Hedstrom et al., 2008). It has been 
estimated that there are 3 to 50 times more Nav channels at the AIS than in the 
soma and proximal dendrites (Kole et al., 2008, Kress e tal. 2010, Tapia et al., 
2013, Figure 5.8a). Sodium channels are recruited to the AIS through a direct 
interaction with AnkG (Garrido et al., 2003; Gasser et al., 2012) and are further 
stabilised by cross-linking with other scaffolding proteins, especially β-spectrins 
(Jenkins and Van Bennett, 2001). There are two major Nav channel subtypes at the 
AIS of pyramidal hippocampal neurons: the high-threshold Nav1.2 in the proximal 
AIS and the distally-expressed low-threshold Nav1.6 (Kress et al., 2010). Different 
combinatorial arrangement of these channels, their density and gating properties 
have been shown to influence intrinsic excitability of the cell (Colbert and Pan, 2002; 
Kole et al., 2008; Kress et al., 2010). 
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Figure 5.8 KCl-treated AIS-negative cells have impaired action potential 
properties (a) A schematic depicting the properties of an action potential (evoked 
by a somatic current injection) measured. V thresh, voltage threshold; Vrest, resting 
membrane voltage (resting membrane potential). (b-e) Graphs showing the values 
of current threshold density (b), voltage threshold (c), width at half-height (d) and the 
maximal voltage of an action potential (e) in AIS-negative (AIS-) high-KCl treated 
neurons compared to AIS-positive (AIS+) neurons from control (black) and high-KCl 
(purple) cultures. Cells were recorded in the presence of AMPA/kainate, NMDA and 
GABAA-R blockers. *, P <   0.05; **, P <   0.01; ***, P <  0.001, unpaired t test, 





































































































































Here, I measured Nav currents in AIS-positive and AIS-negative hippocampal 
neurons. Typically, whole-cell Nav currents are investigated under a voltage clamp 
setting where other ionic currents (mostly K+ and Ca2+) are pharmacologically 
blocked. Because K+ and Ca2+ currents are important for action potential firing, I 
could not record an action potential and measure Na+ currents in the same cell. 
Therefore, I chose to perform current-voltage relations of all ionic conductances in 
voltage clamp, without pharmacologically blocking either K+ or Ca2+ currents.  
 
Figure 5.9b shows an example of current traces in response to increasing steps of 
membrane depolarization. The currents recorded at the soma showed that active 
conductances appeared beyond ~40 mV and were composed of a fast-rising but 
quickly inactivating inward current followed by a slower persistent outward current. 
The inward current corresponds to a mixture of Ca2+ and + currents whereas the 
outward current consists mainly of a K+current. Although the inactivating inward 
current is a combination of the two conductances, the Na+ currents are more than 
an order of magnitude larger than Ca2+  currents in cultured hippocampal neurons, 
when recorded at the soma. As a result, peak inward currents were taken to reflect 
mainly Na+ currents (INa). Another issue with the measurement of fast inward Na
+ 
currents is a space clamp problem. This is apparent in Figure 5.4 (current trace, 
bottom left) where repetitive Na+ current events were measured during a voltage 
step. In these traces the maximum current was achieved at low voltages, around the 
threshold for  Na+ channel activation, instead of gradually growing as membrane 
depolarisation is increased. Lack of proper space clamp makes the measurements 
of Na+ currents problematic, nevertheless, the peak inward current can still give 
some estimate, even if imperfect, of the total number of Na+ channels in a cell. In 
fact, this measure turns out to be one of the best predictors for the firing capabilities 
of neurons (Figure 5.9). 
 
To estimate the magnitude of Na+ currents, I measured the maximal amplitude of 
the inward conductance from the voltage-clamp recording (Figure 5.8b). The peak 
Na+ current was strongly correlated with the majority of measures of neuronal 
excitability, including voltage threshold, current threshold, amplitude and width at 
half-height of the action potential and the maximum number of spikes. The higher 
the value of Na+ current (INa), the lower the values of voltage threshold (r = 0.405, p 
= 0.014, n = 36, Figure 5.9c), current threshold density (r = 0.539, P <  0.0001, n = 
38, Figure 5.9d) and width at half-height (r = 0.569, P <   0.0001, n = 36; Figure 
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5.9e), indicating that neurons with a high INa can initiate fast action potentials at less 
depolarised voltage with smaller amounts of input current, and thus are more 
excitable, than the cells with low values of INa. The peak magnitude of Na
+ current 
was also strongly positively correlated with the maximal voltage(Vmax) of an action 
potential (r = 0.661, P <   0.0001, n = 36, Figure 5.8f) and the maximal number of 
spikes a neuron was capable of firing (r = 0.654, P <   0.001, Pearson’s r test, n = 
38; Figure 5.8g). These results show that INa is a great predictor of the firing 
characteristics of a neuron.  In the next section I explore whether the magnitude of 
INa can explain distinct firing properties observed in AIS-positive and AIS-negative 
neurons.  




Figure 5.9 Sodium current as an indicator of firing properties of the cell. 
Voltage-gated sodium channels co-localise with AnkG at the AIS of 7 DIV neurons. 
(b)  A sample trace of ionic conductances evoked by increasing voltage pulses. The 
inward current corresponds to sodium-mediated conductance (INa). The magnitude 
of voltage-evoked INa was estimated by taking the peak current as the measure of 
Na+ conductance. (c-g) The peak value of INa correlated with passive and active 
properties of  neurons, such as voltage threshold (c), current threshold density (d), 
width at half height (e), maximal voltage of an action potential (f) and a maximal 
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5.3.5 AIS-negative cells display lower Na+ currents  
In order to visualise Na+ currents in AIS-positive and AIS-negative cells, I plotted 
current-voltage relations for INa (Figure 5.10a-b). In both control and high-KCl 
treated cultures, the average INa trace of AIS-negative neurons was considerably 
distinct from the INa of AIS-positive neurons. Overall, it was clear that the values of 
INa were much lower in neurons lacking an AIS, irrespective of the condition.  
 
To quantify the differences seen, I first compared the peak values of INa in all 
(control and KCl-treated) AIS-positive and AIS-negative neurons grouped together 
(Figure 5.10c). As predicted, the average peak INa value was significantly lower in 
AIS-negative  (-1.22 ± 0.31 nA) than in AIS-positive neurons (- 2.34 ± 0.22 n, p = 
0.005, unpaired t test, nAIS+ = 24 and nAIS- = 14; Figure 5.9c). Next, I examined any 
differences in peak Nav currents, separately for control and KCl-treated cells. In 
control cells, the peak INa amplitude was significantly higher (-2.13 ± 0.24 pA) in 
AIS-positive than in AIS-negative neurons (-1.03 ± 0.48 pA, p = 0.033, unpaired t 
test, nAIS+ = 16 and nAIS- = 9). Similarly, in KCl condition, the peak Nav current was 
significantly lower in neurons lacking the AIS(-1.55 ± 0.09pA) than in cells with the 
AIS (-2.79 ± 0.45 pA, P = 0.05, two-tailed t test, nAIS+ = 8 - and nAIS-= 5 cells ). Thus 
in spite of seemingly similar abilities of KCl-treated AIS-positive and AIS-negative 
neurons to initiate an action potential, the Nav currents underlying neuronal 
excitability were considerably different and may account for distinct action potential 
properties seen in KCl-treated AIS-negative cells 
 
Together, these results show that different magnitudes of Nav current in AIS-positive 
and AIS-negative neurons can explain the distinct electrophysiological characteristic 
of these two groups of cells. In general, the larger the Nav current, the more likely it 
was for the cell to respond to depolarising current injection by generating an action 
potential. There was a clear dependence between the maximal value of INa and the 
ability of a cell to fire multiple spikes, which was considerably impaired in AIS-
negative neurons. In addition, the height and width of the action potential could be 
predicted by the magnitude of the Na+ current, as low INa AIS-negative neurons 
tended to generate wider spikes of lower amplitude than the high INa AIS-positive 
cells.  
  




Figure 5.10 AIS-negative cells have lower sodium current than AIS-positive 
neurons. (a-b) Graphs showing averaged amplitudes of the Na+ currents (INa) as a 
function of injected voltage in control (a) and high-KCl-treated neurons. (c) Peak INa 
in AIS-positive (AIS+) and AIS-negative (AIS-) cells pooled from control and KCl 
conditions. (d,e) Peak INa in AIS-positive and AIS-negative cells in control (d) and 
KCl conditions (e). Numbers within the bars indicate the number of cells within a 
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In this chapter I investigated the electrical properties of neurons with and without an 
AIS in cultured hippocampal neurons at 7 DIV. Neuronal excitability was examined 
by means of Ca2+ imaging and whole-cell patch-clamp techniques, in both control 
and KCl-treated neurons.  Both methods revealed that neurons without an AIS 
showed impaired firing. The Ca2+ imaging experiments showed that cells lacking an 
AIS were less likely to display a Ca2+ transient in response to whole-field electrical 
stimulation than cells containing an AIS.  In addition, the AIS-negative neurons that 
did respond, showed a significantly lower amplitude Ca2+ signal than AIS-positive 
cells. In agreement with this, the data obtained from patch-clamp experiments 
showed that neurons lacking the AIS were less likely to fire single action potentials 
and had severly impaired ability to generate multiple spikes in response to somatic 
current injection than the cells containing the AIS. In addition, AIS-negative cells 
displayed smaller somatic Navcurrents, confirming that the absence of the AIS 
impacts severely on the levels of neuronal excitability.  
 
The two techniques used in this chapter were complementary, but did not show a 
complete agreement. The electrophysiological recordings detected a noticeably 
larger proportion of neurons that was able to fire action potentials than did the Ca2+ 
imaging experiments. This apparent discrepancy between the techniques is 
probably due to the higher sensitivity of the patch-clamp method compared to Ca2+ 
imaging. Ca2+ dyes cannot always resolve single action potentials, especially in 
immature neurons, so that a significant portion of firing cells may have gone 
undetected in the Ca2+ imaging experiments. Whole-cell patch-clamp techniques, on 
the other hand, can detect even the smallest spikes with high sensitivity, thus 
markedly decreasing the number of false negatives.  
 
The magnitude of the input activity required to trigger a neuronal spike depends on 
the specific composition of the AIS, especially the density and types of voltage-
gated Na+ channels (Bean et al., 2007; Kole and Stuart, 2012). Interestingly, KCl 
treatment altered this seemingly clear-cut relationship between the presence of the 
AIS and the ability of a cell to fire an action potential. In KCl treated cultures, a vast 
majority of neurons (13 out of 14) was capable of firing a single action potential, 
irrespective of the presence or absence of the AIS. The absence of the AIS, 
however, severely affected the ability of the cells to generate repetitive firing. None 
of the AIS-negative neurons was able to fire multiple spikes, in either control or KCl-
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treated conditions. Therefore, in developing neurons, a fully functional AIS appears 
to be necessary for repetitive firing, but not for the generation of single action 
potentials.  
 
The ability of KCl-treated, AIS-negative cells to fire single action potentials indicates 
that they are functionally distinct from the control cells. Although it is unclear why 
these neurons are able to fire, I would like to suggest two possibilities. First, this 
group may represent the neurons that originally had an AIS but lost it after KCl 
treatment. As a result, these cells would have originally expressed Nav channels 
and have had the ability to fire spikes. Upon disassembly of the AIS scaffold, the 
Nav channels remained on the plasma membrane, but lost their clustering to the AIS 
and redistributed along the axon. The presence of Nav channels at the plasma 
membrane allowed the neurons to fire action potentials, however less efficiently 
than the cells containing the AIS. This idea is bolstered by the fact that KCl-treated 
AIS-negative neurons still showed prominent Nav currents (although smaller than 
AIS-positive neurons) and also fired action potentials. The second possibility is that 
KCl-treatment may have caused a change in membrane excitability, for example 
through upregulation of Nav channels. In agreement with this idea, KCl-treated AIS-
negative neurons had on average larger Na+ currents than control AIS-negative 
cells, however, probably due to low n numbers, this difference was not statistically 
significant. In addition, KCl-treated AIS-negative neurons displayed passive 
electrical properties that are characteristic of immature neurons (low Cm and high 
Rm), suggesting they may belong to the set of neurons that did not have an AIS at 
the onset of the treatment. It is therefore possible that immature neurons, which did 
not previously have an AIS, could now change their excitability by adding new 
channels to their membrane, while retaining their immature morphological 
characteristics.  
 
The excitability profile of AIS-negative neurons chronically treated with KCl is 
consistent with other studies where different components of the AIS have been 
either knocked down or inhibited. For example, in mice that lack cerebellar AnkG, 
the AIS does not assemble during development (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and 
Bennett, 2001). Cerebellar Purkinje cells from these mice are impaired in their ability 
to fire action potentials in response to somatic current injection. In general, they fire 
less efficiently, have higher current thresholds and have a slower rate of maximal 
firing. Similarly, conditional knockouts in cerebellar neurons of another component 
of the AIS, NF-186, causes dismantling of the AIS in adult mice and impairment of 
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normal action potential initiation. As above, Purkinje neurons had a higher current 
threshold, and fired smaller and wider spikes than wild-type neurons. One outcome 
from the loss of the AIS was the absence of any spontaneous activity in Purkinje 
neurons, normally ongoing in the wild-type mice (Zonta et al., 2013). Thus, in 
agreement with the current data, an intact AIS is not necessary for the generation of  
action potentials (thought to occur somatically in these examples), however it 
significantly modifies the dynamics and shape of the spikes, as well as their input-
output curve.  
 
Even though the AIS is considered the primary region of spike initiation (Palmer and 
Stuart, 2006; Kress et al., 2008; Hi et al. 2009, Winkels et al., 2009), action 
potentials can initiate beyond the AIS (Colbert and Johnston, 1996). Neuronal 
spikes may be initiated within the soma or even dendrites (Stuart et al., 1997). The 
threshold for the initiation of an action potential depends on the density, availability 
and biophysical properties of ion channels on the membrane (Bean, 2007). Thus 
any high-density ‘hot-spots’ of voltage-gated ion channels may act as the initiation 
site for generation of single spikes (Kosaka et al., 2008). The AIS is the preferred 
spot for action potential generation precisely because of its high concentration of 
voltage-gated ion channels. It has been estimated that Nav channel density at the 
AIS is around three times higher than at the soma in dentate granule cells, and up 
to 50 times higher in cortical pyramidal neurons (Colbert and Pan, 2002; Kole et al., 
2008; Schmidt-Hieber and Bischofberger, 2010). The high-density of Nav channels 
is maintained by the tight anchoring to the AIS scaffolds, through proteins such as 
AnkG and βIV-spectrin (Garrido et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2003; Dzhashiashvili et al., 
2007). Removing AnkG or βIV-spectrin expression in hippocampal neurons has 
been shown to block clustering of Nav channels and impair the firing ability of the 
cells. For example, βIV-spectrin-deficient ‘quivering’ mice have reduced Nav
 
channels densities and reduced excitability in granule cells of the dentate gyrus, 
leading to decreases in network activity (Yang et al., 2004; Winkels et al., 2009).  
 
An inability to initiate repetitive firing in AIS-negative neurons may have been 
specifically caused by a low expression of Nav1.6 channels. Distally-located Nav1.6 
channels have lower thresholds of activation and display less inactivation than 
proximally-located Nav1.2 channels (Kole et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009). These 
properties make Nav1.6 channels vital for high-frequency firing (Boiko et al., 2003; 
Blackenbury et al. 2009). The expression of Nav1.6 is developmentally regulated; 
their clustering at the AIS occurs later in development, after the expression of 
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Nav1.2 channels. This developmental transition to Nav1.6 expression improves firing 
reliability during sustained depolarisation and may account for the more efficient 
repetitive firing observed in mature neurons (Osorio et al., 2010). The localisation of 
Nav1.6 at the AIS is regulated by its β1subunit (encoded by the Scn1b gene) and 
cerebellar-specific Scn1b null mice show a reduced proportion of AnkG-positive 
AISs expressing Nav1.6, leading toa decreased excitability of the neurons 
(Blackenbury et al., 2009).  
 
Deficiency in repetitive firing may also be explained by altered properties of Kv 
currents in AIS-negative-neurons. The characteristics of Kv conductance is 
determined by the number, distribution and specific isotype of Kv channels 
expressed. For example, Kv1 channels delay the onset of action potential firing 
(Storm et al., 1988) and influence action potential threshold, interspike interval and 
its width at half-height (Bekkers and Delaney, 2001; Goldberg et al., 2008; Kole et 
al., 2007). Kv7 channels, on the other hand influence spike-frequency adaptation 
and spontaneous action potential firing (Peters et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2007; Shah et 
al., 2007; Yue and Yaari, 2004). Narrow, fast spikes may be crucial for enabling 
rapid recovery of Nav channels from depolarisation-induced inactivation. By 
regulating axonal action potential half-width, Kv1 channels can determine the 
duration of axonal action potentials and thereby indirectly affect transmitter release. 
Kv1 channels have been previously shown to be regulated by neuronal activity. For 
example, chronic silencing of neuronal activity (with TTX or blocking synaptic 
transmission) inhibits the expression of Kv1 in cultured hippocampal neurons 
(Grosse et al., 2000).  
 
Lastly, activity may regulate the expression of Nav and Kv channels through 
posttranslational modifications, such as phosphorylation of certain residues that 
may affect their interactions with the AIS scaffold. For example, Nav channel 
expression at the AIS can be regulated by phosphorylation with GSK3 (glycogen 
synthase kinase 3), as pharmacological inhibition of GSK3 or knockdown of its 
substrate β-catenin decreases the levels of Nav channels at the AIS (Tapia et al. 
2013). Similarly, phosphorylation of Nav1.2 channel by CK2 (casein kinase2) 
increases the affinity of Nav1.2 to AnkG and causes  accumulation of Nav1.2  at the 
AIS of hippocampal neurons (Brechet et al., 2008). Both GSK3 and CK2 are 
enriched at the AIS, where they may regulate the interactions between different 
components of the AIS. The expression of Kv channels, on the other hand, is 
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regulated by the kinase Cdk5 (cyclin-dependent kinase 5), which promotes their 
targeting to the axonal membrane (Vacher et al., 2011).  
 
To summarise, I have shown that lack of the AIS has profound functional 
consequences on intrinsic excitability of hippocampal neurons at 7 DIV. In control 
conditions, AIS-negative neurons were largely incapable of initiating action 
potentials, regardless of the amount of depolarising current injected. KCl-treated 
neurons could fire single action potentials but not multiple spikes. In contrast, AIS-
positive neurons in either condition efficiently fired single and multiple action 
potentials.  The difference between firing properties of AIS-positive and AIS-
negative neurons can be accounted for by their distinct Nav currents, which strongly 
correlated with the majority of passive  and active membrane properties of the cell. 
Cells lacking the AIS displayed lower currents than the cells containing the AIS, 
suggesting that an altered density, kinetics and isoforms of Nav may underlie the 
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Activity-dependent AIS disassembly as a model of homeostatic regulation of 
intrinsic excitability 
The most striking finding of this thesis is the activity-dependent AIS 
disassembly.The reversibility of this change and its profound influence on neuronal 
excitability is consistent with a homeostatic model of intrinsic excitability. According 
to this model, neurons can regulate their own excitability in response to activity 
oscillations, whereby, in an attempt to preserve an overall balance of activity, a 
change of activity in one direction is counterbalanced with an excitability change in 
the opposite direction (Nelson and Turrigiano, 2004). Homeostatic control of 
network activity can occur via a number of mechanisms. One of them is ‘synaptic 
scaling’ (Turrigiano et al., 1999) in which activity deprivation leads to the up-
regulation of excitatory and down-regulation of inhibitory synaptic inputs (Turrigiano 
and Nelson, 2004). Yet another, non-synaptic mechanism of homeostatic control 
can occur at the level of a single cell, whereby neurons regulate their own 
excitability in an activity-dependent manner (Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al., 
2009).  
 
Intrinsic electrical properties of neurons are key for their function, as they determine 
how the cell integrates synaptic inputs and determines its characteristic firing. 
Activity perturbations are relatively common in the nervous system, especially 
during development, where new synapses are continuously formed and eliminated, 
and the strength of these connections are also constantly changing.  Indeed, it is 
easy to imagine situations where, for example, neurons receive too many (and/or 
too strong) inputs that can drive the neuron, and ultimately the network, to 
hyperactivity. The converse, a loss of inputs, is also possible. Neurons therefore 
have the task of remaining stable whilst allowing for on-going synaptic plasticity to 
happen as circuits wire up. In order to maintain stability within the network, neurons 
have to be able to regulate their own excitability to counteract any extreme activity-
perturbations. Activity-dependent AIS disassembly may be one such mechanism.  
How does activity lead to AIS disassembly and ensuing decrease in neuronal 
excitability? The exact mechanism is not yet known, however the data presented in 
this thesis suggests that this may occur through several steps. First, elevated 
activity triggers Ca2+ influx though L-type voltage gated channels, which in turn, 
through unknown signalling pathways, trigger the dismantling of the AIS scaffold. 
Second, AIS disassembly causes the loss of membrane anchorage of voltage-gated 
ion channels, which may become redistributed along the axon and the soma. Lack 
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of AIS anchorage may also induce selective endocytosis of specific channels and 
alter gating properties of the remaining channels. Finally, changes in the 
distribution, density and biophysical properties of ion channels can in turn alter firing 
properties of the neuron, leading to decreased excitability (Figure 5.11).  
 
 
Figure 5.11 AIS disassembly mediates decreased excitability and promotes 
network homeostasis. Increase in activity (red arrow) triggers increase in 
intracellular ([Ca2+]) leading to AIS disassembly. AIS disassembly results in a 















In this thesis I explored the role of activity in early development of hippocampal 
neurons in vitro. Specifically, I investigated the effect of early membrane 
depolarisation on three distinct compartments of the cells: dendrites, axons and the 
axon initial segments.  
In chapter 3 I examined the effect of chronic (16hr) depolarisation on development 
of dendritic and axonal arborisations in prox1-positive (dentate granule cells) and 
prox1-negative (consisting mostly of pyramidal cells and GABAergic interneurons) 
cells. Activity was induced by either global cell depolarisation with elevated levels of 
KCl or by a spatiotemporally-controlled optogenetic photostimulation of ChR-2 
expressing neurons. Either of the above methods induced a modest decrease in the 
size of dendritic arbours in dentate granule cells, without significantly affecting their 
shape and/or the length of the axon.  In the remainder of the hippocampal neurons, 
chronic depolarisation led to two different effects, depending on which method of 
activity modulation was used. The cells depolarised with elevated [KCl] showed a 
marked decrease in total axonal lengths, but not in the total lengths of their dendritic 
arbours. The neurons depolarised with optogenetic photostimulation, on the other 
hand, displayed a significant decrease in both dendritic and axonal lengths, even 
though the latter was observed in only one stimulation condition. The shape of the 
dendritic tree was largely unaffected by either of the two methods of membrane 
depolarisation.  
In chapter 4 I explored the effects of membrane depolarisation on early 
development of the axon initial segment (AIS) in dentate granule cells and 
pyramidal hippocampal neurons. First, I characterised the timecourse of AIS 
formation in these two groups of neurons. In our culture system, first AISs emerge 
around 2 DIV, after which progressively larger numbers of cells begin forming an 
AIS, reaching a plateau at 7 DIV for pyramidal cells and around 13 DIV for granule 
neurons. By the end of the second week in vitro, a majority of neurons have an AIS. 
Next, I characterised how the properties of the AIS change in development. In both 
groups of neurons, AIS shifts closer to the soma as the cells mature. In pyramidal 
cells, a proximal AIS shift is accompanied by an increase in the AIS length. In 
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granule cells, on the other hand the AIS becomes more proximal and shorter as the 
development progresses. In addition, I observed a gradual increase in the intensity 
of AnkG immunofluorescence, suggesting progressive accumulation of AnkG 
protein during AIS development and maturation. 
Having established the timeline of AIS formation, I then proceeded to examine 
whether young (4 – 7 DIV) granule and pyramidal cells display any form of AIS 
plasticity in response to chronic membrane depolarisation. Strikingly, chronic 
membrane depolarisation with either elevated levels of KCl or optogenetic 
stimulation led to rapid (within 6 hours), cell-death independent, AIS disassembly in 
a subset of granule and pyramidal neurons. This effect required Ca2+ influx though 
L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, but surprisingly, did not depend on calpain-
mediated proteolysis. AIS disassembly was observed primarily in young, 4-7 DIV, 
neurons suggesting the existence of a developmental window for this type of 
plasticity. In addition, activity-induced AIS disassembly was bidirectional, and could 
be reversed by the removal of KCl from the culture media. Extending the duration of 
depolarisation led to a progressive desensitisation of neurons to KCl treatment, 
which is also consistent with a developmental restriction of activity-induced AIS 
disassembly to exclusively early stages of development. Perhaps due to their more 
immature state, granule cells were more susceptible to AIS disassembly than 
pyramidal neurons.  
Next, I examined the properties of the AISs that were not disassembled in response 
to elevated activity. Interestingly, KCl treatment induced a rapid (within 6 hours) 
change in AIS properties, the magnitude and direction of which was dependent on 
the specific developmental stage at which the KCl treatment was administered. In 
young immature neurons (< 8 DIV), chronic depolarisation caused a proximal shift 
of the AIS, accompanied by a small decrease in AIS length. In older cells, on the 
other hand, enhanced activity induced a distal shift of the AIS coupled to an altered 
AIS length: longer AIS in granule and shorter AIS in pyramidal neurons. Strikingly, 
the AISs of chronically (1 week) depolarised 14DIV neurons resembled the AISs of 
young immature cells at 4 DIV. Similar to activity-induced AIS-disassembly, the 
change in AIS properties was reversible upon removal of the source of 
depolarisation.   
In chapter 5 I examined the functional consequences of the AIS absence on the 
excitability of 7 DIV neurons using Ca2+ imaging and patch-clamp electrophysiology. 
In Ca2+ imaging experiments I showed that neurons lacking an AIS are less likely to 
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display a Ca2+ transient in response to electrical field stimulation. In addition, the 
maximal amplitude of Ca2+ flux was significantly lower in AIS-negative neurons than 
in AIS-positive cells, indicating a lower excitability of neurons lacking an AIS. In 
agreement with the Ca2+ imaging data, electrophysiological recordings from AIS-
positive and AIS-negative neurons revealed an impaired ability of cells without an 
AIS to fire single and multiple action potentials. Interestingly, AIS-negative neurons 
that were pre-treated (16 – 24 hours) with KCl were capable of firing single action 
potentials, but could not sustain repetitive firing. Careful examination of action 
potential properties, however, showed that KCl-treated AIS negative neurons had 
altered action potential waveform, characterised primarily by broadening of the 
spike. In addition, AIS-negative neurons had passive membrane properties 
(membrane capacitance and resistance) characteristic of young immature neurons, 
in contrast to AIS-positive cells, which displayed more mature membrane properties. 
Distinct electrophysiological properties of neurons strongly correlated with the 
amplitude of Na+ currents evoked by incremental voltage injections. The larger the 
maximal Na+ current, the more likely it was for the cell to respond to depolarising 
current injection by generating an action potential. Cells lacking an AIS had 
significantly smaller Na+ currents, further emphasising the importance of intact 
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